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Few works of Islamic art are as well known for the his-
tory of their ownership as the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, the 
celebrated copy of the Persian Book of Kings made for 
the Safavid ruler Shah Tahmasp I (r. 1524–76).1 Begun 
in the reign of Tahmasp’s father, Ismaʿil (r. 1501–24), 
and completed in the 1540s, this magnificent illustrated 
manuscript was given in 1568 as an accession present to 
the Ottoman sultan Selim II (r. 1566–74). It remained in 
Ottoman hands until the nineteenth century, passing 
thereafter into the Rothschild Collection before being 
bought in 1959 by Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. (d. 1990), who 
infamously dismembered it eleven years later and dis-
persed the resultant fragments among various institu-
tions and collectors.2

While Houghton’s brief but momentous ownership 
of this manuscript has naturally enough attracted con-
siderable attention, scant regard has been paid to what 
was by far the longest phase of the book’s provenance: 
that under the Ottomans. This lack of scholarly interest 
in the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī ’s Ottoman afterlife reflects an 
apparent belief that the Ottomans themselves cared lit-
tle for the book, an assumption based largely on the 
absence in Turkish painting of works inspired by its 
miniatures. Typifying this viewpoint, J. M. Rogers argues 
that the “mint condition of most of [the Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī’s] paintings shows that neither the Shah nor the 
Sultan can ever have looked at it often, nor did it have 
the slightest influence on Ottoman painting of the later 
sixteenth century: as such, it is a good demonstration 
that bibliophily often stops at the library door.”3

Though it may be true that the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī was 
of negligible artistic impact after its transfer to the Otto-
mans, it is far from the case that the book somehow fell 
into obscurity during this stage of its ownership. Indeed, 
this is confirmed by the little-known fact that the manu-
script was, at the start of the nineteenth century, pro-
vided with a series of royally sponsored inserts bearing 
Turkish synopses and commentaries.4 Matching in 
number the book’s 258 miniatures, these texts represent 
a major undertaking that immediately disproves the 
view that the Ottomans either neglected or forgot Tah-
masp’s gift to them, a corrective that in turn demands a 
more thorough investigation of the Ottomans’ relation-
ship to the manuscript than has hitherto been 
attempted.

Such an investigation is the aim of the present arti-
cle, in which I shall analyze a sample of the Turkish 
inserts in the hope of arriving at a better appreciation 
of the place of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī in the late Otto-
man context. In addition, I shall also demonstrate the 
ways in which the inserts are of broader value to under-
standing how illustrated manuscripts, as well as Firdaw-
si’s epic, were more generally regarded and used in the 
Islamic world.

TAHMASP’S GIFT AND ITS IMPACT:  
THE BACKGROUND TO THE INSERTS

Shah Tahmasp’s gifting of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī to 
Sultan Selim II was an event that attracted considerable 
attention in its time, occurring against the backdrop of 
Selim’s accession to the throne in 1567. Eager to secure 
good relations with his neighbor, Tahmasp judiciously 
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sance before the enthroned Selim, while in the fore-
ground stands a line of janissaries carrying the various 
gifts brought by the Safavid embassy, with books—
among them the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—taking pride of 
place at the front.7

If it should seem strange that Tahmasp was willing 
to part with a manuscript in whose production he had 
been so heavily invested during his youth, it should be 
remembered that the increasingly pious shah had in 
later life renounced his love of painting.8 Given his new 
attitude to illustrated books, what better reuse could 
Tahmasp have made of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī than to 
give it as a luxurious diplomatic offering?9 Indeed, his 
gesture was both admired and appreciated, as is amply 
attested by contemporary responses to the gift. Otto-

decided to send the new sultan a rich panoply of gifts 
that included a courtly pavilion tent, a sumptuous array 
of jewels and textiles, a copy of the Koran attributed to 
Ali b. Abi Talib, and, not least of all, the Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī. Headed by the governor of Yerevan, Shahquli 
Sultan Ustajlu, the stately Safavid embassy charged with 
bearing these gifts reached the Ottoman city of Edirne—
where Selim was then residing—in February 1568.5 The 
moment of presentation is vividly captured by the Otto-
man painter Nakkaş ʿ Osman in a double-page miniature 
from the Şehnāme-i Selīm Ḫān (fig. 1 [figs. 2–18 are 
grouped together before the appendix]), a chronicle of 
Selim’s reign dated 1581 and composed by Seyyid 
Lokman (d. after 1601–2).6 At the right of the painting, 
Shahquli is shown being made to bow in humble obei-

Fig. 1. Nakkaş ʿOsman, Presentation of Gifts by the Savafid Ambassador, Shahquli, to Sultan Selim II at Edirne in 1568. From 
Seyyid Lokman, Şehnāme-i Selīm Ḫān, Istanbul, 1581, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, A. 3595, fols. 53b–54a. (Photo: cour-
tesy of the Topkapı Palace Museum Library)
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sian for the books’ texts was, by the seventeenth cen-
tury, abandoned in favor of Turkish prose.16 Simply put, 
concrete evidence for the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī’s influence 
on Ottoman painting is entirely lacking, and it is not dif-
ficult to see why art historians have taken this as an indi-
cation that the book fell into obscurity after coming to 
the Empire.

But as intuitive as it may seem, the urge to measure 
an artifact’s impact in terms of its “influence” or other-
wise can be—and in this case most certainly is—a mis-
guided one.17 Two basic points should be noted here. 
The first is that the Safavids came from a culture close 
enough to that of the Ottomans that they were not likely 
to make such a blunder as to present a gift that would 
be consigned to the back of the cupboard, so to speak.18 
The Ottomans certainly received many foreign gifts that 
were not to their liking, but these were usually recycled 
or disposed of;19 the care with which the Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī was preserved is thus an indication not of any lack 
of interest on the part of the Ottomans, but rather of the 
high value that they placed on the book.20

The second point to note concerns the history of 
Ottoman painting at the time of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī’s 
presentation. One reason that the production of illus-
trated royal chronicles flourished so in the last quarter 
of the sixteenth century is that Ottoman painting had 
itself reached a highly developed state by this period: 
where the tradition had previously been characterized 
by experimentation, eclecticism, and borrowing, it was 
now a well-established and fully synthesized genre with 
a tenor all its own. As exemplified by Nakkaş ʿOsman’s 
depiction of the Safavid embassy, the defining features 
of this style were its documentary clarity and stylistic 
sobriety; small wonder that the artists so successfully 
working in this manner remained unaffected by the fan-
tastic and lyrical mode of the miniatures filling the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī.21

If reception is measured by “influence” alone, then 
the impression one gets is that Persian painting was 
more generally losing its appeal to Ottoman audiences 
by the later sixteenth century;22 but a very different pic-
ture emerges if we look to another way of tracing the 
afterlife of Persian manuscripts in the Empire: additions 
made to such works by their Ottoman owners. These 
additions usually take the form of ex libris and other 
marks of ownership, and they demonstrate that Persian 

man and Western observers alike enthusiastically 
recorded the array of objects brought by the Safavid 
embassy, with the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī ranking high in 
their listings.10 One Ottoman writer, the chancellor Fer-
idun Ahmed Bey (d. 1582), begins his list in the chroni-
cle Nüzhetü’l-esrāri’l-aḫbār der sefer-i Zigetvār (1568–69) 
thus:

The Holy Koran—one copy; one Shāhnāma—the copy is 
cited in the name of Shah Tahmasp himself, has 259 [sic: 
actually 258] miniatures and a richly embossed binding.11

It is clear from this and other records that of the gifts 
presented by Shahquli’s embassy, the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī 
was considered second in rank only to the Koran sup-
posedly penned by Ali. This is confirmed by the promi-
nence given to the books in Nakkaş ʿOsman’s pictorial 
document of the event.

Considering the impression made by the manuscript 
upon its delivery to Selim, one might indeed expect it 
to have had a corresponding impact on Ottoman paint-
ing, a tradition that had previously demonstrated con-
siderable openness to Persian influences. Yet, as Rogers’s 
earlier-quoted observation stresses, such was not the 
case.12 To be sure, it is probable that a group of so-called 
truncated Shāhnāmas with Persianate miniatures was 
produced in the Ottoman Empire in the decades imme-
diately following Selim’s accession, but these are com-
mercial, and perhaps provincial, works painted in a style 
very different from that of Tahmasp’s manuscript.13 At 
the level of courtly production, meanwhile, the last 
quarter of the sixteenth century did see a rise in the 
number of illustrated Ottoman şehnāmes, books like the 
aforementioned Şehnāme-i Selīm Ḫān that were mod-
eled on Firdawsi’s epic but documented the real-life 
exploits of the sultans,14 and it might be argued that 
these works—coming as they did soon after the gifting 
of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—were in some way stimulated 
by the acquisition of that manuscript. On the other 
hand, the genre of the Ottoman şehnāme already existed 
well before 1568, its origins reaching back to the end of 
the fifteenth century,15 and the increase in the number 
of such works in the later sixteenth century might just 
as well have been the result of developments internal 
to the Ottoman bookmaking tradition. Moreover, these 
şehnāmes are artistically quite unrelated to the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, and even the use of a Firdawsian Per-
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these inserts constitute a singularly comprehensive doc-
ument of how such books were used and understood by 
those with access to them.

THE SHĀHNĀMA REINSCRIBED: MEHMED ʿARIF 
AND THE ADDITION OF THE INSERTS

The Shāhnāma-i Shāhī inserts are the product of a mon-
umental undertaking, rendered all the more impressive 
considering that they are the work of a single author. 
How he came to write these remarkable texts is ex-
plained to us on a separate sheet serving as a colophon 
that was once between the manuscript’s last two folios:

In accordance with the decree of Sultan Selim III…I, 
Mehmed ʿArif, now serving in the Privy Chamber as Head 
Keeper of His Majesty’s Guns (ḫāṣṣ odada ser-tüfengīlik 
ḫidmet-i hümāyūnıyla) … have, in the course of a single 
year [1215 (1800–1801)], completed this synoptic trans-
lation of the 60,000 couplets of the Shāhnāma and thereby 
provided the purport, both general and specific, behind 
each of the 258 miniatures (mecālis-i taṣvīr) drawn by the 
Bihzadesque masters of the art.28

This inscription indicates that Müderriszade Tüfengci-
başı Mehmed ʿ Arif Efendi, as he is called in the sources, 
was a man of considerable standing in the court of  
Selim III (r. 1789–1807). Born in Izmit in 1757–58, he was 
taken into the palace at the age of nine after the death 
of his father, Müderriszade Mustafa Efendi, a scholar 
and poet from Ankara who was descended from Hacı 
Bayram-ı Veli (d. 1430), and who had been called to Is-
tanbul by Mustafa III (r. 1757–74) for his skills in astrol-
ogy. The young Mehmed ʿArif received a palace 
education and demonstrated enough talent to progress 
to the Privy Chamber, being there appointed tüfengci 
başı (gunkeeper) in 1794 and anaḫtar aġası (keeper of 
the keys) in 1801. For reasons that are unclear, he left 
the palace in 1803–4 and began a successful career in 
the ulema, seeing out Selim’s fall and holding various 
provincial mollaships before becoming a kadi of Istan-
bul in 1826–27. He died at some point between 1829 and 
1833.29 Besides his services to the court and state, 
Mehmed ʿArif was also known as a poet and scholar,30 
and he is the author of a short but valuable history of 
the end of Selim III’s reign and the start of Mustafa IV’s 
(r. 1807–8), which survives in two known copies.31 His 

illustrated books continued to be collected, exchanged, 
and prized long after the sixteenth century.23 A notable 
case in point is a Safavid copy of the hagiographical 
work Āsā̱r-i Muẓaffar, dated 1568 and containing seven 
fine miniatures in the Khurasan style.24 Appearing in 
this manuscript are numerous owners’ marks recording 
its movement to and within the Empire: these reveal 
that the book entered the Ottoman treasury sometime 
in the late sixteenth century, probably a gift from the 
shah, and remained in royal possession until the late 
seventeenth century, when it passed—most likely as a 
wedding present—to Mehmed IV’s vizier and son-in-
law, Musahib Mustafa Pasha; after the latter’s death in 
1686, it ended up back in the palace, to be stamped  
in or after 1703 with the seal of Sultan Ahmed III  
(r. 1703–30). Gifted and regifted, bestowed and 
reclaimed, the manuscript was neither forgotten nor 
undervalued by its Ottoman owners, remaining in 
 currency years after the date of its production. Also 
 sig nificant in this regard is an illustrated Timurid 
Shāhnāma—dated 1439 and probably made in Shiraz—
which is today in the Süleymaniye Library.25 Having 
come to the Ottoman Empire at some unknown date, 
the book—probably because it was damaged or unfin-
ished—was substantially rework ed at the end of the six-
teenth century, most of its nineteen miniatures being 
either retouched or added from scratch. Thereafter, as 
a flyleaf inscription dated 1745–46 tells us, the manu-
script entered one of the libraries endowed by the chief 
black eunuch Hacı Beşir Agha (d. 1746), whose seal 
appears on the same page. Like the Āsā̱r-i Muẓaffar, this 
Persian work continued to appeal to Ottoman audi-
ences long after its initial acquisition, stamped as it is 
with the ex libris of one of the most important biblio-
philes and benefactors of the eighteenth century. 

Many similarly marked books also prove the sus-
tained interest the Ottomans had in illustrated Persian 
manuscripts.26 None, however, is as significant or tell-
ing as the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. Though apparently never 
provided with any Ottoman (or indeed Safavid) seal or 
owner’s inscription,27 at the start of the nineteenth cen-
tury this splendid work received an altogether more 
substantial addition: a series of inserts inscribed with 
Turkish summaries of the Shāhnāma narrative, one for 
each of the 258 miniatures. As well as instantly belying 
the notion that the Ottomans neglected the manuscript, 
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below).38 Despite its regrettably incomplete state, this 
group of inserts was still sufficient to give me a good 
sense of Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s larger undertaking, and it is on 
this sample that the present article is based.39

The inserts are of a thin and polished cream-colored 
paper that has been unevenly cut; no two sheets are 
exactly alike (figs. 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18). Their 
irregularity notwithstanding, all but one of the inserts 
are rectangular or squarish, the sole exception being a 
pentagonal example, 123vs (fig. 9), whose shape can be 
explained by the somewhat unusual format of the pic-
ture it faced (fig. 8).40 Most of the sheets are oriented 
vertically and have sides measuring between twenty 
and thirty-five centimeters. Each bears an Ottoman 
Turkish text (two—one on either side—in the case of 
insert 43b41) written in black ink in a robust and idio-
syncratic nastaʿlīq-like hand distinguished principally 
by its raised and sideways isolated nūns. These inscrip-
tions are, all in all, neatly written and attractively orga-
nized, in most instances tapering off at the end. The 
majority are fairly short, filling less than half of one side 
of the sheet, and a few are supplemented with marginal 
addenda, as will be discussed below. At the end of each 
text is a number corresponding to the ordinal of the 
accompanying miniature.

The overall tidiness of the inserts and the paucity of 
corrections within them might have suggested the hand 
of a professional copyist transcribing Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
words. However, the marginal comments that our 
author had, as noted above, earlier added to a copy of 
the Tārīḫ-i Enverī are written in exactly the same hand 
as the Shāhnāma inserts, meaning that he must also 
have penned the latter himself. In terms of content, too, 
Mehmed ʿ Arif’s hand is very much manifest in the texts: 
despite their general succinctness, they are composed 
with all the hallmarks of the bombastic style expected 
of courtly Ottoman writing of the time, peppered as they 
are with numerous Persian and Arabic borrowings. But 
though clearly the work of a learned man, they are not 
free of error, particularly as concerns the misuse of the 
ordinary n where context demands the genitive ñ. Fur-
ther discussion of the style and content of the inscrip-
tions will follow.

Prior to their removal, the inserts could be found 
actually glued to the pages of the manuscript, each sheet 

interest in history writing is further attested by a series 
of marginal comments he added in about 1793 to a copy 
of the eighteenth-century chronicle Tārīḫ-i Enverī,32 as 
well as by a commentary (şerḥ) that he wrote on Vassaf’s 
fourteenth-century history of the Ilkhanid period.33 Pre-
ceded and followed by these various projects, the inserts 
that Mehmed ʿArif produced for the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī 
thus appear to have sprung largely from his own demon-
strable enthusiasm for writing and glossing, even if the 
colophon credits the sultan with having ordered the 
enterprise. Regardless of who instigated the project, 
however, the inserts bespeak the concerns not of any 
single person, but of the members of Selim’s inner circle 
more generally. Significant in this regard is the reference 
made in the colophon to the Privy Chamber, the most 
exclusive area of the inner palace and also the site of 
some of the sultan’s most valuable possessions, includ-
ing books. Indeed, it is likely that the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī 
was itself kept in this rarefied setting, which would ex-
plain how it remained at once pristine and in use.34 The 
small but important group of individuals with access to 
the Privy Chamber was, then, probably the same as that 
with access to the manuscript, and it is out of the col-
lective interests and attitudes of such a group that 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s undertaking arose.

Like the manuscript itself, the inserts have suffered 
considerably as a result of Houghton’s ownership of the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. Removed from the book even before 
it was taken apart, the inserts were inevitably in danger 
of becoming disassociated from their pictures or, worse 
still, lost altogether.35 In my efforts to trace at least a 
portion of them, I contacted the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in New York, which houses seventy-eight of the 
Shāhnāma’s miniatures, the largest number of any 
American collection.36 The response I received was 
both encouraging and dispiriting: though the museum 
had forty-two of the related summaries, written on a 
total of forty-one sheets, it could not account for the 
remaining thirty-six, which constitute almost half of 
what should be there. Moreover, once I visited the 
museum to study the inserts for myself, I discovered 
that a further sheet, insert 76b,37 had gone missing 
(though a photographic record of it fortunately sur-
vives), and that one of those still preserved, 123vs, 
belonged not to any miniature at the Metropolitan, but 
in fact to a picture now in Cleveland (as discussed 
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they descend. Their basic purpose is to provide captions 
for the miniatures alongside which they appear, and in 
this they are largely representative of other Ottoman 
inserts of this type.48 Such inserts are in turn connected 
to the custom of adding Turkish rubrics to the illustra-
tions of Ottoman books written in Persian; many in-
stances of this practice can be found in the great 
sultanic chronicles of the sixteenth century.49

Though related to this established tradition of cap-
tioning in terms of their format, the texts prepared by 
Mehmed ʿArif are, in scope and purpose, quite unlike 
other examples.50 Most fundamentally, they are not 
mere captions to the miniatures that they faced but 
rather—and true to Mehmed ʿArif ’s claim in the colo-
phon—synoptic translations of the entire Shāhnāma 
text, paraphrasing in summary form Firdawsi’s com-
plete narrative. Within this textual continuum, the min-
iatures serve almost as halting places, each Ottoman 
summary picking up the story as it had been left in the 
preceding picture and bringing it up to the point shown 
in the current one. In every instance, the text is formu-
laically concluded with the words etdiği (or etdikleri, 
olduḳları, etc.)51 meclisdir, “This is the scene in which 
…,” signaling the importance of the pictures to deter-
mining the end point of the inscriptions rather than 
their content. A minority of the texts deviate from this 
convention in going somewhat beyond the moment 
shown in the pictures they accompany, but this is an 
unusual variation that occurs only where narrative 
coherence demands it, or, in the case of the final insert, 
when no more images remain to illustrate Firdawsi’s 
text, and even in these instances Mehmed ʿArif is care-
ful to end the précis by returning to the depicted epi-
sode (see Appendix [containing transliterations and 
translations of Mehmed ʿArif ’s inserts]: nos. 19–21, 29, 
34, 39, 41–42).52 Where the rate of illustration is lower 
in the book, the number of events bracketed by the min-
iatures naturally rises, usually leading to a correspond-
ing increase in the length of the Ottoman texts. For 
example, insert 48b, which was separated from the pre-
ceding summary by seven folios, recapitulates multiple 
events in the story of Kay Khusraw’s great war with Afra-
siyab, and only its final words have any direct bearing 
on the facing picture (Appendix: 30).

 The use of the inserts for the purpose of summariz-
ing the whole of the book rather than merely explain-

having been pasted along one edge to the margin near-
est the spine.42 The vast majority of the sheets would 
have been affixed to the same page as their pendant 
miniatures: the only exception to this among the Met-
ropolitan Museum’s inserts is the aforementioned pen-
tagonal example, 123vs, which, again because of the 
unusual format of its picture, was pasted instead onto 
the inner margin of the facing folio, the associated 
painting now being in Cleveland (fig. 8).43 In their pres-
ent, loose condition, the sheets exhibit traces of gilt 
along their once-glued edges, vestiges of the book’s 
gold-sprinkled margins. Although large enough to have 
veiled the pictures over which they lay, the inserts can 
hardly have been intended, as Dickson and Welch sug-
gest,44 as protective sheets, since they were placed in 
such a manner that the sides containing text faced 
towards rather than away from the miniatures.45 The 
result of this arrangement was that each insert, once 
lifted back to reveal the underlying image, would pro-
vide that image with no less than an alternative text to 
the Persian, which was now itself obscured. Clearly, far 
more was at stake in such a substantial refurbishing of 
the book than a mere desire to interleave it with pro-
tective overlays.

THE SHĀHNĀMA REREAD: THE FUNCTION OF 
THE INSERTS

Before proceeding to an analysis of Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
texts, a word or two must be said on the tradition out 
of which they arose. The Shāhnāma-i Shāhī was not the 
first or only Persian manuscript to be fitted with Otto-
man-inscribed inserts. The practice of placing such 
sheets into foreign books was, in fact, a long-standing 
one, with several examples known from the sixteenth 
century onwards.46 Perhaps the most notable case is 
that of the richly illustrated Timurid Miʿrājnāma that 
was once in the possession of the Ottoman sultans and 
is today in the Bibliothèque nationale, Paris.47 Contain-
ing a main text written in Chaghatai Turkish, this fine 
manuscript was furnished in the late sixteenth century 
with a series of white sheets bearing short Ottoman 
inscriptions and inserted so as to face the miniatures. 
Like those by Mehmed ʿArif, these inscriptions gener-
ally occupy the upper portion of the page and taper as 
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of Kavus’s olfactory trial, as well as the precise reason 
for his reproof of Sudaba, would be hard to understand 
from the Ottoman summary alone, since Mehmed ʿ Arif 
has failed to include the vital detail that Siyavush was 
found to be free of these smells and thus innocent of the 
charge. This omission—difficult to attribute to mere 
clumsiness in an insert that is otherwise one of the most 
detailed and comprehensive—is best explained as the 
understandable oversight of one who was writing in a 
context where such a mistake could go unnoticed. 
Mehmed ʿArif was, in other words, writing for an audi-
ence to whom the Shāhnāma was to begin with famil-
iar, and for whom his “translations” were, in fact, little 
more than prompts by which to recall a set of stories 
that were already largely known.56 To be sure, not all 
readers could have been acquainted with every episode 
of Firdawsi’s monumental work, and in places where 
the narrative became more obscure, Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
texts would certainly have taken on greater functional 
importance.57 Overall, however, the texts appear to 
have been written with an informed readership in mind, 
with many of the stories having become almost prover-
bially famous: in summarizing the episode of Kavus’s 
flight on the eagle-borne throne in insert 21b, for exam-
ple, Mehmed ʿArif begins with the words vech-i meşhūr 
üzere, “as is well known” (Appendix: 13). This presump-
tion of the audience’s existing knowledge of the epic 
would explain why the inserts in a sense supplant the 
Persian without providing an adequate substitute for it: 
the real replacement for Firdawsi’s text was the read-
er’s own recollection of it, the Ottoman inscriptions 
serving, then, as mnemonic aids.

And because the incidence and narrative pacing of 
these textual prompts were determined by the manu-
script’s illustrations, it would seem that the inserts were 
to a large extent reduplicating a function already ful-
filled by the pictures. That is, an Ottoman reader, in 
mentally retreading the book’s events, could just as well 
have used the visual cues afforded by the miniatures. 
Indeed, that the pictures would have played such a role 
is on a few occasions betrayed by Mehmed ʿArif him-
self. Take, for example, insert 5b, which tells of Shah Far-
idun’s warm reception of his grandson Minuchihr upon 
the latter’s triumphant return from battle (fig. 4; Appen-
dix: 2). In Firdawsi’s version of events, the prince dis-

ing its miniatures tells us much about how Mehmed 
ʿArif and his peers would have read the Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī. It should be stressed that the verb “to read” is here 
being used in its broadest possible sense, to include 
modes of perusal and recounting that could operate 
without direct recourse to a textual stimulus. Because 
the inserts basically encapsulate all that is told by the 
pages of Persian that once surrounded them, it is evi-
dent that they were designed to facilitate a reading of 
the book that essentially elided Firdawsi’s original text, 
not to say the story told by it. Indeed, the very manner 
in which the sheets were incorporated into the book 
would have encouraged such an elision, for, as noted 
above, Mehmed ʿArif ’s texts could not be read without 
obscuring the Persian verse. At the same time, however, 
it cannot be said that the inserts were simply intended 
to provide a Turkish translation of the epic. For one 
thing, such a translation as a translation would not have 
been necessary: the courtly Ottoman audience to which 
the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī was available would have known 
more than enough Persian to read and understand 
Firdawsi’s work in the original,53 and several Turkish 
translations of the narrative in any case existed.54 Sec-
ondly, and more importantly, the inserts are not always 
composed in such a way as to make adequate sense as 
self-sufficient texts: their content is often too condensed 
or abbreviated to have been properly appreciated by 
anyone who did not already know the stories being 
told.55 

Insert 48b, for instance, reduces some 800 of 
 Firdawsi’s couplets into a mere half page, the result 
being a text that moves at breakneck speed and gives 
the reader little more than the bare outlines of the 
events it claims to recount (Appendix: 30). More telling 
is the case of insert 23b, which describes the desperate 
ploys of Sudaba, the favorite wife of Shah Kavus, to 
seduce her stepson Siyavush (Appendix: 14). Her 
advances rejected by the prince, Sudaba raises an out-
cry and falsely accuses him before his father of having 
made attempts on her honor. Kavus, in a bid to get at 
the truth, smells his wife and son, and “[o]n Sudaba’s 
mouth, cheek, and hands,” to quote Mehmed ʿArif, “he 
detected the odor of clear wine and the scent of liquid 
musk, whereupon he reproached and reprimanded her.” 
To one not familiar with the story, the exact outcome 
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many of the titles most commonly illustrated in the 
Islamic world were popular works that would have been 
widely encountered in the form of plain copies without 
images. A wealthy individual choosing to buy or com-
mission an illustrated version is likely to have done so 
because he already knew and admired the work in ques-
tion.61 According to the model I have just proposed, the 
relationship between text and image in books of this 
type—at least as far as it functioned on the level of the 
viewer’s experience—was such that the images were 
grounded in the content of the text but not, strictly 
speaking, in the text itself; that is, the viewer’s ability to 
appreciate the pictures was dependent on an anterior 
acquaintance with their textual framework and not on 
an actual (re)reading of that framework. In the case of 
the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, we are fortunate enough to have 
a record of this manner of reading in the form of 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s inscriptions, which, though verbal in 
nature, seem to stress the importance of the book’s 
images to facilitating the viewer’s own retelling of a nar-
rative with which he was already familiar.62

Such a characterization of the inserts is borne out not 
only by their relationship to the manuscript’s minia-
tures, but also by their relationship to Firdawsi’s text. 
Although firmly grounded in the Persian narrative and 
largely accurate in their paraphrasing of it, the Ottoman 
synopses sometimes behave more as recollections of 
the epic than as faithful summaries of it. This is espe-
cially evident when Mehmed ʿArif recapitulates dia-
logue: instead of conveying a character’s words as 
reported speech, he usually relates them in the form of 
direct quotations, creatively reshuffling Firdawsi’s dia-
logue in the manner of one remembering, rather than 
slavishly following, the Persian. The results of this prac-
tice can be anything from elaboration—such as in insert 
123vs, when Shah Kavus’s description of the antidote to 
his blindness adds musk to Firdawsi’s original specifi-
cation of demon’s blood (fig. 9; Appendix: 11)—to con-
flation, as in insert 40b, where an earlier-spoken 
soliloquy by Rustam regarding the inability of his 
exhausted horse Rakhsh to participate in battle is trans-
posed to the moment when he tells Tus of his intentions 
to fight Ashkabus (Appendix: 24). Inevitably, this man-
ner of recollecting the narrative sometimes leads to sig-
nificant deviations from it, and even to basic errors. 

mounts from his horse out of respect for the aged shah, 
who is himself on foot, but Faridun orders him back on 
the animal before he will kiss him. Mehmed ʿArif, how-
ever, describes the kiss as taking place when both men 
are on foot, a deviation from the narrative that must 
have been based on the accompanying miniature, 
which also contradicts Firdawsi’s description by show-
ing the pair standing in close embrace (fig. 5).58 Another 
instance is provided by insert 11b, in which the ruler of 
Kabul, Mihrab, talks to his wife, Sindukht, after learn-
ing of Sam’s plans to attack the city (fig. 6; Appendix: 7). 
While Firdawsi’s original has a furious Mihrab vent his 
anger on Sindukht, even threatening to kill her, Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s retelling presents a far calmer interaction, the 
worried husband earnestly seeking his wife’s advice. 
The milder Ottoman reworking of the episode much 
better reflects the mood of the accompanying minia-
ture (fig. 7), where there is little to suggest a menacing 
confrontation. Further proof of Mehmed ʿArif ’s indebt-
edness to the pictorial lead is found in his description 
of the couple as sitting together, a detail supported by 
the painting but not found in Firdawsi’s text.59 These 
two examples support the argument that Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s inserts—far from marking or instituting a new 
way of looking at the Shāhnāma—largely recorded an 
existing mode of reading the book that presupposed an 
audience already conversant with its content and able 
to reconstruct the broad lines of its narrative with the 
aid of certain cues—cues that had been entirely picto-
rial before the nineteenth century but which assumed 
written form as well after Mehmed ʿArif ’s undertaking.

If, as I am here suggesting, Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s texts basi-
cally verbalized an existing and image-based way of 
reading the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, they may well tell us 
something about how books such as this with high rates 
of illustration were more generally used in the Islamic 
world, thereby shedding light on the still little-under-
stood relationship between text and image in these 
works.60 Using the evidence provided by the inserts, it 
is possible to suggest a model whereby at least some 
illustrated Islamic books were “read” primarily by skip-
ping or skimming over the text pages and heading 
straight to the pictures, the viewer mentally filling in 
the intermediate events from his prior knowledge of the 
book’s content. It is important to note in this regard that 
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THE SHĀHNĀMA REITERATED: THE MOTIVATION 
FOR THE INSERTS

But the question is then raised: if Mehmed ʿArif ’s texts 
largely register an existing approach to viewing such 
works as the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—one that was possible 
on the basis of pictures alone—why, then, should they 
have been added to the manuscript in the first place? 
The key to answering this lies, I believe, in the pro-
nounced human urge to reflexively record that which 
is already known, felt, or experienced, an urge whose 
products include such phenomena as keeping a per-
sonal diary and doodling one’s own name. When people 
jot down the day’s events or scribble their own appella-
tions, they are not telling themselves anything new, but 
rather giving emphasis and presence to things already 
past or existing. More often subconscious than not, the 
motivation behind these acts might reflect, as in the 
case of a diary, a desire to process and think about one’s 
day-to-day existence, or, as when tracing one’s name, a 
need to reassure oneself of one’s standing in the world. 
In all instances, the result is the actualization of a 
thought or feeling that might otherwise remain latent. 
This urge, though never entirely dormant, is especially 
pronounced at times of great activity and flux, when the 
sense of stability, control, and self-possession offered 
by such reflexive record-making can most readily be 
appreciated.67

It is in these terms that I believe the Ottoman addi-
tions to the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī should be understood. 
What I am suggesting is that the project undertaken by 
Mehmed ʿ Arif was born of a desire felt by him, Selim III, 
or the two of them to give concrete expression to a way 
of reading the book that was already current among 
those with access to it. Because the intended audience 
was a small one, limited to a select group of individuals 
none of whose perspectives would have substantially 
differed from Mehmed ʿArif ’s or the sultan’s, and 
because the effect was to confirm rather than change 
that audience’s relationship with the book, the project 
was essentially a reflexive and reiterative one. This 
proposition in turn engenders two others: firstly, that 
the book—far from languishing in obscurity after being 
given to Selim II—remained both known about and 
appreciated by the Ottoman elite, even into the late 

Insert 54b, which tells of Rustam’s dealings with 
 Isfandiyar prior to their combat, has the former tempo-
rarily agree to be taken in chains by the latter to Shah 
Gushtasb (Appendix: 34), a stark contrast to Rustam’s 
outright refusal in the original story. And in insert  
47b, Mehmed ʿArif mistakenly dubs Lahhak and  
Farshidvard the sons of Piran rather than his brothers  
(Appendix: 29).

This highly mediated relationship between the Otto-
man and Persian texts also operates on a linguistic level, 
the diction of the précis again stressing the reader’s 
agency in recollecting the stories more than Firdawsi’s 
in telling them. This is not to say that the original text 
did not influence Mehmed ʿArif in his lexical choices, 
as it clearly did: the prose of his inserts contains con-
spicuously more Persian than does that of his later his-
tory, and, in several instances, he uses words and 
compounds that are evidently lifted from Firdawsi’s 
verse.63 Overall, however, the Ottoman texts have a fla-
vor all their own, being composed, as mentioned above, 
in a manner entirely in keeping with the florid literary 
Turkish current in Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s period, and incorpo-
rating far less of Firdawsi’s diction and phraseology than 
might have been expected. Again, passages of dialogue 
in particular stand out for their relative independence, 
since they are often written in a far more vernacular reg-
ister of Turkish than the surrounding text, distinguish-
ing them still more from Firdawsi’s Persian. It is even 
possible to detect in such dialogue the influence of the 
meddāḥ, or coffeehouse storyteller, another means by 
which well-known narratives such as the Shāhnāma 
would have been made familiar to the Ottomans.64 The 
somewhat free and colloquial manner in which Mehmed 
ʿArif has his characters speak is surely not unlike the 
tone that the meddāḥs would have employed—some-
times with the aid of pictures65—when bringing the 
same dialogues to life before their audiences, and it is 
not improbable that the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī was itself 
used to facilitate an elite version of such a gathering, 
involving the sultan and his inner circle.66 Once again, 
then, the inserts bespeak a manner of using illustrated 
books that depended above all on the reader’s close 
acquaintance with the work.
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Qajars in Iran in 1794, to more generalized phenomena 
such as the Industrial Revolution. Of particular impor-
tance were the major shifts in power affecting the 
world’s great polities during this period: these were the 
years in which the French and American Revolutions 
were still playing out their consequences, while the 
Habsburg Empire—the once-mighty enemy of the Otto-
man state—very nearly fell to Napoleon. The milieu in 
which Mehmed ʿ Arif took up the pen and began inscrib-
ing his inserts must, then, have seemed of rare histori-
cal and political consequence to those living in it.70

But what has all this to do with the Shāhnāma? It has 
been amply demonstrated that Firdawsi’s magnum 
opus, while conceived in part as a literary epic, was also 
designed and understood as a work of history, record-
ing as it did the succession of rulers and dynasties—
some mythical, others real—that had shaped Iran from 
its origins up to the Arab invasion.71 Though telling a 
particular national story, the Shāhnāma was never lim-
ited in appeal to a Persian audience, and it enjoyed 
widespread popularity across the Islamic world. This 
was due in no small measure to the universality and 
timelessness of many of its tales, which evoked such 
enduring themes as the rise and fall of dynasties, the 
enthronement and dethronement of rulers, internal 
rebellion and outside aggression, and the vicissitudes 
of warfare. The political resonances of the Shāhnāma 
would have been sensible to readers in any age,72 but at 
certain moments in time, when the kinds of events 
described in the epic appeared to be playing out in the 
real world, the book must have seemed particularly rel-
evant and topical, inviting the deeper interest of an 
audience already familiar with it. It is my contention 
that the start of the nineteenth century was, to a courtly 
Ottoman readership, just such a moment, and that the 
heightened significance taken on by Firdawsi’s work in 
this climate prompted certain individuals—out of a 
probably subconscious desire to grapple with all that 
was going on around them—to reaffirm their existing 
relationship to the Shāhnāma by adding Ottoman 
inscriptions to a particular copy of it.73

The confluence of factors could not have been more 
favorable. All Shāhnāmas would have been appreciated 
for their political import, but what more charged copy 
could there have been than the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, 

period; and secondly, that certain conditions must have 
been at play around 1800 to have caused this long-stand-
ing acquaintance to be recorded and reaffirmed at that 
time.

What these conditions may have been is not difficult 
to guess. Selim III’s was a tumultuous and troubled reign 
indeed, punctuated by a series of internal disturbances 
and occurring against a background of worldwide polit-
ical upheaval.68 Expectations of Selim were high when 
he ascended the throne in 1789, and not without reason: 
intelligent and energetic, the sultan was deeply com-
mitted to reforming the Ottoman Empire and set about 
instituting a host of measures aimed at improving its 
economy, administration, and military. His most signif-
icant and ambitious act was the establishment in 1793 
of the Niẓām-ı Cedīd, the New Order, a small corps of 
soldiers modeled on Western lines and intended even-
tually to displace the traditional janissaries, who were 
regarded by reformists such as Selim as an obstacle to 
the Empire’s progress. Though supported by many, 
Selim’s efforts to reshape the Ottoman realm were met 
with considerable resistance from those, like the janis-
saries, who stood to lose power, the result being a series 
of provincial rebellions. Exacerbating these internal 
problems were various conflicts with outside powers, 
particularly Russia, with which the Empire was twice at 
war during Selim’s reign, and France, which between 
1798 and 1801 succeeded in occupying the Ottoman 
province of Egypt. Weakened and compromised, Selim 
was compelled to dissolve his new army in 1807, when 
a rebellion led by the janissary Kabakçı Mustafa and 
backed by the grand mufti reached Istanbul. Even this, 
however, was not enough to spare the sultan, and a few 
days later, he was forced to abdicate. He was executed 
the following year by his cousin and successor, Mustafa 
IV.

In short, this was a period of far-reaching change in 
Ottoman history. Though it ended in failure, Selim’s 
reign nevertheless set in motion the momentous pro-
gram of reforms that would ultimately overtake and 
redefine the Empire during the nineteenth  century.69 
Moreover, quite apart from the events sur round ing 
Selim himself, much was happening contem po-
raneously on the international stage, from specific polit-
ical events, such as the assumption of power by the 
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copy of the book—particularly one that already reso-
nated with its own history and provenance—carried 
just as much charge as making a manuscript from 
scratch, if not more. Indeed, by recording in this six-
teenth-century Iranian Shāhnāma the reading of his 
own time and locale, Mehmed ʿArif was doing no less 
than stamping the work with a new and specifically late 
Ottoman identity.77

THE SHĀHNĀMA REMARKED UPON:  
MEHMED ʿARIF’S MARGINAL COMMENTARIES

I have so far considered the inserts as the result and 
reflection of a collective approach to reading the 
Shāhnāma that may have itself been typical of the more 
general behaviors surrounding the use of illustrated 
books in the Islamic world, but just as worthy of atten-
tion are those aspects of the texts that relate more spe-
cifically to the particular circumstances of Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s project. It should be noted that these aspects are 
seldom explicitly manifested: the majority of the inserts 
do no more than summarize the Shāhnāma in the 
manner that I have discussed, and it is only occasion-
ally that a more topical or personal comment finds its 
way onto the sheets. Though limited in number, these 
cases are nevertheless extremely revealing, not only 
with regard to the late Ottoman context in which the 
additions were made, but also as further evidence of 
wider viewing and reading practices.

On the relatively few occasions that Mehmed ʿArif 
clearly sounds his voice, he does so mainly in the form 
of marginal notes, additional inscriptions written below 
or beside the main text and at an angle to it. Such 
inscriptions appear on five of the Metropolitan inserts, 
and while some may have been added as afterthoughts, 
others, if not most, were probably planned addenda, as 
can be inferred from insert 37b, where the placement 
of the main inscription slightly to the right of the page 
suggests that it was written from the outset with the 
knowledge that a marginal note would be put alongside 
it (fig. 14). Indeed, far from filling in details accidentally 
left out of the summaries, these addenda behave much 
in the same way as the modern footnote, supplying 
items of information deemed relevant but outside the 
flow of the main text.78 This in itself is significant: these 

which, besides being one of the most luxurious in exis-
tence, had been offered up to Selim III’s forebear and 
namesake by none other than his Safavid rival? And 
who better to record the intensified Ottoman engage-
ment with this exemplary manuscript than Mehmed 
ʿArif, a man of both the pen and the sword who belonged 
to the sultan’s inner circle and who was, as his wider 
oeuvre demonstrates, especially sensitive to the unfold-
ing of history? The parallelism between the Shāhnāma 
inserts and his other projects cannot have escaped 
Mehmed ʿArif, who surely recognized that many of the 
themes and episodes recounted by Firdawsi were com-
mensurate with the events described in his own histor-
ical writings, and thus with history itself.74

In proposing to explain the inserts in this way, I am 
essentially placing Mehmed ʿArif ’s undertaking within 
a much longer tradition of politically stimulated rein-
vigorations of the Shāhnāma. Although countless cop-
ies of the epic were produced and illustrated throughout 
the Islamic world in many periods, there appeared at 
certain times and places versions of such exceptional 
nature that they clearly bespoke a renewed or enhanced 
engagement with the book. Most famous among these 
is the so-called Great Mongol Shāhnāma, a copy that 
was probably made in Ilkhanid Tabriz during the 1330s 
and that many art historians agree was commissioned—
at least in part—to assert the Mongols’ legitimacy 
within Iran’s history of kingship by pictorially stressing 
those episodes most topical in the Ilkhanid context.75 
Another copy of the epic that appears to have come out 
of a moment of heightened political consciousness is 
the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī itself, for as Robert Hillenbrand 
has convincingly argued, the timing, lavishness, and 
thematic emphases of the book suggest that it was con-
ceived as a statement of the early Safavids’ resolve to 
consolidate their rule in the face of outside threats.76 

Whereas these two earlier Shāhnāma projects had 
entailed the creation of new manuscripts, Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s foregrounding of the epic involved instead the 
modification of an existing copy, one that had itself, as 
we have just seen, been born of political concerns. This 
difference in approach is not difficult to explain. To 
begin with, the Ottoman book-painting tradition had 
come to a near standstill by the nineteenth century, and 
was certainly in no position to illustrate a lavish new 
Shāhnāma. Moreover, the act of adapting an existing 
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mary (Appendix: 24). The marginal note, meanwhile, is 
used to make a more specific observation, alerting the 
reader to the fact that “Firdawsi’s eloquent, world-
famous, and enchanting couplet on Rustam’s discharg-
ing of the arrow” is to be found among the text pages 
immediately following the miniature. The couplet in 
question is quoted directly beneath the note, complete 
with vocalized final syllables to explicate the rhyming 
scheme. There are two main points to note here. Firstly, 
the inscription makes clear that Mehmed ʿ Arif was writ-
ing in a culture in which the Shāhnāma was a familiar 
enough text that certain passages had earned especial 
fame.81 Secondly, the note again suggests to us that a 
viewer’s largely recollected “reading” of an illustrated 
book was punctuated by certain moments in which the 
text would come into greater prominence and merit 
closer perusal; the miniatures in such instances served 
almost as bookmarks, helping the viewer to find a favor-
ite passage that he might want to reread. With the mar-
ginal note of insert 40b, Mehmed ʿArif has spared the 
reader the trouble of isolating the passage by writing it 
out for him.

In the note of insert 23b, meanwhile, Mehmed ʿArif 
acts in the capacity of a well-informed editor, supple-
menting Firdawsi’s narrative with a piece of informa-
tion designed to elucidate a point in the main text 
(Appendix: 14). The insert’s lengthy summary, which 
centers on Sudaba’s attempts to seduce the young 
prince Siyavush, begins by relating the discovery of the 
maiden who would become Siyavush’s mother in a 
wooded hunting ground near the Turanian frontier, and 
it is with the whereabouts of this hunting ground that 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s marginal note is concerned. Telling us, 
as Firdawsi himself does, that the place in question is 
known as Daghu (also called Daghvi and Daghuvay), 
Mehmed ʿArif goes on to give details not found in the 
Persian narrative, identifying Daghu as “a desert near 
Ribad [a mountainous district northwest of Nishapur] 
on the border of the land of Turan.” The brief note is 
squeezed into the margin at the top left of the page, 
appropriately close to where the hunting ground is 
referred to in the summary itself, and Mehmed ʿArif 
probably included it because of the rather arcane nature 
of the place name in question. Mentioned fleetingly 
only twice in the whole Shāhnāma, Daghu would have 
been neither familiar to nor readily locatable by most 

notes are not integrated into the main inscriptions 
because they do not fulfill the ordinary task of provid-
ing a mnemonic summary of the Shāhnāma, their rele-
gation to the margins thus confirming the chief purpose 
of Mehmed ʿArif ’s texts.

The information that these marginal inscriptions do 
provide varies from case to case. The note of insert 34b, 
for instance, does precisely that which the text above is 
not designed to: provide a caption specific to the facing 
picture (figs. 12 and 13; Appendix: 22):

Standing before Kaykhusraw is Giv, to whom—when the 
turn was his to receive favor—he [Kaykhusraw] granted 
two hundred brocades, an imperial crown, and ten girdles, 
on condition that he would conquer and lay waste Kasa 
Rud. 

Having already outlined the narrative framework of this 
moment in the main text, Mehmed ʿArif saw fit here to 
dwell more specifically on the depicted scene. It is un-
clear why this picture should have attracted his atten-
tion more than any other, though it may be that, as a 
dignitary in the service of the Ottoman sultan, he would 
naturally have been drawn to a miniature such as this 
that addressed the topic of courtly gift-giving.79 Others 
in Mehmed ʿArif ’s circle may well have reacted simi-
larly to this particular image. Considered on a less spe-
cific level, the note may also tell us something about the 
more general way in which audiences moved through 
illustrated books. It suggests a mode of looking whereby 
the viewer usually took in the pictures as overall entities 
but stopped to pay greater attention to certain details 
when they piqued his interest, while perhaps also isolat-
ing the accompanying textual description. In the case 
of insert 34b, Mehmed ʿ Arif has evidently looked  closely 
at the text surrounding the image, for he has accurately 
(though only partially) reproduced the list of items 
given by Firdawsi.80 The specificity of the resultant cap-
tion stands in contrast to the far more generalized and 
recollected nature of the main text above.

 A similar function is performed by the note of 
another of the inserts, 40b, though here it is the manu-
script’s words and not its images that are the subject of 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s commentary. The miniature that the 
insert originally faced shows Rustam about to launch a 
fatal arrow at the breast of Ashkabus, an episode that 
Mehmed ʿArif recounts in his usual fashion in the sum-
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to a long tradition of individuals who had added their 
voices to Firdawsi’s core text: the specific reference he 
makes to the Baysunghurid preface demonstrates his 
awareness of the additions that the epic had already 
undergone in the course of its reception.84

 A discrepancy of a different kind is the subject of the 
last of the marginal notes, which is also the most inter-
esting. Appearing on insert 19b, this note represents the 
second and only other instance in which Mehmed ʿArif 
makes an explicit observation regarding the facing min-
iature, which here depicts Rustam slaying the King of 
the Mazandaran before Shah Kavus (figs. 10 and 11; 
Appendix: 12). This episode follows Rustam’s killing of 
the White Demon, by whose blood Shah Kavus and his 
courtiers—earlier blinded by the King of Mazanda-
ran—were restored to sight. For reasons that remain 
obscure, Kavus here appears—as elsewhere in the 
manu script—with blackened face and hands, and 
though this is evidently the result of later tampering,85 
Mehmed ʿ Arif interprets it as the conceit of the original 
artist. His judgment of the device as recorded in the 
marginal note is most telling:

The painter’s depicting Shah Kavus with a black veil was 
fitting for as long as he was blind, but his depicting him with 
a black veil after this is nonsense. There is never anything 
written or indicated by Firdawsi concerning the veil. 

Once more, Mehmed ʿ Arif’s remarks are extremely valu-
able for what they reveal about the kinds of details that 
are likely to have arrested the viewer’s attention in the 
course of reading. In this case, it is the curious conven-
tion of showing Kavus with a blackened face that 
Mehmed ʿ Arif (and no doubt others besides him) found 
noteworthy, and his comments shed considerable light 
on the way in which such visual departures from the 
text—which indeed abound in Islamic painting—were 
understood by viewers. Despite the lack of any reference 
to it by Firdawsi, and though probably meant as a simple 
act of defacement by whoever added it, the “veil” is not 
in itself disturbing to Mehmed ʿ Arif. On the contrary, he 
calls it “fitting” as a device by which to signify blindness. 
What he does find objectionable, however, is the ap-
pearance of the feature in a miniature that comes after 
Kavus’s restoration to sight, and the strength of his 
criticism is only emphasized by his straightforward use 
of the plain Turkish ṣaçma, “nonsense,” instead of a 

readers, and this seems to have prompted Mehmed 
ʿArif, most likely after some investigation into the mat-
ter, to add his explanatory note for the benefit of oth-
ers.82 To be sure, a detail of this kind is unlikely to have 
mattered much to one carrying out the type of abbrevi-
ated and recollected reading that I have proposed, but 
Mehmed ʿArif—though largely recording such a read-
ing—was obliged in the course of his undertaking to 
conduct a closer study of Firdawsi’s text than might oth-
erwise have been usual, with such notes as that on insert 
23b documenting those observations that most inter-
ested him in the course of this endeavor.

Another marginal note reflecting this editorial 
approach is that of insert 37b, with Mehmed ʿArif now 
pointing out a discrepancy between Firdawsi’s account 
of a certain event and that given in the manuscript’s 
preface, the well-known introduction that had been 
composed for the Timurid prince Baysunghur (r. 1414–
33) in 1425–26 (fig. 14; Appendix: 23). The episode in 
question is the fate of the Iranian commander Tus after 
he had disgraced himself in battle with the Turanians. 
Firdawsi’s version—summarized as usual by Mehmed 
ʿArif—is that Tus, having been dismissed from his post, 
meekly returned to the court of the outraged Kaykhus-
raw, who spared his life but had him imprisoned. Bay-
sunghur’s preface, however, gives a quite different 
account, telling us, as Mehmed ʿArif ’s explains, that

Tus—because he was anxious and fearful, and lacked the 
courage to return dismissed from Turan and do obeisance 
to Kaykhusraw—stayed in the place in which he had been 
discharged and there founded a city; naming it after him, 
they called it the City of Tus, [the preface] says.

Mehmed ʿArif seems unconvinced by this alternative 
version, concluding his comment by noting that 
“Firdawsi writes nothing in this connection.”83 Again, 
such a detail is likely to have escaped the notice of what 
I have proposed as the usual sort of reader, and it is as 
the epic’s officially appointed translator that Mehmed 
ʿArif has spotted and seen fit to comment on the noted 
discrepancy. Indeed, that he felt obliged to record this 
observation at all shows he was bringing to light a piece 
of information that someone carrying out an ordinary 
“reading” of the book was unlikely to have discovered 
for himself. This marginal note is also significant in sug-
gesting that Mehmed ʿArif was conscious of belonging 
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revelation of Sudaba’s deceit, this remarkable affair is 
one of obvious narrative appeal, and entirely worthy of 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s unusually full retelling. Ironically, as in 
this case, Mehmed ʿArif devotes the most attention to 
those episodes that would have been among the best 
known to the book’s readership, further evidence that 
the inserts are less a functional translation than they 
are a document of existing approaches to the narrative.

Examples such as these tell us much about how a typ-
ical “reading” of the manuscript might have unfolded, 
revealing the kinds of details that were apt to be forgot-
ten or dwelt on as one moved through the book, but 
they do not suggest any sort of ideological or program-
matic intent on the part of the reader: Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
editorial bias, on the few occasions that it does come to 
the fore, seems largely to have been motivated by what 
he found most engaging with respect to the narrative.86 
Even a theme such as the protracted war between Iran 
and Turan, which might have been expected to stir 
deeper feelings in an Ottoman context, does not elicit 
any discernible reaction from Mehmed ʿ Arif, who keeps 
to his usual policy when translating the various episodes 
that relate to the conflict. To take one example, insert 
37b (fig. 14; Appendix: 23), which summarizes the text 
leading up to the Turanians’ decisive win over the 
 Iranians at Pashan, closes in such a way as to give no 
hint of the impending Turanian victory, an ambiguity 
shared also by the facing picture (fig. 15):

[T]he Iranians spent the month assembling as many troops 
and supplies as they were able, and at the end of the month, 
they returned to combat and set about battling and fighting 
with the Turanians and Turks, drawing up in rank and file 
for warfare and carnage, of which [event] this is the scene.

If Mehmed ʿArif ’s treatment of the theme is at all rep-
resentative, it tells us that modern preoccupations with 
characterizing the Iran-Turan conflict in nationalist or 
ethnic terms are highly problematic when applied to 
historical receptions of the Shāhnāma.87 Although 
racial considerations may have been relevant in certain 
times and places, they were clearly of negligible impor-
tance to an Ottoman reader in 1800, an observation that 
probably holds true for most audiences before the age 
of nationalism. Indeed, the Shāhnāma was widely ap-
preciated by readers of Turkic origin, including the Sa-
favids themselves, suggesting that the most prevalent 

more grandiloquent Ottomanism. This fascinating re-
sponse—if its implications are more broadly applied—
may indicate that viewers of illustrative miniatures 
were quite tolerant and even welcoming of artistic em-
bellishments to the text, and that it was only those 
elaborations that openly contradicted the narrative that 
were subject to disapproval.

THE SHĀHNĀMA REINTERPRETED:  
THE APPROACH OF A SUNNI OTTOMAN

Outside the five marginal notes, which are explicitly and 
self-evidently subjective in nature, Mehmed ʿArif only 
seldom betrays his own responses, or those of his milieu, 
to the narratives being translated. It is, to be sure, pos-
sible to detect a certain editorial hand in what he choos-
es to recollect in the Turkish, particularly in the case of 
those summaries that have to deal with greater chunks 
of Firdawsi’s original text. Insert 54b, for example, con-
denses hundreds of verses concerning Rustam’s interac-
tion with Isfandiyar into a fairly short précis, skimming 
over numerous details, confusing others, and placing 
clear emphasis on the battle that marks the culmination 
of the two paladins’ dealings (Appendix: 34). That this 
battle is the subject of the facing miniature may have 
been part of the reason that Mehmed ʿArif chose to 
focus his summary on it, but surely the major factor 
behind his weighting of the text was his own sense of 
good storytelling. What he skips of Firdawsi’s version 
includes a long and rather tedious exchange between 
Rustam and Isfandiyar on the eve of their combat, as 
well as two other conversations—neither of much nar-
rative consequence—held the same night, and it is not 
surprising that such dialogue, while of poetic and even 
psychological value in the original, is passed over by 
Mehmed ʿ Arif in favor of the dramatically more interest-
ing events of the story. A revealing comparison can be 
made between this insert and 24b, which deals with 
only a single episode but is nonetheless significantly 
longer and more detailed (Appendix: 15). Here, the sub-
ject is Sudaba’s extraordinary scheme to regain the favor 
of Kavus—who had earlier discovered her attempted 
seduction of his son Siyavush—by trying to pass off the 
aborted twins of a witch as her own and blaming Siya-
vush for the purported miscarriage. Ending with the 
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and nimbused (fig. 3). As well as stressing the imamate 
in religious terms, the miniature gives the Shiʿi doctrine 
a distinctly political aspect, showing the holy family in 
Safavid headdresses and including a prominent sun-
burst—the age-old symbol of Iran—in its corner.91

To a Sunni Ottoman viewer, such ideological over-
tones would have been distasteful to say the least, but 
it was nevertheless possible to adjust one’s reading so 
as to redeem the parable and its illustration. Indeed, the 
model of reading that I have proposed would have facil-
itated precisely this kind of adjustment, leaving the 
reader free to depart from the original text and recount 
the parable as he would rather have it told, and this is 
exactly what Mehmed ʿArif has done in his summary of 
the story. First, he recasts the metaphor of the seventy 
ships as a straightforward creation story, thus turning 
Firdawsi’s admonishing parable into a didactic allegory:

The Almighty Creator, who made the universe, engendered 
and vivified this world of being and passing as an ocean, 
and in that ocean did He launch and anchor seventy ships, 
the intention being [the creation of] various nations…

Second, those aboard the holy vessel are transformed from 
mediators between God and Man—a conception of the 
Prophet’s family grounded in Shiʿi ideology—to agents of 
God’s mission as it was understood in Sunni terms:

He installed and established upon one of the ships His 
Majesty the Pride of Creation—on whom be the best of 
prayers!—our Most Excellent Lord [the Prophet Muham-
mad], His Majesty Ali the Chosen One, and the Prophet’s 
most excellent family and kinsmen, the intention being 
the True Religion and illustrious sacred law brought about 
by our Lord, His Majesty the Messenger of God, may God 
Almighty bless him and grant him peace!

Though still considerable, the rank here accorded to Ali 
is entirely in keeping with Sunni doctrine, and far below 
that indicated by Firdawsi. Moreover, where the Persian 
text presents Muhammad and Ali as partners, the Otto-
man inscription is clear in privileging the Prophet above 
all others, lauding him alone as the bringer of faith and 
law. This portrayal of the Prophet as lawgiver is par-
ticularly significant, as it evokes the distinctly Sunni 
emphasis on the codified sharia, of which the Ottomans 
saw themselves as the chief protectors. The closing line 
of the insert further conveys the idea of the Ottomans 
as the inheritors of Muhammad’s legacy, dubbing Ali 

understanding of the Iran-Turan dialectic was an alle-
gorical one, “Iran” standing for the just and proper 
order, and “Turan” for the ever-present and often out-
side threat. Even then, the dichotomy is not a crude one, 
for Firdawsi never portrays the Turanians as entirely 
despicable, or the Iranians as wholly admirable. 
Mehmed ʿ Arif’s seeming neutrality in this matter is thus 
partly born of Firdawsi’s own ambivalence.88

But if ethnicity was not a noteworthy issue to an 
Ottoman reading the Shāhnāma in the early 1800s, one 
topic that evidently would have excited the reader’s 
emotions was the religion of Islam. This is clearly not a 
major subject of Firdawsi’s narrative, and only three of 
the inserts relate to it. Nevertheless, in all three cases, 
Mehmed ʿArif reveals the sort of subjective, culturally 
specific stance that—with only one exception to be dis-
cussed later—is all but indiscernible in his other texts. 
His staunchly Sunni position is established near the 
start of the book with insert 1b, which originally faced 
the third painting of the manuscript, an illustration of 
Firdawsi’s eulogy of the Prophet and his family (figs. 2 
and 3; Appendix: 1). Appearing in the prologue of the 
Shāhnāma, the eulogy—the work’s only substantial 
Islamic statement—takes the form of a parable in which 
the world is likened to an ocean hosting seventy ships; 
occupying one of them is the Prophet and his kinsmen, 
who represent the sole hope of those aboard the other 
vessels—that is, of mankind at large. Though writing 
for a Sunni patron, Firdawsi himself was an avowed 
Shiʿi,89 as his words on the salvific ship’s passengers 
make amply clear:

Keep close beside the Prophet and ’Alí,
And, should ill follow, lay the blame on me,
Who take myself the course that I advise.
In this Faith was I born, in this will die;
The dust upon the Lion’s [i.e., Ali’s] foot am I.
Thy heart, if prone to err, is thine own foe,
And can the world more abject miscreants know
Than haters of ’Alí, for born in shame
Are they, and destined to eternal flame?90

In the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, the parable’s unmistakably 
Shiʿi tenor is underscored by the miniature, which 
shows the Prophet and Ali seated beneath an honorific 
baldachin with Hasan and Husayn, all four figures veiled 
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This scathing attack, which constitutes almost half the 
insert, is followed by a sudden return to Firdawsi’s nar-
rative of Shiruya, before the conventional recapitulation 
of what is being shown in the facing picture. That 
Mehmed ʿ Arif felt the need to depart so drastically from 
his usual method in the middle of the insert further 
demonstrates the kinds of strong feelings that issues of 
religion could stir among pious Muslim Ottomans, even 
into the nineteenth century. Though not anywhere 
mentioned by Firdawsi, the probably apocryphal story 
of Khusraw Parviz’s tearing of the Prophet’s letter was 
well known enough to any educated Muslim that recol-
lection of it at the relevant moment of the Shāhnāma 
would have been all but unavoidable. Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
vehement outburst thus very likely reflects what many 
of his peers would have felt while “reading” this part of 
the epic.

That these final sections of the Shāhnāma deal with 
a historically more tangible and proximate period may 
also have encouraged a less removed and abstract 
approach to their content. It is significant that, as noted 
above, Mehmed ʿArif precedes his attack on Khusraw 
Parviz with uncharacteristic imprecations against those 
who had brought about his downfall. The Khusraw Par-
viz with whom Mehmed ʿArif here seems to be sympa-
thizing is not the Khusraw Parviz of the subsequent 
outburst—the shah known by Muslims to have rejected 
the invitation of their Prophet—but still the Khusraw 
Parviz of Firdawsi’s account, the rightful monarch 
whose God-given authority has been treacherously 
usurped. And because this literary version of the shah 
overlaps with the historical one, Mehmed ʿArif—him-
self the loyal courtier of an embattled monarch—treats 
the former’s regicide with the seriousness due a real, as 
opposed to legendary, injustice of this kind, even though 
he goes on immediately after to give a very different 
report of the same shah’s reign. This shift in approach 
vividly illustrates how the Shāhnāma was understood 
at once as history—Firdawsi is presumably among the 
flattering “chroniclers” being criticized by Mehmed 
ʿArif—and as a literary work whose portrayals of histor-
ical personages, however inaccurate, had to be respected 
as far as narrative coherence required. Thus, rather than 
try to reconcile the two versions of Khusraw Parviz or 
suppress one of them, Mehmed ʿArif enthusiastically 

Emirü’l-Müʾminīn, Commander of the Faithful. This 
style, which Shiʿis used only of Ali, was applied by 
Sunnis to all of the four Rightly Guided Caliphs and their 
legitimate successors, being the selfsame title adopted 
by the Ottoman sultans in their capacity as caliph. By 
honoring him with this appellation, Mehmed ʿArif 
brings Firdawsi’s Ali firmly into the Sunni fold, minimiz-
ing his personal cult and stressing instead his place 
within a long caliphal tradition at whose helm now 
stood the Ottomans. 

 More explicit expressions of Ottoman religiosity 
appear at the other end of the book with the last two of 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s inserts, which document the decline of 
the Safavid dynasty and its final demise at the hands of 
the armies of Islam. In both these inserts, Mehmed ʿ Arif 
goes much further than merely adjusting the original 
Persian, instead breaking entirely with his usual prac-
tice by interpolating his own Sunni-Ottoman viewpoint 
directly into the main texts of the sheets. The penulti-
mate insert, 75b (Appendix: 41), which tells of the usur-
pation and execution of Khusraw Parviz by his son 
Shiruya, begins normally enough, but towards the mid-
dle, Mehmed ʿArif becomes uncharacteristically judg-
mental, desiring that Shiruya “receive what he deserves” 
for his misdeed before calling down curses on the nota-
bles who later made Shiruya execute his fifteen broth-
ers. This shift in tone is immediately followed by an 
extraordinary attack on Khusraw Parviz himself: after 
criticizing earlier chroniclers for having been too favor-
able in their accounts of the shah, Mehmed ʿArif goes 
on to condemn him as a “dung-eating swine and…piss-
swilling Jew-faced boar” whose angry mind—“a sewer 
of pride and haughtiness and a cesspit overbrimming 
with conceit and arrogance”—caused him to tear up a 
letter sent by the Prophet himself inviting him to con-
vert to Islam. Upon this, Mehmed ʿArif continues, the 
Prophet

rendered Parviz the target of the piercing curse and male-
diction “May God rend his kingdom as he rent my letter”; 
and immediately that year, just as had come out of [the 
Prophet’s] auspicious and most pure jewel-scattering 
mouth, [Parviz] was killed and exterminated, his kingdom 
and state annihilated and made no more: “He loseth both 
the world and the Hereafter” [Koran 22:11].92
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Shiʿi stance. Though the vanquished Sasanians were 
Zoroastrians, it is not improbable that the celebratory way 
in which Mehmed ʿArif interprets their defeat relates to 
the Ottomans’ own longstanding and sometimes violent 
antagonism toward their, as they saw them, heretical 
Iranian neighbors. Indeed, in relating the dispatch of 
the Muslim armies against Iran, Mehmed ʿArif explicitly 
praises Omar, the second Sunni caliph, while the banner 
in the Safavid miniature anachronistically hails Ali.93 Such 
a divergence from the Persian manuscript is, as we have 
seen, typical of Mehmed ʿArif ’s approach in those inserts 
pertaining to Islam. Taken together, these three texts 
document with remarkable clarity the viewer’s share in 
reading a book like the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, exemplifying 
the kinds of alterations to which both text and image were 
liable in the eye and mind of the subjective—in this case 
Sunni Ottoman—reader.94

THE SHĀHNĀMA AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION: 
FIRDAWSI’S EPIC AS POLITICAL HISTORY

None of the inserts, however, reveals more clearly the 
political resonances of the Shāhnāma to its late Otto-
man audience than the last example to be discussed, 
insert 68b (figs. 16 and 18; Appendix: 36). This is the most 
remarkable of all the texts, a fact already signaled by its 
extraordinary length: it is the only summary to extend 
to the second side of the sheet. Moreover, other than 
the final two inserts, whose extraordinary nature de-
rives from their Islamic subject matter, it is also the only 
one of Mehmed ʿArif ’s texts to interrupt the summary 
with a culturally specific digression. The miniature to 
which the insert was originally attached depicts the 
newly crowned Sasanian shah Nushirvan promulgating 
his reforms (fig. 17), an image immediately preceded by 
one showing the paladin Sufara(y) defeating the White 
Huns before installing Nushirvan’s father, Qubad, onto 
the throne. Between these two pictures, then, runs the 
whole of Qubad’s reign, entirely unillustrated, so that 
one of the reasons for insert 68b’s atypical length is 
simply the span of narrative that it has to cover.95 On 
the other hand, one of the inserts discussed above, 48b, 
summarizes almost half again the number of couplets 
as 68b in less than a quarter the amount of text 
( Appendix: 30),96 a clear indication that more is at play 

retells Firdawsi’s positive account of the shah in full, 
and only thereafter interjects his own condemnatory 
description of the same figure. It is easy to imagine other 
religiously minded readers handling this part of the nar-
rative in a comparable manner.

Mehmed ʿArif ’s Islamic sentiments are again appar-
ent in the last of the inserts, 76b, which tells of the trou-
bled succession of rulers after Shiruya’s death, and the 
miserable fate of the final Sasanian shah, Yazdigird, 
murdered in a mill on the orders of a traitorous gover-
nor after fleeing the encroaching Arab armies (Appen-
dix: 42). Firdawsi deals only cursorily with the Muslim 
invasion of Iran, avoiding elaboration or explicit com-
mentary on the event, but Mehmed ʿArif takes a very 
different approach, devoting a disproportionate amount 
of text to the Arab campaign, and scattering his account 
with pro-Islamic details and statements extraneous to 
the Persian original. Even when relating Firdawsi’s nar-
rative, he shifts the emphasis in favor of the Muslims, 
so that in describing the battle fought at Karkh, for 
example, he omits any mention of the slaughter of Arabs 
that Firdawsi tells us initially took place there, and 
instead skips to the Muslim victory that came at the bat-
tle’s end. As before, however, Mehmed ʿ Arif is careful to 
end the insert in the usual manner, the result being a 
somewhat erratic change of tone between the penulti-
mate passages, which contain information mentioned 
nowhere by Firdawsi, and the conventional final sum-
mary:

The People of Religion then took so many riches and 
spoils that all of them were [fully] contented with booty, 
so much so that they seized even the bejeweled Standard 
of Kava and distributed it among the Muslims.
 And the killing of Yazdijird and the destruction of 
the Persian state happened in the thirty-first year of 
the Hegira of His Majesty, the Commander of the Army 
of Prophets [Muhammad], upon whom be the best of 
prayers and salutations!
 In a word, this is the scene in which Shiran-Guraz [sic] 
kills and destroys Shah Farayin Guraz in battle by thrust-
ing a fatal dagger [at him], [thereby] claiming success and 
victory. 

Apart from its overlap with the history of Islam, another 
factor that may have rendered this final chapter of the 
Shāhnāma particularly susceptible to Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
charged reading was the Ottomans’ pronouncedly anti-
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various measures to improve the conditions of their 
hitherto mismanaged realms; and both were living in a 
political milieu defined by sudden shifts in power, the 
threat of internal disorder and factionalism, and the 
interference of foreign polities. The sense that some sort 
of equation is being made between the two monarchs 
is especially strong in the closing line of the insert, 
where Mehmed ʿArif ’s description of Nushirvan’s 
enlightened reign could just as well have been written 
of his own royal master:

He set about [establishing] justice and equity, and so that 
the entire world might prosper and flourish, he drew up 
orders and decrees and issued them to the governors and 
subjects of [his] lands…

Indeed, when penning his own history a few years later, 
Mehmed ʿArif cast Selim in a similar role as the bringer 
of laudable—though in this case unpopular—change: 

Thirteen years ago, our Sovereign, His Majesty Sultan Selim 
Khan III, laid down and established the law and New Mili-
tary Order (Niẓām-ı Cedīd-i ʿaskeriyye) by which barracks 
were erected and built in Levent, Üsküdar, and several dis-
tricts of Anatolia, and were filled with trained soldiers; and 
because of this, there arose various quarrels and conflicts, 
as well as baseless rumors and chatter, manifestations of 
the deep spite and ugly hostility of the janissaries.97 

But the clearest indication that this segment of the 
Shāhnāma was unusually topical to Mehmed ʿArif and 
his peers concerns not Nushirvan directly, but the false 
prophet Mazdak.98 Of all the episodes recounted in the 
summary, the rise and fall of the Mazdakite faith re-
ceives the longest treatment. The reason for this is sud-
denly revealed to us by Mehmed ʿArif in the middle of 
his retelling of the narrative:

It seems that the French—God Almighty vanquish and sub-
jugate them!—probably took their false Jacobin doctrine 
from this Mazdakite egalitarianism.

This fascinating remark holds the key to understanding 
the peculiar attention lavished on the summary, and 
proves beyond doubt the general impulses underlying 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s project as a whole. To one reading the 
Shāhnāma in Selim III’s age, the tenets of the Mazdakite 
faith must have seemed uncannily close to the stated 
aims of the French Revolution, an event still fresh in the 
world’s memory.99 Those like Mehmed ʿArif who be-

in the latter text than only the gap between it and the 
preceding picture. Indeed, though stylistically in keep-
ing with the other summaries, insert 68b is markedly 
more detailed than usual in its paraphrasing of the Per-
sian, describing at considerable length the events of 
Qubad’s reign as they led up to his son’s succession. True 
to Firdawsi’s portrayal, Qubad emerges from the sum-
mary as a rather inadequate monarch, frequently guilty 
of bad judgment and poor conduct. Having appointed 
Sufara his chief minister, the shah grows jealous of his 
power and so has him executed, only to be dethroned 
for his unfair act and handed over to Sufara’s son, 
 Zarmihr (also called Rizmihr). Far from seeking re-
venge, however, Zarmihr becomes Qubad’s faithful ser-
vant and helps him to escape to the land of the 
Hepthalites (White Huns). There Qubad fathers a son—
the future Nushirvan—and forges an alliance with the 
Hepthalites, who help him re-ascend the Iranian throne. 
All appears well again, but Qubad soon botches this 
second chance by giving ear to the charismatic Mazdak, 
a false prophet who institutes a new egalitarian religion 
whereby all distinctions of rank and wealth are abol-
ished. The magi are naturally outraged, but none is as 
disturbed by this turn of events as Nushirvan, who by 
now has grown into a fine young man. Determined to 
expose Mazdak’s falsehood, Nushirvan stages a disputa-
tion with the heresiarch, at which a wise magus elo-
quently demonstrates the error of the Mazdakite faith. 
Chastened, Qubad delivers Mazdak and his followers to 
Nushirvan, who has them all executed. The wise prince 
is then proclaimed the heir apparent, and upon the 
death of his father, he ascends the Iranian throne, ush-
ering in a glorious period of reform.

Much of this narrative would have struck a chord 
with Mehmed ʿArif, and it is not surprising that he 
should have dwelt on it to the extent that he did. 
Although ostensibly dealing with the reign of Qubad, 
the insert is in many ways concerned with setting the 
stage for Nushirvan’s succession, establishing a contrast 
between the inept father and the judicious son. The rea-
son for this emphasis is not difficult to guess. After all, 
was not Nushirvan—popularly dubbed “the Just” 
(ʿĀdil)—a perfect analogue of Mehmed ʿArif ’s own 
patron, Selim III? Both were intelligent and cultivated 
princes who ascended the throne to the acclaim of their 
people; both were committed reformists who instituted 
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Though the inserts proceeded from and are a fascinating 
record of a set of circumstances peculiar to their milieu, 
they are, as I have sought to demonstrate, much more 
than just a product of their time, serving also to eluci-
date the kind of concerns and responses—critical, con-
noisseurial, ideological, and topical—that would have 
been more generally at play in the reading of the 
Shāhnāma on the one hand and illustrated Islamic 
books on the other. Such modes of reading have, in the 
vast majority of cases, gone unrecorded, but the special 
status of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—a highly prized royal 
gift and among the finest copies ever made of Firdawsi’s 
great epic—ensured for it a rare and perhaps unique 
honor: the engagement it inspired in its viewers came 
to be written out and preserved between its leaves, thus 
reaffirming the manuscript’s remarkable ability to speak 
to—and be spoken to by—those who looked at it.
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longed to a staunchly royalist system must have felt a 
deep unease at what had happened in France, fearing 
for the security of their own established hierarchy and 
order. Firdawsi’s damning treatment of the strangely 
parallel Mazdakite anarchy would thus have made wel-
come reading for such an audience, particularly since 
the French were even then occupying Egypt.100 And if 
I am correct in proposing an identification between 
Nushirvan and Selim, is it not probable that the former’s 
crushing of Mazdak would have resonated all the more 
strongly given the sultan’s own commitment to fight-
ing—at least in principle—the French and other threats 
to the rightful order? It is significant that this comment 
on the Jacobins is, outside the inserts concerning Islam, 
the only instance in which Mehmed ʿ Arif breaks his rule 
concerning non-narrative addenda by placing his ob-
servation not at the foot of the main text, but  directly 
in the middle of it. Unlike the Islamic statements of the 
final two inserts, the Jacobin remark is short enough 
that it could easily have been written in the margins like 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s other subsidiary notes, but the digres-
sion in this case was evidently considered  important 
enough to merit inclusion in the summary itself, even 
if it did not properly belong there. Much about the in-
serts supports the argument that they were a response 
to a particular set of historical circumstances, but 
here—in this telling reference to a coeval event—is 
clear proof that the project arose out of such factors. 
Moreover, this reference to the French Revolution is, as 
far as I know, the only concrete evidence we have from 
a Shāhnāma manuscript that audiences read the epic 
in contemporary political terms;101 as such, it is impor-
tant confirmation of something long felt to be true.

CONCLUSION

The Ottoman inserts that Mehmed ʿArif added to the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī at the start of the nineteenth cen-
tury thus constitute a document of signal value to the 
study of illustrated Islamic manuscripts. Despite the 
negligible attention that they have received in the schol-
arship, the sheets provide us with a wealth of important 
information touching on some of the most interesting 
and little-understood areas of the field, not least of 
which is the afterlife of Tahmasp’s splendid Shāhnāma. 
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name and position at court are erroneously given. The only 
other sources in which I have seen the inserts referred to 
are, first, a French entry for the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—“Les 
commentaires qui expliquent les miniatures seraient écrits 
en turc”—from the Répertoire des biens spoliés, a handlist 
of works stolen from France by the Nazis (quoted in de 
Hamel, The Rothschilds and Their Collections, 35), and, sec-
ond, Sheila Canby’s introduction to the recent full-color 
publication of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī’s paintings in Mariani, 
The Shahnama of Shah Tahmasp, 17.

5. For the embassy and the gifts it bore, see Joseph von Ham-
mer-Purgstall, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 10 vols. 
(Pest, 1827–35), 3:517–22; and Dickson and Welch, Hough-
ton Shahnameh, 1: appendix 2, pp. 270–71.

6. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, A. 3595, fols. 
53b–54a. For this painting, see Rogers, Albums and Illus-
trated Manuscripts, 211–12, cat. no. 157. On the manuscript 
and its creation, see Emine Fetvacı, “The Production of the 
Şehnāme-i Selīm Ḫān,” Muqarnas 26 (2009): 263–316.

7. Dickson and Welch (Houghton Shahnameh, 1: appendix 2,  
p. 271) identify the larger of the two books held by the sec-
ond janissary as the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, the smaller being 
Ali’s Koran, but this is by no means certain.

8. Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 1:45. In an inter-
esting break from established opinion, Abolala Soudavar, 
followed by David Roxburgh, discusses the possibility that 
diminished eyesight was behind Tahmasp’s growing indif-
ference to painting: see Abolala Soudavar, “Between the 
Safavids and the Mughals: Art and Artists in Transition,” 
Iran 37 (1999): 51–52; and David J. Roxburgh, Prefacing the 
Image: The Writing of Art History in Sixteenth-Century Iran 
(Leiden, 2001), 199–200. 

9. As discussed by Hillenbrand, “Iconography of the Shāh-
nāma-yi Shāhī,” 71, another factor that may have encour-
aged Tahmasp to part with the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī was that 
the manuscript had lost its topical and ideological charge 
(addressed later in the main text) after the shah had man-
aged to secure peace with the Ottomans in 1555.

10. See Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 
3: 517–22; and Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 1: 
appendix 2, pp. 270–71.

11. Kelām-ı Mecīd bir cild ve Şāh Ṭahmāsb’ıñ kendi adına 
denilmiş iki yüz elli doḳuz perde taṣvīr-i meclis olunmuş 
muraṣṣaʿ cildle bir ḳıṭʿa Şāhnāme: Istanbul, Topkapı Palace 
Museum Library, H. 1339, fol. 236b. The source is unpub-
lished, and both the Ottoman transliteration here and 
the English translation given in the main text above are 
taken from Dickson and Welch (Houghton Shahnameh, 1: 
appendix 2, pp. 270–71, 271n5), with minor typographic and 
orthographic changes.

12. Dickson and Welch (Houghton Shahnameh, 1:4) nonethe-
less argue that the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī did influence Otto-
man painters, citing as evidence the miniatures of Lokman’s 
Hünernāme (1588), in which, they claim, “the Ottoman art-
ists appear to have drawn specific compositional ideas and 
actual motifs from paintings in the Houghton manuscript.” 

2. How and when the manuscript left Istanbul is unknown, but 
it was acquired by Baron Edmund de Rothschild certainly 
no later than 1903, when he lent it for exhibition at the 
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris. By 1936, the manuscript 
had passed into the collection of the Baron’s son Maurice, 
from whom it was subsequently stolen by the Nazis before 
being recovered after the War. Baron Maurice had already 
begun selling works from his collection before his death in 
1957, and it was from his heirs that Houghton bought the 
Shāhnāma two years later. See Christopher de Hamel, The 
Rothschilds and Their Collections of Illuminated Manuscripts 
(London, 2005), 28, 32, 35, 37, 42, 43, 45, 46, 58. Houghton 
is rumored to have initially promised the Shāhnāma to the 
library named after him at Harvard University, and it is 
not clear why he instead decided to take the book apart: 
his motivation cannot have been entirely financial, as he 
donated the folios now at the Metropolitan Museum. In any 
event, the process of dispersing the manuscript’s parts was 
not completed until 1993, three years after his death, when 
his son and namesake arranged for the remaining chunk 
to be given to the Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art in 
exchange for Willem de Kooning’s Woman III, a nude from 
the collection of the deposed shah that was being kept in 
the museum’s storage. See Irina Tarsis, “Among Harvard’s 
Libraries: Eleven Lithographed Shahnamahs Come to Har-
vard,” Harvard Library Bulletin, n.s., 14, 3 (Autumn 2003): 6; 
and Michael Gross, Rogues’ Gallery: The Secret History of the 
Moguls and the Money That Made the Metropolitan Museum 
(New York, 2009), 362–64. 

3. J. M. Rogers, trans. and ed. from the original Turkish of Filiz 
Çağman and Zeren Tanındı, The Topkapı Saray Museum: 
The Albums and Illustrated Manuscripts (Boston, 1986), 
157. A similar viewpoint is expressed by Jonathan Bloom, 
who writes that “[t]he great Shahnama manuscript pre-
pared for Shah Tahmasp…remained in pristine condition 
in the Ottoman palace in Istanbul until the twentieth cen-
tury, precisely because nobody looked at it!” Jonathan M. 
Bloom, “The Great Mongol Shahnama in the Qajar Period,” 
in Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian Book of 
Kings, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Aldershot, 2004), 25. A very 
different—and much more convincing—inference is made 
from the manuscript’s lack of wear by Stuart Cary Welch (A 
King’s Book of Kings, 17), who argues that “its extraordinarily 
fresh condition, showing few ill effects from damp, insects, 
or the many other hazards of Eastern libraries, proves that 
it was always treated with due regard.” The same view is 
reiterated in Welch’s joint monograph with Martin Dickson 
(Houghton Shahnameh, 1:4), in which the two authors add 
that the book’s condition shows it to have been “highly 
considered and carefully preserved.”

4. My attention was drawn to these summaries by two brief 
references to them in Dickson and Welch’s monumental 
study of the manuscript: see Dickson and Welch, Hough-
ton Shahnameh, 1:4, and appendix 2, p. 270. They are also 
mentioned in Welch’s earlier and shorter monograph  
(A King’s Book of Kings, 17), though here Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
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the early fifteenth century. Grabar gives this drawing as 
an example of what he dubs the “ ‘graphemic’ function of 
medieval Islamic art,” which served “to transmit things or 
subjects without understanding anything about them”; he 
further argues that “[i]t was not [the Tazza Farnese’s] origin 
nor its subject that were important until it reached the col-
lection of the Medici; it was its high cost as a gem.” Grabar 
never explicitly lays out why he feels that the Timurids 
were unable to properly apprehend the phiale, but it is 
clear enough that the main reason is that the item did not 
exert the artistic influence it later would in Europe: “[I]t 
would,” he writes, “be the visual curiosity of a court artist 
which preserved traces of an antique gem in the fifteenth-
century world of the Timurids, even though there is abso-
lutely no evidence that it had any impact on the arts of the 
time, not even in its collective memory.” See Oleg Grabar, 
“Islamic Art and Architecture and the Antique,” in Islamic 
Visual Culture, 1100–1800 (Aldershot, 2006), 426–27. Like 
Rogers before him, Grabar is here relying too much on the 
flimsy criterion of influence as a means by which to recon-
struct an object’s reception. For a more considered discus-
sion of the place of the Tazza Farnese and other objects in 
Iranian courtly culture, see David J. Roxburgh, The Persian 
Album, 1400–1600: From Dispersal to Collection (New Haven 
and London, 2005), 1–3.

18. Tahmasp clearly knew what he was doing when he sent 
the manuscript, since the Safavids presented the Ottomans 
with copies of the Shāhnāma on numerous occasions. In 
1576, Tahmasp marked the accession of the next Ottoman 
sultan, Murad III (r. 1574–95), by sending an even grander 
embassy bearing a still more splendid array of presents, 
again including a Shāhnāma. There was also the lavish 
festival surrounding the circumcision of Murad III’s son 
Mehmed in 1582, where the Safavids presented—among 
a host of other gifts—a Shāhnāma filled with gilt minia-
tures. See Bekir Kütükoğlu, “Şah I. Tahmasb’ın III. Murad’a 
Cülus Tebriki,” İstanbul Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi 
Tarih  Dergisi 11, 15 (1960): 1–24, esp. 6; Dickson and Welch, 
Houghton Shahnameh, 1: appendix 2, p. 270n3; and Orhan 
Şaik Gökyay, “Bir Saltanat Düğünü,” Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi: 
Yıllık 1 (1986): 31. For the great quantity of illustrated Safavid 
books that passed into the Ottoman Empire more generally 
during the second half of the sixteenth century, see Lâle 
Uluç, “A Persian Epic, Perhaps for the Ottoman Sultan,” 
Metropolitan Museum Journal 29 (1994): 57–69; and Filiz 
Çağman and Zeren Tanındı, “Remarks on Some Manu-
scripts from the Topkapı Palace Treasury in the Context 
of Ottoman-Safavid Relations,” Muqarnas 13 (1996): 132–48.

19. See Hedda Reindl-Kiel, “East is East and West is West, and 
Sometimes the Twain Did Meet: Diplomatic Gift Exchange 
in the Ottoman Empire,” in Frontiers of Ottoman  Studies: 
State, Province, and the West, ed. Colin Imber, Keiko 
 Kiyotaki, and Rhoads Murphey, 2 vols. (London and New 
York, 2005), 2:113–24. 

20. See n. 3 above.
21. Interesting to note in this regard are the illustrations that 

Nakkaş ʿOsman added to a Turkish translation of the 

What these supposed borrowings were, however, are not 
precisely explained by the authors, and those devices that 
they do specify—“the open framing of a miniature” and 
“complete groups of figures”—are features that had long 
been part of the Ottoman painting tradition. To be sure, 
the second volume of the manuscript does exhibit certain 
details of Safavid inspiration, particularly in the landscapes 
(see Güner İnal, “The Influence of the Ḳazvīn Style on Otto-
man Miniature Painting,” in Fifth International Congress of 
Turkish Art, ed. Géza Fehér [Budapest, 1978], 464; and Filiz 
Çağman and Zeren Tanındı, “Firdevsi’nin Şahnâmesi’nde 
Geleneğin Değişimi,” Journal of Turkish Studies 32, 1 [2008]: 
156), but these are general borrowings rather than specific 
derivations from Tahmasp’s Shāhnāma. Dickson and 
Welch’s assertion remains, then, unsubstantiated and 
unconvincing. Indeed, further proof that Persian models 
were of limited direct influence on Ottoman painting of the 
late sixteenth century is provided by the case of illustrated 
manuscripts from Qazvin, the Safavid capital between 1548 
and 1598, and related works from other Iranian centers. 
Though a number of these books found their way into the 
Empire, their impact on courtly Ottoman painting was 
minimal at best, and it was only in provincial centers such 
as Konya and Baghdad that their style was imitated in 
any notable way. See İnal, “Influence of the Ḳazvīn Style,” 
457–76.

13. For this group, see Karin Rührdanz, “About a Group of 
Truncated Shāhnāmas: A Case Study in the Commercial 
Production of Illustrated Manuscripts in the Second Part 
of the Sixteenth Century,” Muqarnas 14 (1997): 118–34; 
Will Kwiatkowski, The Eckstein Shahnama: An Ottoman 
Book of Kings (London, 2005); and Çağman and Tanındı, 
“Firdevsi’nin Şahnâmesi’nde Geleneğin Değişimi,” 150–56. 
These Shāhnāmas, which omit the historical part of the 
narrative and include interpolations from other Persian 
epics, contain no colophons or the like to show where 
they were produced, though the case for their Ottoman 
origin has been well argued. I am not convinced, however, 
by  Rührdanz’s suggestion that these books were made 
in Istanbul: the Persianate character of their miniatures, 
which bear little relation to the kind of painting then flour-
ishing in the capital, would, to my mind, indicate a place of 
production like Baghdad. Indeed, Filiz Çağman and Zeren 
Tanındı suggest Baghdad or Ottoman-occupied Tabriz, if 
not a center in Safavid Iran itself, as the likely provenance. 

14. For these şehnāmes, see Serpil Bağcı et al., Osmanlı Resim 
Sanatı (Istanbul, 2006), 109–28, 152–55.

15. Ibid., 48–50, 91–94, 96–109.
16. Ibid., 155, 176–83, 208–16.
17. This criterion is also used to questionable effect in Oleg 

Grabar’s discussion of the Tazza Farnese, the famous Ptol-
emaic phiale that appears to have been in Timurid posses-
sion before being acquired by Lorenzo de’ Medici in 1471. 
The phiale’s presence in Timurid Iran is evidenced by a 
drawing after it by a certain Muhammad Khayyam, who is 
known to have been active in Herat and Samarkand during 
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tion. On the same page as this quotation, in the main text of 
the appendix, Dickson and Welch state that Mehmed ʿArif 
worked on the inserts between May 1800 and April 1801. In 
the absence of more information, I can only assume that 
Mehmed ʿArif, in an unquoted part of the colophon, dated 
his project 1215, which corresponds to May 1800–May (not 
April) 1801. 

29. For Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s life and career, see Aḥmed Fāʾiz Efendi, 
III. Selim’in Sırkâtibi Ahmed Efendi Tarafından Tutulan 
Rûznâme, ed. V. Sema Arıkan (Ankara, 1993), 182, 360; 
Esʿad Meḥmed Efendi, Esad Mehmed Efendi ve Bağçe-i 
Safâ-endûz’u, ed. Rıza Oğraş (Burdur, Turkey, 2001), 140; 
ʿĀrif Ḥikmet, “Şeyhülislâm Ârif Hikmet Beyin Tezkiretü’ş 
Şu’ârâsı ve Transkripsiyonlu Metni,” ed. M. Nuri Çınarcı 
(master’s thesis, Gaziantep University, 2007), 82; Dāvud 
Faṭīn Efendi, Teẕkire-i ḫātimetü’l-eşʿār (Istanbul, 1271 [1854–
55]), 261; Meḥmed S̱üreyyā, Sicill-i ʿOsm̱ānī, yāḫūd teẕkire-i 
meşāhīr-i ʿOsm̱āniyye, 4 vols. (Istanbul, 1308–11 [1890–93]), 
3:270; Bursalı Meḥmed Ṭāhir, ʿOsm̱ānlı müʾellifleri, 3 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1333–42 [1914–28]), 3:105; Franz Babinger, Die 
Geschichtsschreiber der Osmanen und ihre Werke (Leipzig, 
1927), 349; Sadeddin Nüzhet Ergun, Türk Şairleri, 3 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1936–45), 1:79–80; the introduction by Fahri 
Ç. Derin (who, however, mistakenly quotes Fatin as say-
ing that Mehmed ʿArif was from Izmir) in Müderriszāde 
Meḥmed ʿĀrif Efendi, “Tüfengçi-başı Ârif Efendi Tarih-
çesi,” ed. Fahri Ç. Derin, Belleten 38, 151 (1974): 379–80; 
Fuat Bayramoğlu, Hacı Bayram-ı Veli: Yaşamı, Soyu, Vakfı, 
2 vols. (Ankara, 1983), 1:115–17; and Müjgan Cumbur, Türk 
Dünyası Edebiyatçıları Ansiklopedisi (Ankara, 2002–7), s.v. 
“Ârif (1757/8–1831/2).” The year of Mehmed ʿArif ’s death 
is variously recorded in the sources. The earliest date, 
given by Mehmed Süreyya, is 12 Shawwal 1243 (April 27, 
1828), but Mehmed ʿArif cannot have died before the end 
of 1829, as proved by a document (C. ADL, 49/2973) in the 
Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives, Istanbul, that is dated 
14 Jumada I 1244 (November 22, 1828) and grants him the 
fief (arpalıḳ) of the Aegean district of Sultanhisar. From 
Şanizade, we learn that Mehmed ʿ Arif was a müderris at the 
Koca Mustafa Pasha Mosque before being appointed to his 
first mollaship in 1814, that he was married to the sister of 
the erstwhile chief royal physician Mustafa Mesʿud Efendi, 
and that he had a yalı (waterside mansion) at Baltalimanı: 
see Şānīzāde Meḥmed ʿAṭāʾullāh Efendi, Şânî-zâde Târîhî 
(1223–1237/1808–1821), ed. Ziya Yılmazer, 2 vols. (Istanbul, 
2008), 1:662; 2:1009, 1220. He is mentioned also by Lutfi in 
connection with his appointment to an Istanbul kadiship, 
but this later chronicler fails to record—and thus substan-
tiate—the year of his death: see Aḥmed Luṭfī, Vak’anüvis 
Ahmed Lûtfî Efendi Tarihi, ed. Ahmet Hezarfen, 8 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1999), 1:182–83. For details of Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
family, the Müderriszade branch of the descendants of 
Hacı Bayram-ı Veli, see Bayramoğlu, Hacı Bayram-ı Veli, 
1:84, 90, 104–5, 113–15, 117–118; 2:40–43. Mehmed Süreyya 
(Sicill-i ʿ Osm̱ānī, 3:270) records that among Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s 
own children was a certain Ahmed Hayır Efendi, who simi-
larly went on to become a provincial molla. 

Shāhnāma (Topkapı Palace Museum Library, H. 1522). 
Despite the Persian origins of the text in question, and a 
certain programmatic overlap with the miniatures of the 
famous Mamluk copy of the same translation, ʿOsman’s 
paintings here are no less Ottoman in style than his other 
works, as discussed in Serpil Bağcı, “An Iranian Epic and an 
Ottoman Painter: Nakkaş Osman’s ‘New’ Visual Interpre-
tation of the Shâhnâmeh,” in Frauen, Bilder und Gelehrte: 
Studien zu Gesellschaft und Künsten im Osmanischen Reich 
= Arts, Women and Scholars: Studies in Ottoman Society and 
Culture, ed. Sabine Prätor and Christoph K. Neumann, 2 
vols. (Istanbul, 2002), 2:421–50. For the Turkish translations 
of the Shāhnāma and their illustrated copies more gener-
ally, see nn. 54–55 below.

22. See n. 12 above.
23. See Çağman and Tanındı, “Some Manuscripts from the 

Topkapı Palace Treasury,” 132–48. The Ottomans also 
made artistic additions to these Safavid and other Iranian 
works: see Priscilla P. Soucek and Filiz Çağman, “A Royal 
Manuscript and Its Transformation: The Life History of a 
Book,” in The Book in the Islamic World: The Written Word 
and Communication in the Middle East, ed. George N. Atiyeh 
(Albany, 1995), 179–208; Zeren Tanındı, “Additions to Illus-
trated Manuscripts in Ottoman Workshops,” Muqarnas 17 
(2000): 147–61; Bağcı et al., Osmanlı Resim Sanatı, 50–53; 
and n. 84 below.

24. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Museum Library, H. 1233. For this 
manuscript, see Çağman and Tanındı, “Some Manuscripts 
from the Topkapı Palace Treasury,” 133–34.

25. Istanbul, Süleymaniye Library, Hacı Beşir Ağa, no. 486. For 
this manuscript, see Çağdaş Adıyeke, “Süleymaniye Kütüp-
hanesi Hacı Beşir Ağa 486 Numaralı Firdevsî Şehnâmesi 
Minyatürleri” (master’s thesis, Mimar Sinan University of 
Fine Arts, 2006).

26. Another notable example is an album of paintings and 
calli graphies (Istanbul University Library, F. 1422) made for 
Shah Tahmasp and presumed to have been sent by him to 
Sultan Murad III with the embassy of 1576 (see n. 18 above). 
On the flyleaf of the album is a note recording its transfer 
from the treasury to the harem in 1682, while the presence 
of Ahmed III’s seal on fol. 1a shows that the album was 
afterwards relocated to the newly built library of that sul-
tan (completed 1719). Later still, under Abdülhamid II, the 
album was provided with a protective box. See Roxburgh, 
Persian Album, 196–212, 343n35.

27. Indeed, whatever owners’ marks or ex libris may have origi-
nally been in the manuscript had entirely disappeared by 
the twentieth century, as noted in Welch, A King’s Book of 
Kings, 17; and Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 
1:3–4.

28. Quoted (with corrections to the Ottoman transliteration, 
and Shāhnāma substituted for Shāhnāmeh) from Dickson 
and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 1: appendix 2, p. 270n1. 
I have not been able to ascertain where this colophon 
sheet—if it survives at all—is currently located. The only 
published record of its contents is the above-given quota-
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32. Istanbul, Atıf Efendi Library, no. 1829. I discovered these 
annotations quite by chance while consulting images of 
the manuscript. Written in the same distinctive hand as 
the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī inserts, they include a flyleaf inscrip-
tion dated 1 Rajab 1207 (February 11, 1793) and signed with 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s monogram, thus proving that he is the 
scribe as well as the author of the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī texts. 
Some of the annotations taper as they descend, while 
others are written at an angle, arrangements that antici-
pate the ways in which Mehmed ʿArif would compose the 
inscriptions of his later project. In content, the Tārīḫ-i 
Enverī notes include additional information meant to sup-
plement Enveri’s entries, as well as personal remarks made 
in response to certain historical events. On folio 40a (41a 
modern foliation), for example, he has written two annota-
tions relating to Enveri’s opening entry for 1189 (1775–76), 
which records the promotion of Mehmed Emin Agha from 
the post of swordbearer (silaḥdār) to that of grand vizier. 
The first of Mehmed ʿArif ’s annotations tells the reader 
that the newly vacated post of swordbearer was that day 
filled by Seyyid Mehmed Efendi, a favorite of the sultan 
who would later become grand vizier, earning the popu-
lar epithet of Karavezir (Black Vizier). Directly below this 
information is Mehmed ʿArif ’s second note, in which he 
remarks that those occupying the high rank of swordbearer 
would certainly be removed from the post if they ignored 
their prescribed duties and instead interfered with out-
side matters, and especially if they took bribes or actively 
sought power: Rütbe-i vālā-yı silaḥdārīde müstaḫdem olan 
ẕevāt kendüye bā-ḫaṭṭ-ı / hümāyūn üzere şipāriş buyrulan 
umūrunu bıraġup / ṭaşra umūruna müdāḫelesi ol / ẕātı 
mesnedinden devr ede- / ceği bedīhīdir, bā-ḫuṣūṣ / istiqlāl 
suʾālinde / ola ve rişvet / ala. While this second remark at 
first seems like a warning about demotion, it may in fact be 
a veiled admonishment of the by-then deceased Karavezir 
Seyyid Mehmed, who is elsewhere said to have wielded 
inordinate power as swordbearer and to have engineered 
his own appointment as grand vizier by rendering the exist-
ing viziers so impotent. Both of these annotations relate 
intimately to Mehmed ʿArif ’s own experiences and con-
cerns as an aspiring member of the inner palace, and if the 
flyleaf inscription is indicative, they were written shortly 
before his promotion to the post of gunkeeper. For further 
evidence of Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s keen interest in Ottoman poli-
tics, see the preceding note.

33. See ʿĀrif Ḥikmet, “Tezkiretü’ş Şu’ârâ,” 82; Bayramoğlu, 
Hacı Bayram-ı Veli, 1:117; Erdoğan Merçil, İslâm Ansik-
lopedisi (Istanbul, 1940–88), s.v. “Vassâf.” Merçil gives 
the title of the commentary as Şerḥ-i tārīḫ-i Vaṣṣāf and 
records the existence of a copy of it dated 1251 (1835–36) 
in the Istanbul University Library (TY 1595), but he offers 
no further information about what form the work takes, 
and I myself have not had the opportunity to consult it. 
Mehmed ʿArif was only one of several Ottoman writers to 
produce explicatory works on Vassaf’s much-admired but 
floridly written  history, the known cases ranging in date 

30. For Mehmed ʿArif ’s activity as a poet and examples of his 
work, see Esʿad Meḥmed, Bağçe-i Safâ-endûz, 140; ʿĀrif 
Ḥikmet, “Tezkiretü’ş Şu’ârâ,” 82; Faṭīn, Ḫātimetü’l-eşʿār, 
261; Ergun, Türk Şairleri, 1:80; Bayramoğlu, Hacı Bayram-ı 
Veli, 1:116–17, 2:227; and Hasan Aksoy, Türkiye Diyanet 
Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi (Istanbul, 1988–), s.v. “Enîs Receb 
Dede,” 242. In his Mirʾāt-ı şiʿr, written in 1796 when they 
were both members of the inner palace, the poet Ende-
runlu ʿ Akif states that Mehmed ʿ Arif was “knowledgeable in 
the grammar of Arabic and the niceties of Persian” (ʿulūm-ı 
ʿArabiyye ve deḳāyıḳ-ı nikāt-ı Fārisiyyeye āşinā), and that 
he composed poetry in both these languages as well as 
Ottoman. Quoted in Ergun, Türk Şairleri, 1:80. A much 
later, and rather less complimentary, record of Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s activity as a poet is provided by a document dated 29  
Dhu ’l-Hijja 1242 (July 24, 1827) in the Prime Ministry 
Ottoman Archives, Istanbul (HAT, 670/32708). The docu-
ment—a memorandum written by the grand vizier to the 
sultan, whose response is inscribed above—concerns two 
versified chronograms (tārīḫ) composed on the occasion 
of the birth of Prince ʿ Abdülhamid Efendi, one by Meḥmed 
ʿĀrif (İstanbul pāyesi olan Tüfengci-başı-ı esbaḳ ʿ Ārif Efendi) 
and the other by the court chronicler Esʿad Efendi. The 
grand vizier deems the latter chronogram the better of the 
two, and the sultan, agreeing with this judgment, orders 
that 1,000 rubʿiyye gold pieces be awarded to Esʿad Efendi. 
Neither of the chronograms is quoted in the document.

31. For a full transliteration of this history, which is untitled, 
see Meḥmed ʿĀrif, “Tüfengçi-başı Ârif Efendi Tarihçesi,” 
379–443. Mehmed Tahir (ʿOsm̱ānlı müʾellifleri, 105) records 
that a copy of the work was presented to the library of the 
Bayezid Mosque by Cevdet Pasha, who acknowledges it 
as one of the sources for his own much longer history: 
see Aḥmed Cevdet Pasha, Tārīḫ-i Cevdet, rev. ed., 12 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1309 [1893–94]), 1:11. Indeed, Mehmed ʿ Arif must 
have been well regarded as a chronicler, for an undated 
sultanic decree in the Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives 
(HAT, 31485) reveals that he was among the candidates 
considered as a replacement for the official court histo-
rian Şanizade before the latter’s dismissal in 1825: see Ziya 
Yılmazer, introduction to Şânî-zâde Târîhî, 1:lvi. A rather 
less positive reference to Mehmed ʿArif ’s attested inter-
est in the political events of the Ottoman Empire is made 
by another sultanic decree housed in the same archive 
(HAT, 463/22690). Addressed from the sultan to the grand 
vizier and dated 29 Dhu ’l-Hijja 1240 (August 14, 1825), 
the document in question concerns a certain Kuyucuklu 
Hüseyin Efendi, an exile who had reportedly returned 
without permission to the capital. After ordering Hüseyin 
Efendi’s capture and re-banishment, the sultan goes on to 
accuse Mehmed ʿArif, together with Nakib Sıddik Efendi, 
of spreading gossip on the matter, and commands that 
their tongues be stilled. (Bir de sābıḳ Naḳīb Ṣıddīḳ Efendi’yle 
mevālīden Tüfengçi-başı[-ı] esbaḳ ʿĀrif Efendi’den pek  
çoḳ ḥavādis ̱rivāyet olunmaḳdadır. Bunları daḫi ḫafīce [?]  
getirdüp lisānlarını ḥıfẓ etmelerini tenbīh eyleyesin.)
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Iran with the remains of the manuscript.” If this is indeed 
the case, then the largest group of Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s texts are 
now to be found in Tehran.

37. Regarding the way in which the inserts are inventoried, see 
the note at the start of the appendix.

38. Taking this anomaly into consideration, we are left with 
thirty-seven summaries that are unaccounted for. Of these, 
three may very well have been written on sheets that were 
never affixed to the Metropolitan Museum’s folios to begin 
with: those pertaining to the miniatures on fols. 123a, 342a, 
and 404a. Each of these three paintings originally faced 
another, and would therefore have been accompanied by 
an insert inscribed on both sides; it may be that the relevant 
insert was in each instance affixed to the folio bearing the 
facing miniature, which is not among those kept at the 
museum. One of the Met’s own inserts, 43b, is itself a case of 
such a double-inscribed sheet: it was originally sandwiched 
between the paintings on fols. 342b and 343a, though glued 
only to the margin of the former. There is also the possibil-
ity that one or two of the summaries are absent because 
they were, for some reason or other, affixed to facing text 
pages in the same manner as 123vs (see n. 40 below), though 
this is unlikely given the information communicated to me 
by Stuart Cary Welch (see n. 42 below). While it is impos-
sible to give a definitive count, the number of summaries 
inexplicably missing from the Metropolitan Museum’s 
holdings thus stands at about thirty-four, to which must 
be added the sheet, insert 76b, that appears to have been 
lost since being photographed for the museum’s records 
(see n. 312 of the appendix).

39. I am grateful to Francesca Leoni and Britt Eilhardt for giv-
ing me access to the Metropolitan Museum’s collection of 
inserts.

40. This insert is in the form of a long sideways pentagon, and is 
further distinguished from the other forty sheets by having 
originally been attached not to the page of the miniature it 
accompanied, but to the facing folio; this was because the 
painting extended beyond its borders in such a way as to 
leave insufficient margin-space for the pasting of the insert 
beside it. The image in question—which, in fact, is not in 
the Metropolitan Museum, but in the Cleveland Museum 
of Art—shows Rustam’s slaying of the White Demon, and 
spills out into the margins on both sides; to the right, it 
is Rakhsh’s hind that interrupts the field where the insert 
would ordinarily have been stuck, while to the left, the 
Demon’s cavern abode breaks out of the border in an 
arcuate sweep (fig. 8). The result is an unusually elongated 
composition with a distinct protrusion at its left, and it is 
precisely this silhouette that is registered—albeit in mir-
ror form—in the insert that originally faced the miniature. 
Although, as earlier noted in the main text, the inserts can 
never really have been meant as protective covers to the 
pictures, the case of 123vs illustrates that there was at least 
some notional attempt at rendering the sheets such that 
each would seem to appropriately veil its pendant image.

41. See n. 38 above.

from the early eighteenth to the nineteenth century, and 
in type from glossaries to translations. For a brief overview 
of these works, see Merçil, “Vassâf”; and for discussion of 
one example in particular—Ahmed Neyli Efendi’s Şerḥ-i 
luġāt-ı Vaṣṣāf, a lexical commentary written in the sec-
ond quarter of the eighteenth century—see Abdülkadir 
Dağlar, “Vassâf Tarihi Şerhinden Hareketle Şerh Kaynakları 
Meselesi,” Turkish Studies: International Periodical For the 
Languages, Literature and History of Turkish or Turkic 2, 4 
(Autumn 2007): 293–307.

34. I am grateful to Gülru Necipoğlu for bringing this point to 
my attention. The Privy Chamber was actually a complex 
of rooms in the northwest corner of the third court of the 
Topkapı Palace. At its heart was the room that served until 
the end of the sixteenth century as the sultan’s bedchamber 
and thereafter as a shrine for relics, which it remains to 
this day. The functions of the other areas are more difficult 
to reconstruct, but, based on written and visual sources, 
Necipoğlu has convincingly demonstrated that a private 
library for the sultan was most probably located either 
within or very near the Privy Chamber, and it is known 
that readers were appointed to entertain the sultans during 
or after mealtimes in the complex: see Gülru Necipoğlu, 
Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapı Palace in 
the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries (New York, and Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1991), 141–58, esp. 153. Although Necipoğlu’s 
findings relate mainly to the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies, it is likely that the practices of keeping and read-
ing books in the Privy Chamber continued into the later 
period. It should be noted that the library built in the third 
court by Ahmed III in 1719 was tied to the Palace School, 
and thereby to the Privy Chamber (see Barnette Miller, The 
Palace School of Muhammad the Conqueror [Cambridge, 
Mass., 1941], 68–69, 110–11), but although it housed certain 
luxury royal manuscripts, including the famous copy of 
the Sūrnāme-i Vehbī illustrated by Levni, the Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī is unlikely to have been among them, for it was never 
stamped with Ahmed III’s seal. Indeed, the absence of any 
Ottoman seal or ex libris in the manuscript could very well 
be explained by its having been kept in a still more private 
setting such as the Privy Chamber.

35. I am very grateful to the late Stuart Cary Welch, who was 
fortunate enough to have examined the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī 
before it was dismembered, for sharing with me his memo-
ries of how the inserts appeared when they were still part 
of the book. He told me that “because they had been added 
much later, and were disturbing to see, they were removed 
with infinite care, and preserved.” Though the inserts may 
have been treated with due care during and immediately 
after their removal, they have not been so fortunate since, 
as I discuss in my main text.

36. The only institution with more miniatures from the manu-
script is the Tehran Museum of Modern Art, with ninety-
one of the pictures as well as fragments of the text pages 
(see n. 2 above). Stuart Cary Welch explained to me that 
the inserts for these images were “presumably sent back to 
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jects; these are written in red ink in the margin above the 
picture, exactly as we find in the Persian-language Ottoman 
chronicles. See Eleanor Sims, with a contribution by Tim 
Stanley, “The Illustrations of Baghdad 282 in the Topkapı 
Sarayı Library in Istanbul,” in Cairo to Kabul: Afghan and 
Islamic Studies Presented to Ralph Pinder-Wilson, ed. War-
wick Ball and Leonard Harrow (London, 2002), 222–23. 
Another example of a non-Ottoman manuscript whose 
margins were later inscribed with Turkish captions is the 
richly illustrated copy of the Alexander romance made 
for Alexios III Komnenos of Trebizond (r. 1349–90), taken 
by the Ottomans following their conquest of that city in 
1461 and now preserved at the Venice Hellenic Institute 
(Codex Gr. 5). Probably added in the fifteenth or sixteenth 
century, the Ottoman captions here are written in black 
rather than red, the latter being the color of the Greek text, 
and though they are generally brief, they serve to provide 
an alternative narrative that is sometimes significantly at 
odds with the original story. I owe my knowledge of these 
captions to my colleague Merih Danalı, who presented 
her research on them in a paper entitled “Interpreting at 
the Margins: The Byzantine Alexander Romance and Its 
Ottoman Commentator” (presented at the annual confer-
ence of the College Art Association, Los Angeles, February 
25–28, 2009). For a facsimile of the manuscript showing the 
Turkish inscriptions, see Pseudo-Callisthenes, The Greek 
Alexander Romance, ed. Nicolette S. Trahoulias (Athens, 
1997). For the purpose and effect of Ottoman captions more 
generally, see n. 62 below.

50. Their ultimate effect on the reader, however, was prob-
ably not unlike that of more traditional captions: see n. 62 
below. 

51. These are merely Turkish auxiliary verbs that directly fol-
low a verbal noun or compound of Arabic and/or Persian 
derivation.

52. The one real exception to this is insert 7b (Appendix: 4). 
Insert 51b (Appendix: 32) ends slightly after the depicted 
moment, though in a manner that still clearly relates to the 
miniature.

53. For the thorough education in Persian received by the 
students of the palace school, see Elias Habesci, The 
Present State of the Ottoman Empire, trans. from French 
(London, 1784), 162–63; and Miller, Palace School, 109–10. 
For Mehmed ʿArif ’s own knowledge of Persian, see n. 30 
above. Outside the palace too, educated Ottomans typi-
cally had a good enough understanding of Persian to read 
the famous poetic works in that language: see John Carne, 
Letters from the East: Written during a Recent Tour through 
Turkey, Egypt, Arabia, the Holy Land, Syria, and Greece, 2 
vols. (London, 1826), 1:36; and M. Şükrü Hanioğlu, A Brief 
History of the Late Ottoman Empire (Princeton, N.J., and 
Oxford, 2008), 38–40.

54. For these translations, which are conventionally titled 
Şehnāme-i Türkī, see Orhan Şaik Gökyay, “Şehnâme ve 
Türkçe Tercümeleri,” Yücel: Aylık Bilgi ve Kültür Mecmuası, 
2nd ser., 4 (April 1950): 61–63, repr. in Orhan Şaik Gökyay, 

42. Stuart Cary Welch shared with me his recollection that the 
inserts had been “affixed with a narrow band of glue on the 
left side of each”—left, that is, when they are viewed face 
down (though see n. 40 above for an exception to this). 
Dark traces of glue are visible in the reproduction of the 
manuscript’s penultimate painting—The Assassination of 
Khusraw Parviz (fol. 742b)—which appears in Welch, A 
King’s Book of Kings, 185; and Mariani, The Shahnama of 
Shah Tahmasp, 280.

43. See n. 40 above and n. 37 of the appendix.
44. Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 1:4, and appen-

dix 2, p. 270. However, see also n. 40 above.
45. Stuart Cary Welch confirmed this fact, which I initially 

deduced from the traces of glue on the inserts.
46. For discussion of the earlier examples, see Christiane Jac-

queline Gruber, “The Prophet Muḥammad’s Ascension 
(Mi‘rāj) in Islamic Art and Literature, ca. 1300–1600” (PhD 
diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2005), 307–20.

47. Suppl. Turc 190.
48. For the Miʿrājnāma inserts, see Gruber, “The Prophet 

Muḥammad’s Ascension,” appendix 3, 387–412. It is worth 
mentioning two other manuscripts to which Ottoman 
inserts were later added. The first—discussed by David 
A. King in a forthcoming article that was kindly brought 
to my attention by Eleanor Sims—is another profusely 
illustrated book from the sultan’s collection, in this case 
a mid-sixteenth-century Egyptian astrological treatise 
in Arabic entitled al-Qānūn fī ’l-dunyā (Topkapı Palace 
Museum Library, A. 6562). In about 1800—that is, about 
the time that Mehmed ʿArif wrote his summaries—most 
of the book’s many illustrations were provided with Otto-
man captions, some written in the margins and others 
on little paper inserts. Professor King was kind enough 
to share with me a draft of his paper, which focuses on 
a particular painting and its caption, and which will be 
published in a forthcoming festschrift for Paul Walker. 
The second example, and a particularly relevant one, is 
the late-sixteenth-century Eckstein Shāhnāma, one of the 
truncated Shāhnāmas mentioned above. In his study on 
the manuscript, Will Kwiatkowski (Eckstein Shahnama, 
11–12) notes that its miniatures have been overlaid with 
sheets of European cream paper, which in some instances 
bear seventeenth-century Ottoman texts describing the 
facing pictures. Although superficially comparable to the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī inserts, the inscriptions added to these 
two manuscripts are still very much unlike Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s, 
for reasons that will be discussed presently in the main text.

49. For illustrations of this practice, see Bağcı et al., Osmanlı 
Resim Sanatı, figs. 117–21. Eleanor Sims was kind enough 
to bring to my attention a case of a non-Ottoman book 
that is similarly annotated: a large, untitled Timurid vol-
ume of Persian historical texts kept in the Topkapı Palace 
Museum Library (B. 282). Most of the manuscript’s twenty 
miniatures, which appear to have been done in or near 
Shiraz in the early fifteenth century, were later provided 
with Ottoman captions summarizing the illustrated sub-
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hurried summaries. This text is currently being transliter-
ated in a series of master’s theses—all with the main title 
“(17. Yüzyılda Yapılmış) Mensur Şehnâme Tercümesi”—by 
students of Marmara University, the first part completed 
by Sadettin Şahin in 2000, and the most recent by Seval 
Cav in 2010, bringing the transliteration up to fol. 573b. For 
the manuscript’s paintings, see Serpil Bağcı, “Old Images 
for New Texts and Contexts: Wandering Images in Islamic 
Book Painting,” Muqarnas 21 (2004): 27.

56. The Shāhnāma’s status as one of the standard works of a 
late Ottoman library is evidenced by the travel account 
of mid-nineteenth-century Istanbul written by the well-
educated British soldier Charles White. In a detailed and 
informed chapter devoted to the topic of Ottoman book 
culture, White gives a list of the typical volumes kept in an 
Istanbul library, arranging it after the model of an Otto-
man catalogue; the sixth item of the final part of the list, 
which comprises works of belles-lettres, is the Shāhnāma 
of Firdawsi. See Charles White, Three Years in Constan-
tinople; or, Domestic Manners of the Turks in 1844, 3 vols. 
(London, 1845), 2:160–75, esp. 173. For further illustrations 
of the Shāhnāma’s importance in Ottoman culture and 
consciousness, see nn. 54–55, 64, and 72 of the present 
article.

57. I am grateful to Emine Fetvacı for emphasizing this point 
to me.

58. For the miniature, see Dickson and Welch, Houghton 
Shahnameh, 2: no. 46; and Mariani, The Shahnama of Shah 
Tahmasp, 66.

59. For the miniature, see Dickson and Welch, Houghton 
Shahnameh, 2: no. 69; and Mariani, The Shahnama of Shah 
Tahmasp, 89. For further examples of the paintings’ influ-
ence on Mehmed ʿArif ’s readings, see nn. 36, 49, and 134 of 
the appendix.

60. To be sure, it would be wrong to characterize Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s texts as representing a mode of reading that can be 
applied wholesale and unqualified to all illustrated Islamic 
manuscripts. The inserts were, after all, products of a par-
ticular time and place, and contain much that is peculiar 
to their milieu, as will presently become apparent. On a 
basic and general level, however, the texts do indeed offer 
several insights that may prove to be of wider utility, as  
I hope to demonstrate in this article.

61. Such plain unillustrated copies of the Shāhnāma are well 
represented in the Ottoman libraries of Istanbul (see also 
n. 56 above). Exemplifying the chronological and quali-
tative range of these Shāhnāmas are three copies, two of 
them dated, that are today in the Süleymaniye Library, 
Istanbul. The earliest of these (Ayasofya, no. 3288) was, 
according to its colophon, copied in Isfahan in 1457; it is 
a fine manuscript with illuminated headings and a richly 
painted shamsa roundel containing a dedication to Sultan 
Mehmed the Conqueror (r. 1444–46, 1451–81), and as befits 
its owner’s status, it came to be housed in the library built 
by Mahmud I (r. 1730–54) in the Hagia Sophia. Whether 
this royal copy was specially commissioned by the sultan, 

Destursuz Bağa Girenler (Istanbul, 1982), 45–49; and Osman 
G. Özgüdenli, Encyclopaedia Iranica, online ed., s.v. “Šāh-
nāma. Translations i. Into Turkish,” last modified Novem-
ber 15, 2006, http://www.iranica.com/articles/sah-nama-
translations-i-into-turkish. Of the Turkish translations, the 
three most notable are the prose version produced by an 
anonymous author in 1450–51 for Sultan Murad II (r. 1421–
51), the early-seventeenth-century version by Mehdi, also 
in prose, for Osman II (r. 1618–22), and the verse version 
written between 1501 and 1514 by Sharif Amidi for the Mam-
luk sultan al-Ghawri (r. 1501–16). Together with another 
Ottoman prose version of unknown authorship and patron-
age, these three royally sponsored translations are the only 
ones known to have illustrated copies, for which see Güner 
İnal, “The Ottoman Interpretation of Firdausi’s Şahname,” 
in Ars Turcica: Akten des VI. internationalen Kongresses für 
türkische Kunst, München, vom 3. bis 7. September 1979, ed. 
Klaus Kreiser et al., 3 vols. (Munich, 1987), 2:554–62; Serpil 
Bağcı, “From Translated Word to Translated Image: The 
Illustrated Şehnâme-i Türkî Copies,” Muqarnas 17 (2000): 
162–76; Bağcı et al., Osmanlı Resim Sanatı, 94–96, 112–13, 
216–18; Tülay Artan, “A Book of Kings Produced and Pre-
sented as a Treatise on Hunting,” Muqarnas 25 (2008): 
317–21; Bağcı, “An Iranian Epic and an Ottoman Painter,” 
2:421–50; Edwin Binney, Turkish Miniature Paintings and 
Manuscripts from the Collection of Edwin Binney, 3rd, cata-
logue of an exhibition held at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York, and the Los Angeles County Museum of 
Art (New York and Los Angeles, 1973), 58–61, cat. no. 17; 
R. Gottheil, “The Shahnâmeh in Turkish: An Illuminated 
Manuscript in the Spencer Collection,” Bulletin of the New 
York Public Library 36, 8 (1936): 8–11; and F. I. Abdullaeva, 
“A Turkish Prose Version of Firdawsī’s Shāh-nāma in the 
Manuscript Collection of the St. Petersburg State University 
Library,” Manuscripta Orientalia: International Journal for 
Oriental Manuscript Research 3, 2 (June 1997): 49–57.

55. Quite how unlike a true translation Mehmed ʿArif ’s texts 
are can be gauged by comparing them with actual Turkish 
translations of the epic (for sources on which see the previ-
ous note). Mehdi’s rendering for Osman II, for example, is 
in a far more sober and readable language than Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s summaries, recounting the episodes of the epic in 
lucid and vivid terms. Pages from an illustrated copy of 
this translation can be found reproduced, complete with 
text, in Abdullaeva, “A Turkish Prose Version of Firdawsī’s 
Shāh-nāma,” 49–57. Also notable in this regard is an incom-
plete and anonymous seventeenth-century prose transla-
tion known from a three-volume copy of 1,778 folios kept 
at the Istanbul University Library (TY 6131–33). Copied in 
1773, not long before our inserts were written, and illus-
trated with miniatures taken from earlier manuscripts, this 
translation, too, is in a relatively straightforward language 
that retells Firdawsi’s narrative clearly and fully, if not 
always accurately, making much use of informal dialogue 
and supplementary interpolations from other sources: the 
overall result is very different from Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s usually 
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Çelebi Seyahatnâmesi, ed. Orhan Şaik Gökyay et al., 10 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1996–2007), 2:18; Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall, 
trans., Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia, and Africa, in the 
Seventeenth Century, by Evliya Efendi, 2 vols. (London, 1834–
50), 2:13, where the relevant section is paraphrased into 
English; Erbil Göktaş, “Evliya Çelebi Seyahat-nâme’sindeki 
Mukallit, Mudhik, Kıssahan ve Meddahlar,” Güzel Sanat-
lar Enstitüsü Dergisi 5 (1999): 49–50; and Suraiya Faroqhi, 
Subjects of the Sultan: Culture and Daily Life in the Ottoman 
Empire (London and New York, 2000), 219, where, however, 
Şerif Çelebi is misnamed. Some sense of how Şerif Çelebi 
and other meddāḥs might have recited the Shāhnāma is 
given to us by the anonymous seventeenth-century Turk-
ish translation of the epic that is today kept in the Istanbul 
University Library (for which see n. 55 above).

65. It is known from written sources and from extant artworks 
that large-format miniature paintings—single-leaf images 
and manuscript illustrations alike—were used in the Otto-
man Empire, as in other Islamic and Asian cultures, for 
recitations by story- and fortune-tellers: see Nurhan Atasoy, 
“Illustrations Prepared for Display during Shahname Reci-
tations,” in The Memorial Volume of the Vth International 
Congress of Iranian Art & Archaeology: Tehran–Isfahan–
Shiraz, 11th–18th April 1968, ed. M. Y. Kiani and A. Tajvidi, 2 
vols. (Tehran, 1972), 2:262–72; Banu Mahir, “A Group of 17th 
Century Paintings Used for Picture Recitation,” in Art turc: 
Actes. 10ème Congrès international d’art turc, Genève, 17–23 
septembre 1995 = Turkish Art: Proceedings; 10th International 
Congress of Turkish Art, Geneva, 17–23 September 1995, ed. 
François Déroche et al. (Geneva, 1999), 443–55; and Mas-
sumeh Farhad and Serpil Bağcı, eds., Falnama: The Book 
of Omens, catalogue of an exhibition held at the Sackler 
Gallery (Washington, D.C., 2009).

66. I am grateful to András Riedlmayer for first suggesting this 
to me. Sources demonstrate that the sultans of preceding 
centuries had books read to them in the Privy Chamber (see 
n. 34 above). An interesting record of the sultans’ consump-
tion of images, meanwhile, is provided by a source closer to 
our period, a rūznāme (journal) kept between 1774 and 1775 
documenting the movements of Abdülhamid I (r. 1774–89). 
The entry for 24 Jumada I 1188 (August 1, 1774) describes 
the sultan’s reposing at the so-called Pool Pavilion (Ḥavuż 
Ḳasrı) by drinking coffee and viewing royal portraits—both 
of himself and of his predecessors—brought there specifi-
cally for the purpose. (Ḥavuż Ḳasrı’nda istirāḥat içün bir 
miḳdār ārām ḳaḥve nūş, merḥūm ḫüdāvend-i sābıḳ Sulṭān 
Maḥmūd Ḫān ve Sulṭān ʿOsm̱ān Ḫān ve Sulṭān Muṣṭafā 
Ḫān Efendilerimiziñ Ḫazīne-i Hümāyūn’da muḥāfaẓa olan 
taṣvīrlerini ḥużūra ʿ arż ve temāşā buyrulduḳda taṣnīʿ ü taṣvīr 
etdirdiği muṣavverlerini getirilüp temāşādan soñra …). See 
Muṣṭafā Aġa, “Abdülhamid I. Hakkında 8 Aylık Ruznâme 
(1188:1774/1775),” ed. Necati Öndikmen (undergraduate [?] 
thesis, Istanbul University, 1952), 9. This fascinating entry 
gives us some idea of how the sultans, in their private 
settings and among their closest circles, would view and 
presumably discuss images. The place called Ḥavuż Ḳasrı 

sent as a gift to him, or bought on the market before being 
later provided with its shamsa is unclear. The other dated 
copy (Esad Efendi, no. 2300) is a handsome but unremark-
able manuscript produced in 1829–30 for a certain Nawwab 
Amir-zada ʿAzam Muhammad Zaman Mirza, evidently a 
Persian or Indian dignitary, from whose possession the 
book must have found its way to the Ottoman capital by 
some unknown means. The third, undated Shāhnāma 
(Ayasofya, no. 3289) is a rather rough copy that is typical 
of the sort of unfussy manuscript readily obtainable on 
the open market, and was probably made in Iran after the 
sixteenth century. Despite its workaday quality, this copy, 
too, was among the holdings of the Hagia Sophia Library.

62. A similar argument is made by Serpil Bağcı (“From Trans-
lated Word to Translated Image,” 164–65) in relation to 
the Ottoman practice of captioning miniature paintings: 
“Ironic though it may seem, the text and its illustrations 
can therefore appear as independent entities to be read 
and interpreted in their own right, as representing different 
branches of artistic production. That there exists a differ-
ence between reading a text and deciphering or reading 
illustrations should have been in the minds of the artist 
and the audience at the time, for, in order to aid the reader, 
short notes about the story reproduced were at times added 
on the edges of the illustrations .… Like the paintings 
themselves, these notes were abbreviated versions of the 
 stories in the text. In most instances, they were not entirely 
dependent on the text, but related to a tradition which had 
the same cultural roots as the text. Either the owner or a 
person who sought to make the painting more understand-
able for a potential reader, owner, or client, would write a 
brief statement giving the subject matter of the painting. At 
other times, the note on the margin might be a summary of 
the story or an incident in the story which was illustrated. 
These notes suggest that the paintings had their own say 
in a manuscript.”

63. These borrowings include words of Arabic as well as of Per-
sian origin. Among the examples I noted are: ḳalb-i sipāh 
(insert 40b) from qalb-i sipah (Abū al-Qāsim Firdawsī, 
Shākh-nāme: Kriticheskii tekst, ed. E. E. Bertel’sa et al., 9 
vols. [Moscow, 1960–71], 4:195, couplet 1273); and ġār, 
bizişkān, and maġz (insert 123vs) from ghār, pizishkān, and 
maghz (Firdawsī, Shākh-nāme, 2:105–6, couplets 548 and 
553).

64. It is known from Evliya Çelebi’s mid-seventeenth-century 
description of the coffeehouses of Bursa that the Shāhnāma 
was among the meddāḥs’ repertoire. Evliya mentions a 
story teller who was particularly famed for his renditions 
of the epic: “And in [reciting] the Shāhnāma of Firdawsi 
of Tus, the storyteller Şerif Çelebi was as Firdawsi himself, 
such that they [his audience], like the very angels of Para-
dise (firdevs), would sit amazed at his sunray-like tales; 
he was a captivating gentleman.” (Ve meddāḥ Şerīf Çelebi 
Şāhnāme-i Firdevs[ī]-i Ṭūsī’de gūyā Firdevsī kendi idi kim 
firdevs melekleri gibi pençe-i āfitāb ḳıṣṣasına oturup ḥayrān 
ḳalırlardı; tesḥīr ṣāḥibi çelebi idi.) See Evliyā Çelebi, Evliya 
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Sultan Selim Zamanında Yazılmış Dış Ruznâmesinden 
1206/1791 ve 1207/1792 Senelerine Âit Vekayi,” Belleten 37, 
148 (1973): 607–62; Aḥmed Fāʾiz Efendi, Rūznāme; [Aḥmed 
Fāʾiz Efendi,] “III. Selim Devri,” in Saray Günlüğü (25 Aralık 
1802–24 Ocak 1809), ed. Mehmet Ali Beyhan (Istanbul, 2007), 
109–201; Dihḳānīzāde ʿUbeydu’llāh Ḳuşmānī, Nizâm-ı 
Cedîd’e dair bir Risâle: Zebîre-i Kuşmânî fî Ta‘rîf-i Nizâm-ı 
İlhâmî, ed. Ömer İşbilir (Ankara, 2006); Meḥmed ʿĀrif, 
“Tüfengçi-başı Ârif Efendi Tarihçesi,” 379–443; Georg Ogu-
lukian, Georg Oğulukyan’ın Ruznamesi: 1806–1810 İsyanları: 
III. Selim, IV. Mustafa, II. Mahmud ve Alemdar Mustafa 
Paşa, trans. and ed. Hrand D. Andreasyan (Istanbul, 1972); 
Aḥmed ʿĀṣim, Tārīḫ-i ʿĀṣim, 2 vols. (Istanbul, n.d. [1867]); 
Cābī ʿÖmer Efendi, Câbî Târihi (Târîh-i Sultân Selîm-i Sâlis 
ve Mahmûd-i Sânî): Tahlîl ve Tenkidli Metin, ed. Mehmet Ali 
Beyhan, 2 vols. (Ankara, 2003), 1:1–179; and Cevdet, Tārīḫ, 
4:234–8:311. For secondary literature, see Ahmet Rasim, 
İstiʿbāddan ḥākimiyyet-i milliyyeye (Istanbul, 1923) (avail-
able in a modern Turkish rendering as Osmanlı’da Batışın 
Üç Evresi: III. Selim, II. Mahmut, Abdülmecit, trans. and ed. 
H. V. Velidedeoğlu [Istanbul, 1989]); Necati Elgin, Üçüncü 
Sultan Selim (Ilhâmî) (Konya, 1959); Thomas Naff, “Reform 
and the Conduct of Ottoman Diplomacy in the Reign of 
Selim III, 1789–1807,” Journal of the American Oriental Soci-
ety 83, 3 (August–September 1963): 295–315; Ahmet Cevat 
Eren, Selim III.’ün Biyografisi (Istanbul, 1964); Stanford J. 
Shaw, Between Old and New: The Ottoman Empire under 
Sultan Selim III, 1789–1807 (Cambridge, 1971); Sipahi Çatalt-
epe, 19. Yüzyıl Başlarında Avrupa Dengesi ve Nizam-ı Cedid 
Ordusu (Istanbul, 1997); Virginia Aksan, The Encyclopae-
dia of Islam, 2nd ed. (henceforth EI2) (Leiden, 1960–2005), 
s.v. “Selīm III”; Hanioğlu, Late Ottoman Empire, 6–56; İlber 
Ortaylı et al., Bir Reformcu, Şair ve Müzisyen: Sultan III. 
Selim Han, catalogue of an exhibition held at the Topkapı 
Palace Museum in 2008–9 (Istanbul, 2008); Seyfi Kenan, 
ed., III. Selim ve Dönemi: Nizâm-ı Kadîm’den Nizam-ı Cedîd’e 
= Selim III and His Era: From Ancient Régime to New Order 
(Istanbul, 2010); and Coşkun Yılmaz, ed., III. Selim: İki Asrın 
Dönemecinde İstanbul = İstanbul [sic] at a Turning Point 
between Two Centuries (Istanbul, 2010).

69. For a late Ottoman understanding of Selim’s role in initiat-
ing the major reforms of the nineteenth century, see Ahmet 
Rasim, İstiʿbāddan ḥākimiyyet-i milliyyeye, whose title, sig-
nificantly, translates as “From Despotism to National Sov-
ereignty.” As mentioned in n. 68, the work is also available 
in a modern Turkish rendering as Osmanlı’da Batışın Üç 
Evresi.

70. Indeed, Mehmed ʿArif was only one of several Ottomans 
who felt compelled to record the turbulent events sur-
rounding Selim’s reign. Among the other works of con-
temporary history from this period is a treatise written 
in support of the Niẓām-ı Cedīd by a rather mysterious 
figure named Dihkanizade ʿUbeydu’llah Kuşmani, a self-
proclaimed “dervish traveler” whose traceable activities 
date between 1790 and 1806. For a transliteration and dis-
cussion of his work, see Ḳuşmānī, Nizâm-ı Cedîd’e dair bir 

was, according to other entries in the journal (Muṣṭafā 
Aġa, “Ruznâme,” 12, 20, 27, 29, 32), located in the Ṣofa-ı 
Hümāyūn, the Fourth Court of the Topkapı Palace, though 
I have not been able to identify it with any of the pavilions 
that are found there and called by other names; it is per-
haps to be interpreted as the arcaded portico that borders 
the court’s large marble pool. The suggestion that elite 
groups discussed scenes from the Shāhnāma with the aid 
of images has also been made by Marianna Shreve Simpson 
with regard to a much earlier, non-Ottoman context. Ana-
lyzing the famous late-twelfth-century mina ʾi (enameled 
fritware) beaker with scenes from the narrative of Bizhan 
and Manizha (Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C., Pur-
chase F1928.2), Simpson hypothesizes that the beaker was 
used—both drunk from and looked at—during festive aris-
tocratic recitals of the story. See Marianna Shreve Simpson, 
“The Narrative Structure of a Medieval Iranian Beaker,” Ars 
Orientalis 12 (1981): 15–24, esp. 22.

67. Significant in this regard is the extensive work done by 
the neuroscientist Matthew Lieberman on the emotion-
ally beneficial effects of putting one’s thoughts and feelings 
down in writing: see Matthew D. Lieberman et al., “Putting 
Feelings into Words: Affect Labeling Disrupts Amygdala 
Activity in Response to Affective Stimuli,” Psychological 
Science 18, 5 (2007): 421–28; and Matthew D. Lieberman, 
“Why Symbolic Processing of Affect Can Disrupt Nega-
tive Affect: Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience 
Investigations,” in Social Neuroscience: Toward Understand-
ing the Underpinnings of the Social Mind, ed. Alexander 
Todorov, Susan T. Fiske, and Deborah A. Prentice (Oxford 
and New York, 2011), 188–209. Lieberman’s findings have 
been widely reported in the media, where the phenomenon 
he describes has been dubbed “the Bridget Jones effect.” 
An article in Times Online quotes Lieberman as saying, 
“Our hypothesis is [that putting feelings into words] is an 
unintentional form of emotion regulation. The way we’ve 
approached this is by looking at the brain, because if you 
ask people they don’t think that putting feelings into words 
serves much of a regulatory function. But when you look 
at the brain it looks a whole lot like emotion regulation is 
going on when people put emotions into words.” He con-
tinues, “I think that diaries probably serve as a form of daily 
regulation for those individuals [who keep them].…Our 
suspicion is that it’s probably more effective to the extent 
you use more abstract language, rather than truly vivid 
emotional language that might be reactivating the nega-
tive experience.” Mark Henderson, “Feel Upset? Writing 
It Down Helps You to Calm Down, Scientists Say,” Times 
Online, February 15, 2009, http://www.timesonline.co.uk/
tol/news/science/article5739285.ece. It is interesting—and 
relevant to my own argument—that the cathartic effect 
Lieberman analyzes seems to be most powerful when the 
party benefitting from it is least conscious of the process 
underway.

68. For primary sources on Selim III’s life and reign, see İsmail 
Hakkı Uzunçarşılı, ed., “Topkapı Sarayı Arşivi 4819: Üçüncü 
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Islamic Art 12 (Oxford, 1994), 95–218. In a later article on 
the manuscript, Blair somewhat distances herself from 
her earlier stance, writing that she is “less convinced now 
than…26 years ago by the whole reading of epic images as 
contemporary history, for the argument skips the question 
of intended audience. Who would have seen the manu-
script and appreciated its visual references?” Sheila S. Blair, 
“Rewriting the History of the Great Mongol Shahnama,” 
in Shahnama: The Visual Language of the Persian Book of 
Kings, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Aldershot, 2004), 47. How-
ever, as I seek to demonstrate in the main text of the pres-
ent essay, a manuscript did not require a large viewership 
to be topically and politically charged. Rather than being 
considered items of propaganda designed to convince an 
outside audience, such works are, in my opinion, better 
understood as reflexive exercises, vehicles by which small 
elite groups re-presented to themselves a worldview that 
they already held. The impulses behind such reflexive 
behavior are discussed in my main text.

76. See Hillenbrand, “Iconography of the Shāh-nāma-yi 
Shāhī,” 53–78. For a similarly topical interpretation of the 
Shāhnāmas that were commissioned by the Timurids, see 
Eleanor Sims, “The Illustrated Manuscripts of Firdausī’s 
Shāhnāma Commissioned by Princes of the House of 
Tīmūr,” Ars Orientalis 22 (1992): 43–68.

77. For another prized royal Persian work that has undergone 
a different sort of Ottomanization, see n. 84 below.

78. As such, the notes belong to a very long and widespread 
tradition in Islamic literary culture, for many categories 
of book produced in the Muslim world—from Korans to 
scientific manuals—include such marginal addenda, usu-
ally written, as in Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s inserts, at an angle to the 
main text.

79. An interesting record of Mehmed ʿArif ’s own experiences 
of courtly gift-giving is provided by the rūznāme (journal) 
kept by Ahmed Faʾiz Efendi, Selim III’s privy secretary. In 
the entry for 29 Dhu ’l-Qaʿda 1210 (June 4, 1796), we learn 
that Mehmed ʿ Arif was sent by the sultan to the grand vizier 
with an imperial decree and the gift of a dagger, and that 
upon delivering these items to the vizier, he was himself 
rewarded with a sable coat and fifteen kīses (one kīse being 
a sum of 500 ġuruş or piasters). See Aḥmed Fāʾiz Efendi, 
Rūznāme, 220.

80. For this list, see Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 
2: no. 137, where it can be read in the Persian text imme-
diately above the painting, and where it is translated into 
English in the facing narrative summary. In their monu-
mental translation of the epic, the brothers Arthur and 
Edmond Warner construe the “two hundred” as applying 
only to the word khazz (which they translate as “beaver 
skins” rather than “silks”), though it can also be understood 
as quantifying the brocades too. See Arthur George Warner 
and Edmond Warner, trans., The Sháhnáma of Firdausí, 9 
vols. (London, 1905–25), 3:28.

81. Indeed, the second line of our couplet can also be found 
quoted in the last Ottoman prose sūrnāme (festival book), 

Risâle. Also significant in this regard is the journal kept 
in Armenian between 1806 and 1810 by a certain Georg 
Ogulukian, an Armenian-Ottoman native of Istanbul who 
worked as an official in the Imperial Mint. Though often 
romanticized, his writings are an important source on the 
series of rebellions that plagued the Empire during these 
years. For a Turkish translation and discussion of his work, 
see Ogulukian, Ruzname.

71. For the Shāhnāma as a work of history, see Julie Scott Mei-
sami, “The Past in Service of the Present: Two Views of His-
tory in Medieval Persia,” Poetics Today 14, 2 (Summer 1993): 
247–75. See also the following note.

72. Indeed, passages from the epic were frequently quoted 
or paraphrased in much later didactic and historical 
works, for discussion of which see Julie Scott Meisami, 
“The  Šâh-nâma as Mirror for Princes: A Study in Recep-
tion,” in Pand-o Sokhan: Mélanges offerts à Charles-Henri 
de Fouchécour, ed. Christophe Balaÿ, Claire Kappler, and 
Živa Vesel (Tehran, 1995), 265–73. A revealing example 
from the Ottoman context is provided by the first version 
of the history of the Ottoman dynasty written by Hasan-
Beyzade Ahmed Pasha (d. 1636–37). After describing the 
death in 1622 of the erstwhile grand vizier Kara Davud 
Pasha—executed for bringing about the murder of the 
newly deposed Osman II—Hasan-Beyzade interpolates a 
fairly long digression that, as Gabriel Piterberg notes, is 
clearly based on Firdawsi’s apocryphal story of the foun-
dation of the Sasanian dynasty, itself a synthesis of earlier 
sources. Hasan-Beyzade’s retelling focuses on the wise and 
selfless actions of a certain vizier (recast from Firdawsi’s 
original figure of a priest) who dedicated himself to ensur-
ing the fledgling dynasty’s success and continuation. It is 
clear, as Piterberg discusses, that Hasan-Beyzade is using 
the exemplary conduct of this Sasanian vizier to provide a 
moralizing contrast to the deplorable behavior of his nega-
tive Ottoman counterpart, Kara Davud Pasha. See Gabriel 
Piterberg, An Ottoman Tragedy: History and Historiography 
at Play (Berkeley, 2003), 101–6.

73. Something similar may have been happening almost con-
temporaneously in Iran, where it seems that the so-called 
Great Mongol Shāhnāma (discussed presently in the main 
text) was reworked by the Qajars as part of a more general 
effort to revive interest in Firdawsi’s epic, an endeavor that 
was principally literary in aim but which may also have 
had a political dimension. See Bloom, “The Great Mongol 
Shahnama,” 25–34.

74. For an example of another Ottoman writer who drew con-
nections between the events of the Shāhnāma and those 
of his own time, see n. 72 above.

75. See Oleg Grabar and Sheila S. Blair, Epic Images and Con-
temporary History: The Illustrations of the Great Mongol 
Shahnama (Chicago and London, 1980). For a rather over-
zealous interpretation along the same track, see Abolala 
Soudavar, “The Saga of Abu-Sa‘id Bahādor Khān. The 
Abu-Sa‘idnāmé,” in The Court of the Il-khans, 1290–1340, 
ed. Julian Raby and Teresa Fitzherbert, Oxford Studies in 
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to Mehmed ʿArif. For the Baysunghur album and its recep-
tion by the Ottomans, see Roxburgh, Persian Album, 76–83.

85. This is noted by Dickson and Welch (Houghton Shah nameh, 
2: nos. 91, 93–94, 100, 105–7, 111), though they offer no sug-
gestion as to why Kavus’s face and hands may have been 
vandalized in this curious fashion. In their updating of an 
article originally written for The Grove Dictionary of Art by 
Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, Sheila Blair and Jonathan 
Bloom state that “Kay Kavus, a major but unpopular fig-
ure in the Shāhnāma, has probably been painted black to 
underscore his foolish character”: The Grove Encyclopedia of 
Islamic Art and Architecture (Oxford and New York, 2009), 
s.v. “Iconoclasm.” There are, however, a good many unpop-
ular and foolish figures depicted in the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, 
and it is not easy to explain why Kavus should have been 
singled out in this way. Dick Davis offers a more cautious 
and considered explanation for the detail: “Why this [black-
ing out] should have been done is a mystery: Kavus is a very 
unsatisfactory king, and it may be that some royal person-
age was recording his irritation with Kavus’s bad example. 
Or perhaps a partisan of Rostam, who is shabbily treated 
by Kavus, felt enraged enough to deface the manuscript 
in this way.” Dick Davis, trans., Fathers and Sons: Stories 
from the Shahnameh of Ferdowsi, Volume II (Washington, 
D.C., 2000), 11. Whatever the reasons may have been, this 
alteration of Kavus must have been carried out well before 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s time, as he takes it to be the work of the 
original artist.

86. Most of Mehmed ʿArif ’s editorial decisions are extremely 
sound from a storytelling perspective. Indeed, in summa-
rizing insert 72b (Appendix: 38), Mehmed ʿArif omits the 
very details left out by Davis in his translation and Welch 
and Dickson in their summary of the same events.

87. An example of such an approach is the analysis of  Firdawsi’s 
representation of the Turks by Tadeusz Kowalski, who 
argues that Firdawsi based his portrayal of the Turanians 
on firsthand knowledge of the contemporary Turkic peo-
ples he encountered in Khurasan. Because these peoples 
had to a large extent been Persianized, Kowalski tells us, 
“the Turks represented by Firdawsī…displayed few idio-
syncratic traits—so much so that his Turks did not greatly 
differ from Iranians.” See Tadeusz Kowalski, “The Turks in 
the Shāh-nāma,” in The Turks in the Early Islamic World, 
ed. C. Edmund Bosworth (Aldershot, 2007), 121–43, esp. 122. 
But is it not more likely that this overlap reflects precisely a 
lack of concern on Firdawsi’s part for the kinds of literalist 
ethnic characterizations that Kowalski seeks to trace in the 
Shāhnāma?

88. This lack of a clear-cut dichotomy between the Iranians 
and Turanians is hardly surprising given that the two 
races are presented as having a common ancestor in Far-
idun. Furthermore, one of the great shahs of the epic, Kay 
 Khusraw, is himself born of a Turanian mother, the daugh-
ter of Afrasiyab: see Şener Aktürk, “Representations of the 
Turkic Peoples in the Shahnameh and the Greco-Roman 
Sources,” Akademik Araştırmalar Dergisi 8, 29 (May–July 

the Peyām-ı Sūr, an account of the festivities held in 1858 
to mark the marriages of two of Sultan Abdülmecid’s 
daughters. In describing the splendor of the festival deco-
rations, the work’s author, Nafiʿ, repeats Firdawsi’s words 
for their general eulogistic effect rather than in reference 
to their original context: Felek güft aḥsent, melek güft 
zih (“The heavens cried: ‘Excellent!’ the angels: ‘Good!,’ ” 
as translated in Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:181). 
See ʿAbdü’n-Nāfiʿ ʿİffet Efendi, “Mensur Sûrnâmeler’in 
Son Örneği: Nâfi‘ Sûrnâmesi (Peyâm-ı Sûr),” ed. Mehmet  
Arslan, in Osmanlı Edebiyat-Tarih-Kültür Makaleleri (Istan-
bul, 2000), 480. One of the reasons for the couplet’s more 
general fame was the prominent mention it receives in the 
Shāhnāma’s Baysunghurid preface, which tells the legend 
of how Firdawsi, after impressing Mahmud of Ghazna with 
a recitation of the lines describing Rustam’s discharging of 
the arrow, was visited in a dream by Rustam, who revealed 
to him the location of some buried treasure. See Warner 
and Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:109.

82. I myself have been unable to determine how Mehmed ʿ Arif 
came to locate Daghu as he did. Firdawsi gives no indica-
tion of its proximity or otherwise to Ribad, and the only 
other references to it that I have found are in the index 
to Warner and Warner’s translation, where it is called a 
“desert in Turkistán,” and in Steingass’s and Dehkhoda’s 
dictionaries (s.v. و�ی

��غ  which respectively describe it as ,(د
a “forest” and as a “desert hunting-ground” featured in the 
Shāhnāma. As for Ribad, although more readily identifi-
able (s.v. “Raibad” in Warner and Warner’s index), it is a 
place name with numerous variants and several overlap-
ping denotations, for discussion of which see A. V. Wil-
liams Jackson, From Constantinople to the Home of Omar 
Khayyam: Travels in Transcaucasia and Northern Persia for 
Historic and Literary Research (New York, 1911), 211–12, esp. 
the accompanying footnotes. See also n. 62 of the appendix.

83. The very same discrepancy was noted rather more recently 
by Warner and Warner (Sháhnáma, 3:14).

84. I am grateful to David Roxburgh for bringing this point 
to my attention. Notable in this regard is the calligraphy 
album made for Baysunghur that passed into Ottoman 
possession in the late sixteenth century, perhaps—like the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī—as one of the gifts sent by Tahmasp to 
Selim in 1568. The Ottomans reworked this album at least 
twice during their ownership of it, the first time in about 
1600, and the second, during the reign of Abdülhamid II  
(r. 1876–1909). Though substantial, neither reworking 
sought to change the basic Timurid constitution of the 
album; on the contrary, much effort was made to main-
tain the records of its provenance, particularly those 
explicitly connected to Baysunghur, who had earned the 
reputation of a model patron and connoisseur. As well as 
being another work whose value the Ottomans reaffirmed 
by refurbishing it, the calligraphy album also bears wit-
ness to the Ottomans’ concern for revealing rather than 
obscuring the chain of transmission through which such 
works passed, an approach already noted above in relation 
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The Dabistán, or School of Manners (= Dabistān-i maẕāhib), 
3 vols. (Paris, 1843), 1:372–78, including passages quoted 
from the probably spurious Mazdakite book Disnād; The-
odor Nöldeke, “Ueber Mazdak und die Mazdakiten,” in Abū 
Jaʿfar Muḥammad ibn Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, Geschichte der Perser 
und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden, trans. and ed. Theodor 
Nöldeke (Leiden, 1879), 455–67; Edward G. Browne, A Liter-
ary History of Persia: From the Earliest Times until Firdawsí 
(London, 1908), 166–72; Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 
7:188; Ehsan Yarshater, “Mazdakism,” in The Cambridge His-
tory of Iran, ed. Yarshater, vol. 3, pt. 2, Seleucid, Parthian 
and Sasanian Periods (Cambridge, 1983), 991–1024; Patricia 
Crone, “Kavād’s Heresy and Mazdak’s Revolt,” Iran: Journal 
of the British Institute of Persian Studies 29 (1991): 21–42; and 
M. Guidi [M. Morony], EI2, s.v. “Mazdak.” For the minority 
view that Mazdak was a figure invented for propagandis-
tic purposes, see H. Gaube, “Mazdak: Historical Reality or 
Invention?” Studia Iranica 11 (1982): 111–22.

99. Mehmed ʿArif was not alone in the improbable belief that 
Mazdak’s tenets were taken up by European revolutionar-
ies: the same view is expressed by the Iranian pan-Islamist 
Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (d. 1897) in his Persian essay “Refu-
tation of the Materialists” (1880–81). Al-Afghani dubs Maz-
dak a naturalist (nīcharī, from the Urdu nēcharī, a term 
first applied—usually disparagingly—to the controver-
sial Indian Muslim reformer Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan [d. 
1898]), and he goes on to say that the heresiarch’s teachings 
survived his demise and spread among heretical groups 
in the Islamic world, to be appropriated later by Voltaire 
and Rousseau—fathers of the French Revolution—and 
thus inherited by contemporary socialists, communists, 
and nihilists. See Sayyid Jamāl al-Dīn al-Afghānī, “Refuta-
tion of the Materialists,” trans. Nikki R. Keddie and Hamid 
Algar, in Nikki R. Keddie, An Islamic Response to Imperial-
ism: Political and Religious Writings of Sayyid Jamāl ad-Dīn 
“al-Afghānī” (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1968), 130–74, esp. 
155–60. It is unclear whether al-Afghani arrived indepen-
dently at his conclusions or was relating a more wide-
spread belief of which Mehmed ʿArif ’s statement is an 
earlier manifestation. In favor of the latter possibility is 
the fact that the Ottoman report on the French Revolution 
written in 1798 by Ahmed ʿAtıf Efendi (for which see the 
following note) anticipates al-Afghani’s essay by present-
ing Voltaire and Rousseau as the materialist and heretical 
founders of the French Revolution, though no mention is 
made here of Mazdak. As Christoph Neumann has shown, 
al-Afghani’s essay, which was translated into Arabic and 
Turkish shortly after being written, seems in turn to have 
inspired Ahmed Cevdet Pasha, who penned a short piece 
that similarly describes modern socialism, communism, 
and nihilism as being heirs to Mazdakism, since all pro-
mote the sharing of property and women. Summing up his 
argument, Cevdet Pasha writes, “In short, the Mazdakite 
creed, having originated in Iran, later transformed in the 
countries of Islam into the doctrines of heretical Batinite 
groups, cloaking itself above all in Alevism. It subsequently 

2006): 15–26; and Cemal Kafadar, “A Rome of One’s Own: 
Reflections on Cultural Geography and Identity in the 
Lands of Rum,” Muqarnas 24 (2007): 21–22n4.

89. See Djalal Khaleghi-Motlagh, Encyclopaedia Iranica (Lon-
don and Boston, 1982–), s.v. “Ferdowsī, Abu’l-Qāsem.”

90. Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:107.
91. That the figures wear Safavid headdresses is noted in 

Welch, A King’s Book of Kings, 84; and Dickson and Welch, 
Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 6.

92. Despite his criticism of others’ more favorable accounts of 
the shah, Mehmed ʿArif was certainly not alone in think-
ing so ill of Khusraw Parviz, even at such a late date. In a 
fascinating footnote in his History of Persia, Sir John Mal-
colm, the British governor of Bombay from 1826 to 1830, 
describes an exchange he had with an Iranian in 1800 while 
encamped near the Qarasu River in Western Iran, Parviz’s 
reported location upon receiving Muhammad’s letter: “I 
remarked…that the banks [of the river] were very high, 
which must make it difficult to apply its waters to irriga-
tion. ‘It once fertilized the whole country,’ said the zeal-
ous Mahomedan: ‘but its channel sunk with horror from 
its banks, when that madman, Khoosroo, threw our holy 
Prophet’s letter into its stream; which has ever since been 
accursed and useless.’ ” John Malcolm, The History of Persia, 
from the Most Early Period to the Present Time: Containing 
an Account of the Religion, Government, Usages, and Char-
acter of the Inhabitants of That Kingdom, rev. ed., 2 vols. 
(London, 1829), 1:126n. 

93. Though not as enthusiastic as Mehmed ʿArif ’s, mention 
and praise of Omar is also found in Firdawsi’s text (or at 
least in versions of it), so that the Safavid illustration itself 
becomes a sort of corrective commentary on the part of the 
subjective reader. See Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 9:72, 
76, 121.

94. A comparable kind of Ottomanization, this time on the 
level of production, can be seen in the text and images of 
certain Turkish translations of the Shāhnāma, as discussed 
by İnal, “Ottoman Interpretation of Firdausi’s Şahname,” 
2:554–62, and Bağcı, “From Translated Word to Translated 
Image,” 162–76.

95. It is a feature more generally of the latter part of the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī that its rate of illustration decreases: see 
Hillenbrand, “Iconography of the Shāh-nāma-yi Shāhī,” 63.

96. About 800 couplets versus 550, the corresponding sum-
maries being 247 and 1,025 words respectively.

97. Translated by me from Meḥmed ʿĀrif, “Tüfengçi-başı Ârif 
Efendi Tarihçesi,” 380–81.

98. Numerous sources exist to attest the actual existence of 
Mazdak and his religion: see Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad ibn 
Jarīr al-Ṭabarī, The Sāsānids, the Byzantines, the Lakhmids, 
and Yemen, trans. and ed. C. E. Bosworth, vol. 5 of The His-
tory of al-Ṭabarī (Albany, 1999), 132–35, 148–49, 155–57; 
Niẓām al-Mulk, The Book of Government or Rules for Kings: 
The Siyar al-Muluk or Siyasat-nama of Nizam al-Mulk, 
trans. Hubert Darke, 2nd ed. (London and Boston, 1978), 
190–206; David Shea and Anthony Troyer, trans. and ed., 
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650–51; Aḥmed ʿĀṭıf Efendi, “Muvāzene-i politiḳaya dāʾir 
Reʾīsü’l-Küttāb ʿĀṭıf Efendi’niñ lāyiḥası,” in Cevdet, Tārīḫ, 
6:394–401 (partially translated into English in Bernard 
Lewis, “The Impact of the French Revolution on Tur-
key: Some Notes on the Transmission of Ideas,” Cahiers 
d’histoire mondiale: Journal of World History 1 [1953]: 
121–22); ʿĀṣim, Tārīḫ, 1:61–384; Cevdet, Tārīḫ, 6:158–7:136; 
ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Jabartī, Napoleon in Egypt: Al-Jabartī’s 
Chronicle of the French Occupation, 1798, trans. and ed. Shm-
uel Moreh, rev. ed. (Princeton, N.J., 2004); al-Jabartī, ʿAbd 
al-Raḥmān al-Jabartī’s History of Egypt: ʿAjā’ib al-Āthār fī’l-
Tarājim wa’l-Akhbār, trans. and ed. Thomas Philipp and 
Moshe Perlmann, 4 vols. (Stuttgart, 1994), 3:1–291; Niqūlā 
al-Turkī, Histoire de l’expédition des français en Égypte par 
Nakoula El-Turk, trans. and ed. Desgranges Ainé (Paris, 
1839); Lewis, “Impact of the French Revolution on Tur-
key,” 105–25; Leon Zolondek, “The French Revolution in 
Arabic Literature of the Nineteenth Century,” The Muslim 
World 57, 3 (July 1967): 202–11; Orhan Koloğlu, “200 Yıl Sonra 
Fransız Devrimi II: Doğu’nun Fransız Devrimi’ne Bakışı,” 
Tarih ve Toplum 12, 68 (August 1989): 31–37; Zeki Arıkan, 
“Fransız İhtilâli ve Osmanlı Tarihçiliği,” in De la Révolution 
française à la Turquie d’Atatürk: La modernisation politique 
et sociale. Les lettres, les sciences et les arts. Actes des Col-
loques d’Istanbul, 10–12 mai 1989, ed. Jean-Louis Bacqué-
Grammont and Edhem Eldem (Istanbul, 1990), 85–100; 
Wajda Sendesni, Regard de l’historiographie ottomane sur 
la Révolution française et l’expédition d’Égypte: Tarih-i Cev-
det (Istanbul, 2003); and Fatih Yeşil, “Looking at the French 
Revolution through Ottoman Eyes: Ebubekir Ratib Efendi’s 
Observations,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and Afri-
can Studies 70, 2 (2007): 283–304. The once prevalent view 
that the Ottomans were largely uninterested in the French 
Revolution until faced with Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign 
has been convincingly called into question by more recent 
scholarship. Testifying to the Ottomans’ early interest in 
the event is the anonymous rūznāme (journal) published 
by Uzunçarşılı (see citation above), which includes an 
entry dated to September 1792 that describes the revolu-
tion and its aftermath in some detail, from the rise of the 
Jacobins and dethronement of Louis XVI to the invasion of 
France by Prussia and Austria. Perhaps the most important 
contemporary Ottoman response to the French Revolution 
and its consequences is the memorandum prepared by the 
reʾīsü’l-küttāb (foreign secretary) Ahmed ʿ Atıf Efendi for the 
Divan in the spring of 1798 (see citation above). Besides 
giving a general account of the revolution, and stressing 
in particular its secularist aims (see also the preceding 
note), ʿAtıf Efendi discusses the risk posed by the French 
revolutionaries to other European powers as well as to the 
Ottoman Empire. His fears would be realized in July of that 
year when the French invaded Egypt.

101. To be sure, it is well attested that the Shāhnāma was at 
various times understood as providing relevant precedents 
to then-current events (see n. 72 above), and the frequency 
with which scenes from the epic appear in works of art, 

went to Europe and, disguising itself in Frankish terms, 
assumed such names as Communism, Socialism, and Nihil-
ism.” (El-ḥāṣıl Īrān’da ẓuhūr eden Merdekī [sic] mesleki 
ṣoñra memālik-i İslāmiyyede Bāṭıniyyeden olan fıraḳ-ı 
ḍālle meẕāhibine münḳalib olmuşdur ve ekse̱riyyā ʿAlevīlik 
fırḳasına bürünmüşdür. Baʿdehu Avrupa’ya gidip elbise-i 
ṣadā-yı efrenciyye telebbüs ederek Ḳomünizm ve Sosyal - 
ist Nihlist gibi nāmlar taḳınmışdır.) See Aḥmed Cevdet 
Pasha, “Ahmet Cevdet Paşa’nın Sosyalizme dair Makalesi,” 
in Türkiye’de Sosyalizmin Tarihine Katkı, ed. A. Cerrahoğlu 
(Istanbul, 1975), 487–99, esp. 494–99; and Christoph 
K. Neumann, “Mazdak, nicht Marx: Frühe osmanische 
Wahr neh mungen von Kommunismus und Sozialismus,” 
in Türkische Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte (1071–1920): 
Akten des IV. Internationalen Kongresses, München 1986, ed. 
Hans Georg Majer and Raoul Motika (Wiesbaden, 1995), 
222–24. Despite their strikingly modern application, these 
references to the supposed survival of Mazdakism in fact 
come out of a much older Islamic tradition that held vari-
ous “heretical” sects to be descended from this pre-Islamic 
religion. Among the maligned groups were the Ismailis, 
portrayed as Mazdakites by Nizam al-Mulk (d. 1092); the 
Alevis and Kızılbaş, as accused by Cevdet Pasha; and, 
reflecting the extraordinary tenacity of the topos, even the 
nineteenth-century Babis. See Niẓām al-Mulk, Book of Gov-
ernment, 206–39; Browne, A Literary History of Persia, 172, 
312–13; Cevdet, “Sosyalizme dair Makale,” 496–97; and Neu-
mann, “Mazdak, nicht Marx,” 222–23. While such beliefs 
clearly had more basis in prejudice than in fact, we do have 
evidence from a less biased source as to the continued exis-
tence of Mazdakites in the Islamic period. The Dabistān-i 
maẕāhib, a Persian account of South Asian religions writ-
ten in the mid-seventeenth century by an author whose 
identity remains disputed, records that Mazdak’s followers 
could be found at that time secretly practicing their reli-
gion among the Muslims. This claim may hold some weight, 
since the book’s author is in general both well informed 
and remarkably nonjudgmental in his descriptions. Indeed, 
not only does he stop short of identifying the Mazdakites 
with any of the “heretical” groups usually associated with 
them, but he also quotes extensively from a book of Maz-
dak’s teachings, which, he says, was shown to him by fol-
lowers of the religion. Though the book, called the Disnād, 
was probably spurious, our author’s claim to have been 
shown it by contemporary Mazdakites should not be dis-
missed outright. See Shea and Troyer, Dabistán, 1:378, and 
the preceding note of the present article. It is interesting 
to observe  that in Europe, too, the Jacobins’ detractors 
accused them of being only the most recent manifestation 
of a much older cultic tradition—in this case including the 
Templars and Masons—bent on destroying Church and 
Crown: see, for example, Abbé Barruel, Memoirs, Illustrat-
ing the History of Jacobinism, trans. Robert Clifford, 2nd ed., 
4 vols. (London, 1798).

100. For Ottoman and Arab responses to the French Revolution 
and occupation of Egypt, see Uzunçarşılı, “Dış Ruznâme,” 
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(1999): 7–12, esp. 10, where Atıl writes, “The fascination with 
the heroic deeds of past kings and warriors promoted an 
association of actual events with legendary ones, using the 
Shāhnāme episodes as models. Thus the Shāhnāme became 
personalized and localized, blending the past with the pre-
sent.” Seeking classical literary models for contemporary 
events is not the same, however, as reading a classical text 
and seeing one’s own time reflected and even prefigured 
in it. This latter model, which, as discussed above in the 
main text, has been proposed in the Ilkhanid context for 
the Great Mongol Shāhnāma and in the Safavid for the 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, is rather more contentious (see n. 75 
above). Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s reference to the French Revolution 
is thus highly important as proof of such an approach.

not to mention in illustrated manuscripts, partly reflects 
the desire of elite patrons to equate their own habits and 
achievements with those of Firdawsi’s heroes. A particu-
larly interesting example of such an artifact is the well-
known early-thirteenth-century mina ʾi bowl showing a 
battle or siege, today in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washing-
ton, D.C. (inv. no. 43.3). Though it has yet to be identified 
in any written source, the depicted event, which fills the 
interior of the bowl, is evidently real: its key players are 
even labeled by name. On the outside of the bowl, mean-
while, are five heroic scenes apparently drawn from the 
Shāhnāma, their presence on the object endowing the 
real battle image with all the rich associations of the epic’s 
exemplary warriors. See Esin Atıl, “The Freer Bowl and 
the Legacy of the Shāhnāme,” Damaszener Mitteilungen 11 
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Note: In each two-page spread, the insert and its accompanying miniature are juxtaposed according to their original codi-
cological sequence. The present spread shows the leaves to approximate relative scale and with their irregular edges included.  
(Figs. 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 15, and 17 are taken from www.metmuseum.org.)

Fig. 2. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 1b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., 
inv. 1970.301.01b. Originally affixed to fol. 18b (Firdawsi’s Parable of the Ship of Faith) of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: 
Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)

http://www.metmuseum.org
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Fig. 3. Attributed to Mirza ʿAli, Firdawsi’s Parable of the Ship of Faith, Tabriz, ca. 1530–35. Fol. 18b of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.1. (Photo © The Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 4. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 5b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.05b. Originally affixed to fol. 59b (Faridun Embraces Minuchihr) of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 5. Attributed to Qadimi, Faridun Embraces Minuchihr, Tabriz, ca. 1525. Fol. 59b of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.5. (Photo © The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art)
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Fig. 6. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 11b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.11b. Originally affixed to fol. 83b (Mihrab Vents His Anger upon Sindukht) of Firdawsi’s 
Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 7. Attributed to Qadimi and ʿAbd al-Vahhab, Mihrab Vents His Anger upon Sindukht, Tabriz, ca. 1525–30. Fol. 83b of 
Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.11. 
(Photo © The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig 8. Attributed to ʿAbd al-Vahhab and Mir Musavvir, Rustam’s Seventh Labor: He Kills the White Demon, Tabriz, 1520s–40s. 
Fol. 124a of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Cleveland Museum of Art, Leonard C. Hanna, Jr., Fund, inv. no. 1988.96.a. (Photo: 
courtesy of the Cleveland Museum of Art)
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Fig. 9. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 123vs, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.123vs. Originally affixed to fol. 123b and facing fol. 124a (Rustam’s Seventh Labor: He Kills the 
White Demon) of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art)
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Fig. 10. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 19b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.19b. Originally affixed to fol. 127b (Rustam Brings the King of Mazandaran to Kay Kavus for 
Execution) of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art)
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Fig. 11. Attributed to Mir Musavvir and Qasim ibn ʿAli, Rustam Brings the King of Mazandaran to Kay Kavus for Execution, 
Tabriz, ca. 1525–30. Fol. 127b of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. 
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.19. (Photo © The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 12. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 34b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.34b. Originally affixed to fol. 225b (Kay Khusraw Distributes Gifts among His Warriors) of 
Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 13. Attributed to Aqa Mirak, Kay Khusraw Distributes Gifts among His Warriors, Tabriz, ca. 1525–30. Fol. 225b of Firdaw-
si’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.34. (Photo 
© The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 14. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 37b, Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A.  
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.37b. Originally affixed to fol. 243b (The Battle of Pashan Begins) of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 15. Attributed to ʿAbd al-Vahhab and Muzaffar ʿAli, The Battle of Pashan Begins, Tabriz, ca. 1530–35. Fol. 243b of   
Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.37. 
(Photo © The Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 16. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 68b (side 1), Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. 
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.68b. Originally affixed to and facing fol. 602b (Nushirvan Promulgates His Reforms) of Firdaw-
si’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 17. Attributed to Muzaffar ʿAli, Nushirvan Promulgates His Reforms, Tabriz, ca. 1530–35. Fol. 602b of Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i 
Shāhī, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.68. (Photo © The Metro-
politan Museum of Art)
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Fig. 18. Mehmed ʿArif, Insert 68b (side 2), Istanbul, 1800–1801, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. 
Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 1970.301.68b. Originally affixed to and covering fol. 602b (Nushirvan Promulgates His Reforms) of 
Firdawsi’s Shāhnāma-i Shāhī. (Photo: Ünver Rüstem, published with permission of the Metropolitan Museum of Art)
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would today be written as separate words (e.g., bundan-
ṣoñra and, more curiously, dedi-ki, oldu-ki, etc.). I have 
supplied additional punctuation where necessary or 
helpful, including apostrophes to separate proper 
names and titles from any suffixes attached to them.

In transliterating native Turkish words, I have 
avoided slavish adherence to the conventional and his-
torical orthography with which they are written, prefer-
ring instead to use spellings that come closer to the 
pronunciation of Mehmed ʿArif ’s own time (as he him-
self has done in several of the inserts: see nn. 2 and 92 
below). To give one example, I have rendered ايتديروب as 
etdirüp, a form that I hope strikes a reasonable balance 
between the faithful but archaizing itdirüb and the mod-
ern ettirip. Many of my choices have been informed by 
the pronunciations given in the original Redhouse Lex-
icon of 1890. I have therefore preferred to represent the 
kef of the “soft G” and Y varieties with ğ, and not g as is 
conventional (the ġayn “soft G” is transliterated in the 
usual way with ġ), and in the small class of words where 
it produces a D sound (e.g., oda), I have rendered the 
letter ṭı as a simple d, though indicating the original 
spelling in my notes. A few thoroughly naturalized non-
Turkish words have also been affected by this policy: 
thus Arabic ʿishq and Persian kūr and zūr are transliter-
ated respectively as ʿaşḳ, kör, and zor.

Misspellings, mistakes, and unusual forms are indi-
cated and explained as necessary. There is one excep-
tion to this, and that is Mehmed ʿArif ’s not infrequent 
misuse of nūn in genitive constructions that correctly 
require ṣaġır kef (ñ), an error I have pointed out only on 
its first occurrence.

Translation too involves various decisions, and I have 
done my best to render the texts into idiomatic English 
without forfeiting the flavor of the original Ottoman. 
Perhaps the most striking foreignism the reader will 
notice in my translations is the frequent occurrence of 
paired synonyms (“seized and captured,” “battling and 
fighting,” “executed and destroyed,” etc.), a device that 
seems tautological in English but is a highly character-
istic feature of literary Ottoman. In certain cases, par-
ticularly where Mehmed ʿArif is more faithfully 

 
APPENDIX: TRANSLITERATIONS AND TRANSLATIONS OF MEHMED ʿARIF’S TEXTS

Author’s note: The inserts are numbered as they appear 
in the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s inventory, the 
number of each sheet relating to that of the folio from 
which it was detached. Thus insert 1b (in full 1970.301.01b) 
belongs to the folio inventoried as 1970.301.1, insert 5b 
to folio 1970.301.5, etc. The one exception to this is insert 
123vs (1970.301.123vs), which, because it was attached to 
the unpainted text side of the folio, has instead been 
inventoried by the museum according to the original 
foliation of the manuscript (this insert is in other ways 
also a special case: see n. 40 of the main article). I have 
adapted the titles of the inserts from those in existing 
use for the paintings, particularly as coined by Dickson 
and Welch in their Houghton Shahnameh monograph. 
For each insert, I have indicated the corresponding sum-
mary by Dickson and Welch, as well as the relevant 
pages in the translations of the epic by Warner and 
Warner and, where applicable, Dick Davis (this latter 
translation is not complete). All of the manuscript’s 258 
paintings have recently been published in full color with 
an introduction by Sheila Canby (as cited in n. 1 of the 
main article), but because the images are clearly identi-
fied by title and folio number and thus easily locatable, 
and because they have been reproduced without any 
accompanying commentary, I have not seen it necessary 
to refer to individual pages from this publication in the 
notes below.

There is no one accepted standard for the transliter-
ation of Ottoman Turkish, and I have tried to produce 
renderings that are at once scholarly and readable. As 
is to be expected for his period, Mehmed ʿ Arif’s texts are 
entirely unpunctuated and unparagraphed, and all 
punctuation, capitalization, and paragraphing is my 
own. Compound words that are formed of separately 
written elements in the inserts are hyphenated in the 
transliterations (e.g., bī-nişān, ṣaff-ārā), while those that 
have been written as single words are transliterated as 
such if the closed form is attested in the modern Red-
house dictionary, and hyphenated if not (e.g., çemenzār 
for ر ا �هی but Īrān-şāhī for ,�چ�م��غ�غ �ا �غ���ش �ی�ا  Hyphenation has .(ا
also been used to clarify certain Turkish constructions 
that appear in the inserts as closed compounds but 
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ocean, and in that ocean did He launch and anchor sev-
enty ships, the intention being [the creation of] various 
nations; and He installed and established upon one of 
the ships His Majesty the Pride of Creation—on whom 
be the best of prayers!—our Most Excellent Lord [the 
Prophet Muhammad], His Majesty Ali the Chosen One, 
and the Prophet’s most excellent family and kinsmen, 
the intention being the True Religion and illustrious 
sacred law brought about by our Lord, His Majesty the 
Messenger of God, may God Almighty bless him and 
grant him peace! The nation which is honorably estab-
lished aboard this ship will be saved from drowning and 
dwell ashore in safety.

This is the scene in which Firdawsi, through such a 
representation of the ocean and ship, delivers and 
declares in his prologue the Sacred Eulogy [of the 
Prophet Muhammad] and the legend of His Majesty the 
Commander of the Faithful [Ali]. 3

2. Insert 5b, originally affixed to fol. 59b (Faridun Em
braces Minuchihr) (figs. 4 and 5)3

 Minūçihr ser-i Selm’i Ferīdūn’a Şīrvī ile irsāl edüp ṭaraf-ı
 Çīn’den sūy-ı Ferīdūn Şāh’a ġanāyim ü emvāl-i kesī̱re
 ile ʿavdet / edüp ḳudūm-ı Minūçihr ḳarīb-i pāy-i taḫt
 olduḳda Ferīdūn Minūçihr’i istiḳbāl edüp Minūçihr
 Ferīdūn’u / gördükde esbinden nüzūl ile piyāde olduḳda
 Ferīdūn daḫi piyāde olup miyān-ı ʿasākir ü meydānda /
 lede’l-mülāḳāt Ferīdūn-ı pīr Minūçihr-i perī-peykeri ser ü
çeşm ü gerdeninden / būs etdiği / meclisdir. / 43

 Having sent the head of Salm to Faridun by Shirvi,
 Minuchihr made back from China towards Shah
 Faridun with plentiful spoils and riches,4 and when
 Minuchihr was nearly arrived at the capital, Faridun
 went to meet him, and when Minuchihr saw Faridun,
 he dismounted from his horse and went afoot, whereat
 Faridun also went afoot, and upon their meeting,
 amidst the host and in the open, the old Faridun did
 kiss the fairy-faced Minuchihr upon his head and eye[s]
and neck,5 of which [event] this is the scene. 43

paraphrasing Firdawsi, I have drawn inspiration from 
the magisterial English translation by Warner and War-
ner.

Proper names are translated in their Persian or Ara-
bic, rather than Ottomanized, forms, or in their natu-
ralized English versions where they exist and are 
appropriate (e.g., Zoroaster, Omar), though I have 
avoided such obsolescent English forms as “Chosroes.” 
Even when translating, I have reflected Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
manner of writing certain compound names as closed 
forms and others as open, hyphenating the latter as 
appropriate (e.g., Kaykhusraw, Sin-dukht); and in cases 
where he uses a variant or even erroneous form of a 
name, I have again followed suit, indicating the usual 
or correct forms in my notes. When “shah” is used as a 
title, I have, in accordance with English convention, 
consistently placed it before the name of the bearer, 
whereas Mehmed ʿArif will often place it after.

 I should like to thank András Riedlmayer for his kind 
and generous help in various matters relating to these 
transliterations and translations. All errors are my own.

 1. Insert 1b, originally affixed to fol. 18b (Firdawsi’s
  Parable of the Ship of Faith) (figs. 2 and 3)1

 Cihān-āferīn olan Cenāb-ı Bārī bu ʿālem-i kevn ü fesādı
 deryā gibi ḫalḳ u īcād edüp o deryāda yetmiş keştī icrā
 vu irsā eyledi-ki murād milel-i muḫtelifedir; ve sef īneniñ
/ birinde Cenāb-ı Faḫr-ı Kāʾināt—ʿaleyhi efḍalü’ṣ-
 ṣalavāt—Efendimiz Ḥażretlerini ve Cenāb-ı ʿAlī Mürtażā
ve ehl-i beyt ü āl-i Nebī ḥażerātlarını mekīn ü cāygīr etdi-
 ki murād Cenāb-ı / Resūlu’llāh—ṣalla’llāhü teʿālā ʿaleyhi
 ve sellem—Efendimizin [sic]2 ityān etdiği Dīn-i Ḥaḳḳ ve
 şerʿ-i / şerīf ü ġarrādır. Bu sef īnede istiḳrār-yāb-ı mekānet
 olan ümmet / necāt-gīr-i ġarḳa ve kenāra dār-ı selāmet
olur.

Zemīninde bu / gūne temsī̱l-i deryā vu keştī ṭarīḳıyla 
Firdevsī / Naʿt-i Şerīfi ve menḳabet-i Cenāb-ı / Emīrü’l-
Müʾminīn’i īrād u / beyān etdiği / meclisdir. / 3

The Almighty Creator, who made the universe, engen-
dered and vivified this world of being and passing as an 
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Mihrāb’ıñ būstān-ı serāda ṭarīḳa müşrif bir ʿālī ve metīn 
kāḫ vālāsı var idi. Gece beytūtet olunmaḳ / üzere Rūdābe 
ol maḥalle Sīn-duḫt’dan iẕn ile geldi. Ġulām-ı rāz-āşnāya 
bir cāriye gelüp bu gece Zāl zīr-i / kāḫa gelmek üzere ten-
biye etdi.

Gece Zāl zīr-i kāḫa geldi. Rūdābe bālā-yı kāḫdan nāẓır, 
Zāl zīr-i kāḫda / ḥāżır ṣoḥbet ü cilvelere serāġāz eyledi-
ler. Rūdābe bālādan Zāl’e dedi-ki “Şu kemend gīsūlarıma 
pīçīde / ol, ṣarıl ṣuʿūd et” deyerek şīveler esṉāsı Zāl kāḫ-ı 
mezbūra ṣuʿūda çārecūy / olup yanındaki ġulāmdan 
kemend alup ḫalḳa [sic]11 vu ḫamīde etdi ve bālā-yı kāḫa 
perrān edüp / ṭutdurdu. Hemān ʿankebūt gibi kemende 
āvīḫte ve bālā-rev olup ṣuʿūd / etdi ve tā be-ṣabāḥ Rūdābe 
ile cünbüş ü ʿişveler ve muʿāmele-i ʿaşḳ u muḥabbetler ve 
/ ʿahd ü peymānlar ve yemīn ü ḳasemler olundu.

Kūs-i nevbet-i ṣabāḥ-ı sulṭānī / gūş-zedi olduġu sāʿat 
yine kemend ile kāḫdan nüzūl ve ṭaraf-ı / muʿaskere 
ʿazīmet ve der-ān sāʿat / bārgāhında ḥāżır / bulunduġu / 
meclisdir. / 56

Whenas the damsels returned to Rudaba and delivered 
to her the gifts and related to her all that had been 
spoken, including [Zal’s] salutation and [expressions 
of] love and desire and affection, Rudaba was robbed of 
her faculties and repose, and drained of her patience 
and forbearance, anxiously uttering, “O! By what means 
will [my] tryst with Zal take place?,” whereat the dam-
sels hit upon the means for the tryst. There was in the 
palace garden of Mihrab a lofty and sturdy pavilion-
belvedere overlooking the road; to that place did 
Rudaba come with Sin-dukht’s permission to pass the 
night.12 A damsel [meanwhile] came to the entrusted 
slave boy and notified [him] that Zal was to come that 
night to the foot of the pavilion.13

That night, Zal came to the foot of the pavilion. With 
Rudaba looking out from the pavilion’s height and Zal 
present at its foot, they began to chat and flirt. From up 
high, Rudaba said to Zal, “Entwine yourself with these 
dangling tresses of mine—cling [to them] and ascend,” 
in the course of which encouragements Zal, seeking a 
means to ascend the aforementioned pavilion, took a 
lasso from the slave boy next to him and looped and 
coiled it before flinging it up to the summit of the pavil-
ion, where it caught. He immediately suspended him-

 3. Insert 6b, originally affixed to fol. 71b (Rudaba’s
Maids Return to the Palace)6

 Ġulām-ı mezbūr gelüp Zāl’e māddeyi yegān yegān naḳl
 etdikde hemān Zāl bi-lā ārām u ḳarār cāriyeler nezdine
 ġulām ile mürūr ve cāriyeler ile ṣoḥbet ederek maṣlaḥat-ı
 / Rūdābe kemāliyle īżāḥ olunup Zāl cevāhir ü altun-ı7

 bisyār getirdüp cāriyeler ile Rūdābe’ye ihdā ve cāriyelere
 daḫi küllī enʿām / ve bu ḫuṣūṣda bu ġulāmdan ġayri
ferd-i āḫar maḥrem olmamaḳ üzere muḳāveleler olundu.

Pes cāriyeler ʿavdet edüp sarāy-ı Mihrāb’a / ḳapudan 
duḫūl ederler iken derbān-ı sarāy “Böyle bī-vaḳt ʿaskerlik 
zamānı leşker ayaḳda iken teferrüc-i seyrāngāh / ve 
şükūfe devşirme zamānı-mıdır?” deyü ḳabucu Rūdābe 
cāriyeleriyle / muḥāvere etdikleri meclisdir. / 55

The aforementioned slave boy came and related the 
matter to Zal piece by piece, whereupon Zal immedi-
ately, without delay or dalliance, went with the slave 
boy to the damsels, and by his conversing with them, 
the matter of Rudaba was explained [to him] in its en-
tirety; and Zal [then] had brought abundant jewels and 
gold, and gifted them through the damsels to Rudaba, 
and to the damsels also [did he give] many presents;8 
and it was agreed that no one but this slave boy should 
be a confidant in this matter.9

Afterwards, the damsels returned, and while they 
were entering the palace of Mihrab by [its] gate, the pal-
ace doorkeeper said [to them], “Is this inappropriate 
hour—when soldiers are about and troops afoot—the 
time to be strolling around in promenades and picking 
flowers?,” of which conversation between the gate-
keeper and Rudaba’s damsels this is the scene. 55

 4. Insert 7b, originally affixed to fol. 72b (Rudaba
Makes a Ladder of Her Tresses)10

Vaḳtā ki cāriyeler Rūdābe’ye ʿavdet ve hediyyeleri teslīm 
ü edā ve selām ve iştiyāḳ ve ʿaşk u muḥabbet ve olunan 
ṣoḥbetleri cümle taḳrīr etdiklerinde Rūdābe’niñ / ser ü 
sāmān u ḳarārı rübūde ve şekīb ü ṣabrı fersūde olup 
“Amān! Zāl ile mülāḳātıñ ṭarīḳı ne gūne olur?” deyü 
endīşede iken cāriyeler / mülāḳātıñ ṭarīḳını buldular. 
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 6. Insert 10b, originally affixed to fol. 81b (Zal
 Questions Sam’s Intentions regarding the House of
Mihrab)18

Minūçihr Rūdābe’niñ Zāl’e tezvīcini istiḳbāḥ u nāpesen-
 dīde edüp19 Sām’a emr etdi-ki sevḳ-ı cüyūş ile Hindūstān
 ṣavbına reh-girāy-ı ḳasd olup / Kābulistān u Zābulistān
 ve kāḫ-ı Mihrāb’ı taḫrīb ve nesl-i Żaḥḥāk’ı istīṣāl ede. Sām
 ʿasākir-i kesī̱re ile ʿazm-i Kābulistān etdi ve bu ḥavādis̱
 Kābulistān / ve Zāl’e resīde ve şāyiʿ olduḳda Zāl pederi
 Sām’ı istiḳbāl edüp Rūdābe’ye ʿaşḳ u muḥabbetini ve bu
 sevdādan fāriġ olmayacaġını ve bu taḫrīb-i / memālik
 māddesiniñ def ʿini ṣaded-i gūnāgūn īrādıyla pederi
Sām’dan niyāz etdiği meclisdir. / 64

Minuchihr, abhorring and disapproving Rudaba’s mar-
riage to Zal, ordered Sam to set forth with troops to-
wards Hindustan and raze Kabulistan and Zabulistan20 
and the palace of Mihrab, as well as to annihilate the 
lineage of Zahhak. Sam [thus] set out for Kabulistan 
with a large army, and when news of this reached Zal 
and became known in Kabulistan, Zal went to meet his 
father Sam and besought him with regard to various 
matters, telling him that he loved and adored Rudaba 
and would not forsake his love for her,21 and that he 
would oppose any attempt to raze the dominions [of 
Mihrab], of which [meeting] this is the scene. 64

 7. Insert 11b, originally affixed to fol. 83b (Mihrab
Vents His Anger upon Sindukht) (figs. 6 and 7)22

 Sām’ıñ Kābul’ü taḫrībe geldiği şāyiʿ olduḳda vālī-i Kābul
 Mihrāb zevcesi Sīn-duḫt ile oturup / “Ne yapalım? Ne kāra
 mübāşeret edelim? Hemān Rūdābe’yi girībānından ṭutup
 / Sām’ıñ pīşine mi götürsem? Ne gūne ḥareket etsem?” /
deyü telāş u efkār ile meşveret / etdikleri meclisdir. / 66

When it became known that Sam was come to raze 
Kabul, Mihrab, the ruler of Kabul, sat down with his wife 
Sin-dukht and said, “What shall we do? What course 
shall we embark upon? Should I immediately seize 
Rudaba by her collar and take her before Sam? How 

self from the lasso as if it were a spider’s web and, 
climbing high, ascended [the building]; and till the 
morning did he and Rudaba frolic and flirt, and treat 
each other with love and affection, and make promises 
and oaths and pledges and professions [of love].

When he heard the morning royal drum-call, [Zal,] 
again by means of the lasso, descended the pavilion and 
set out for [his] encampment, and was in that hour [i.e., 
before long] present at his court, of which [events] this 
is the scene.14 56

 5. Insert 8b, originally affixed to fol. 73b (Zal Consults
the Magi)15

Zāl mūbidleri cemʿ ü āverde edüp Rūdābe māddesini keşf 
ve rāzı dermiyān ve ʿaḳd ü tezvīc ḫuṣūṣlarını beyān et-
dikde çoḳ muḥāverāt / cereyān etdi-ki Mihrāb Żaḥḥāk 
neslinden, Zāl Ferīdūn evlādı ḫademesinden, beynlerinde 
tebāġuż u kīn-i ḳadīm ve nefsāniyyet-i / pāyidār olmaġla 
biḫredān dediler ki “Şehd ü nūş ve zehr ü semm-i mār 
hem-cüft olmaḳ ne münāsebet? Dünyāda ḳız dükendi-mi? 
/ Olmaz, olur” deyü münāzaʿāt u meşveret etdikleri 
 meclisdir. / 57

Zal brought and convened the magi and revealed [to 
them] the matter of Rudaba, disclosing the secret and 
divulging the subject of [their] betrothal and marriage, 
whereupon ensued much disputation, for Mihrab was 
of the lineage of Zahhak, while Zal was one of the ser-
vants of the progeny of Faridun, and between them [the 
two royal lines] was an ancient hatred and enmity and 
an enduring animosity, because of which the wise men 
said, “What sense is there in intermingling honey and 
elixir with the venom and poison of a snake?16 Are there 
no [other] girls left in the world? It will not do,” [and 
then,] “It will,”17 of which debate and deliberation this 
is the scene. 57
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in which Zal answers each and every one of the ques-
tions without delay, one after the other. 70

 10. Insert 17b, originally affixed to fol. 120b (Rustam’s
Fourth Labor: He Cleaves a Witch)30

Ḫvān-ı siyūmda Rüstem bir çemenzār ve leb-i rūda vāṣıl 
oldu-ki bir zen cādū leb-i rūdda ʿişret ve sāz-nevāz olur 
idi; / Rüstem’i gördükde yeksū vu pinhān oldu. Rüstem 
leb-i rūda nüzūl ve biryān-ı daġ-keçisi31 ve bāde ve sāz-ı 
ḥāżır32 taʿaccüb edüp33 / ekl-i biryān ve nūş-ı bāde ile sāzı 
nevāzişe mübāşeret etdikde zen cādū efsūn ile kendine zīb 
ü zīnet / verüp nezd-i Rüstem’e geldi. Rüstem böyle deşt-i 
dehşet-fezāda böyle esbāb-ı ẕevḳiñ ictimāʿından 
müteʿaccib olup / Cenāb-ı Cihān-Āferīne niyāyiş ü 
teşekkür etdikde zen cādū ism-i Bārī’yi gūşzed etdiği gibi 
ḳır reng / olup müteġayyir oldu; meğer zişt bir zen cādū 
imiş, nīreng ile kendine ḥüsn ü ārāyiş vermiş. / Rüstem 
cādū olduġunu derk etdiği gibi kemend atup żabṭ u aḫẕ 
etdi / ve tīġ-i bürrān ile miyānından dü-pāre / etdiği 
 meclisdir. / 85

During his third [sic] labor,34 Rustam came to a verdant 
spot by a stream where a sorceress35 had been drinking 
and playing the lute before seeing Rustam and hiding 
to one side. Rustam alighted [from his horse] at the 
stream-side and marveled at the dinner of roast moun-
tain goat, the wine, and the lute that he found there, and 
he began to eat the roast dinner and drink the wine and 
play the lute, whereupon the sorceress, by means of a 
spell, gave herself beauty and elegance, and came next 
to Rustam. Wondering at the confluence of such  sources 
of pleasure in such a dreadful wilderness, Rustam 
praised and thanked the Almighty Creator, whereupon 
the sorceress, as soon as she heard the Lord’s name, 
became gray36 and putrid—and lo! she was nothing but 
a hideous sorceress who had given herself comeliness 
and grace through magic. As soon as Rustam realized 
that she was a sorceress, he threw a lasso and seized and 
captured [her] before cleaving her through the middle 
into two with a sharp sword, of which [event] this is the 
scene. 85

should I act?,” of which worried and anxious  deliberation 
this is the scene.23 66

 8. Insert 13b, originally affixed to fol. 86b (The Shah’s
Wise Men Approve of Zal’s Marriage)24

Zāl nāme-i Sām ile Minūçihr Şāh’a vāṣıl olup ʿ arīża ʾ [sic]25 
ḳırāʾat olunup mefhūmu maʿlūm olduḳda Minūçihr / 
derʿaḳab sitāre-şināsān u mūbidānı iḥżār ve Rūdābe Zāl’e 
tezvīc olunmaḳ münāsib-midir ve / müstaṣveb-midir 
suʾālini etdikde aḫter-şināsān u müneccimīn istiḫrāc-ı 
zāyice [sic]26 ve meclisde beyān-ı aḥkām edüp / Zāl 
ṣulbünden bir pehlevān-ı cihāngīr velūd27 edecek ki / 
cihāna ġālib olup āb-ı ruḫ-ı Īrān / olacaġını ʿ ayān u beyān 
/ etdikleri / meclisdir. / 69

 Zal reached Shah Minuchihr with Sam’s letter, and once
 the petition had been read and its purport understood,
 Minuchihr immediately summoned the astronomers
 and magi and asked whether it was proper and
 approvable that Rudaba should marry Zal, whereat the
 astrologers and stargazers made deductions from the
 horoscope and announced their judgments at the
 [shah’s] assembly, declaring that Zal would sire from his
 loins a world-conquering hero who would be victor of
the world and the pride of Iran,28 of which [announce-
ment] this is the scene. 69

 9. Insert 14b, originally affixed to fol. 87b (Zal
Expounds the Mysteries of the Magi)29

Minūçihr redān u biḫredānı cemʿ edüp Zāl’iñ dāniş ü 
maʿlūmātını āzmāyiş mülābesesiyle mesāʾil-i / mülġaze-i 
ʿulūm pürsān olduḳları ve Zāl’iñ her bir suʾāle bi-lā 
tevaḳḳuf / cümlesine birer birer pāsuḫ-rān olduġu meclis-
dir. / 70

This is the scene in which Minuchihr has assembled 
sages and wise men to test Zal’s knowledge and learning 
by asking [him] about abstruse matters of science, and 
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 12. Insert 19b, originally affixed to fol. 127b (Rustam
 Brings the King of Mazandaran to Kay Kavus for
Execution) (figs. 10 and 11)43

Rüstem ciger-i Dīv-i Sepīd’i Kāvus Şāh’a götürdükde ḫūn-ı 
cigeri keşīde-i çeşm etdikde gözü açıldı. Baʿdehu 
pehlevānlardan Ferībürz ve Rühhām ve / Ṭūs ve Gīv ve 
Behrām ve Gūderz ve Gürgīn44 ve sāʾirler45 gözlerine 
çekende46-i ḫūn-ı Dīv-i Sepīd olduḳlarında cümlesiniñ 
gözleri / açıldı.

Derʿaḳab tertīb-i ʿasākir edüp Şāh-ı Māzenderān 
üzerine yürüdüler, ve Māzenderān’ı żabṭ ve Ūlād’ı / 
Rüstem’iñ vaʿdine bināʾen Kāvus Şāh şāh-ı Māzenderān 
naṣb etdi, ve Māzenderān şāhını cengde Rüstem aḫẕ ü / 
girift etdi. Baʿdehu ḥużūr-ı Keykāvus’da miyānından 
dü-pāre etdikleri / meclisdir. / 90

[Marginal note:] Kāvus Şāh’ı muṣavvir siyeh niḳāb ile taṣvīr 
etmesi kör iken / çesbān [sic]47 idi; lākin bundan-ṣoñra siyeh 
niḳāb ile / taṣvīr etmesi ṣaçmadır. Firdevsī’niñ niḳāba dāʾir 
her kez / taḥrīr ü işāreti yoḳdur.

When Rustam took the liver of the White Demon to 
Shah Kavus and drew the blood of the liver across [Ka-
vus’s] eyes, they opened. Then, when the blood of the 
White Demon was dripped into the eyes of the pala-
dins—including, among others, Fariburz, Ruhham, Tus, 
Giv, Bahram, Gudarz, and Gurgin—the eyes of them all 
opened.

Then, having at once organized an army, they 
marched upon the King of Mazandaran, and they con-
quered Mazandaran;48 and Shah Kavus, in accordance 
with Rustam’s promise, appointed Ulad the king of 
Mazandaran; and Rustam seized and captured the 
[dethroned] King of Mazandaran in battle, and after-
wards, in the presence of Kaykavus, they cleaved him 
down the middle into two,49 of which [event] this is the 
scene. 90

[Marginal note:] The painter’s depicting Shah Kavus with 
a black veil was fitting for as long as he was blind, but his 
depicting him with a black veil after this is nonsense. There 
is never anything written or indicated by Firdawsi concern-
ing the veil.

 11. Insert 123vs, originally affixed to fol. 123b and
 facing fol. 124a (Rustam’s Seventh Labor: He Kills the
White Demon) (figs. 8 and 9)37

Kāvus Rüstem’e dedi-ki “Şimdi dīvler amān leşker çeker-
ler. Cümle dīvlerin reʾīsi ve ser-i dīvān38 Dīv-i Sepīd’in 
çāresiz kūrānı ḳatl etmedikce reyāhāb / olmasınıñ ṭarīḳı 
yoḳdur.39 Yedi kūh güẕerān edüp baʿdehu bir ġār-ı bī-ḳaʿr 
u bün ve hevlnāk vardır; Dīv-i Sepīd anıñ içindedir. / Anı 
helāk edüp maġz u cigerini baña getir, zīrā gözlerimiz kör 
oldu. Eṭibbā vu bizişkāna bu ʿilletiñ defʿini suʾāl etdim. / 
ʿİlācı Dīv-i Sepīd’iñ ḫūnunu ve cigerini müşk ile sāyīde40 
edüp gözlerimize üç ḳaṭra ḳan-ı41 Dīv-i Sepīd’den çekīde 
vü / idḫāl ile gözlerimiz pür-nūr olup ḫīre vü tīrelik 
derʿaḳab zāʾil olur deyü ḫaber verdiler” dedikde Rüstem 
ʿāzim-i ġār olup / yollarda nice biñ dīvler ile ceng ederek 
resīde-i ġār olup delīl Ūlād’ı42 nezd-i ġārda bir diraḫta 
pīçīde vü bend edüp / dāḫil-i ġār-i Dīv-i Sepīd olup derūn-ı 
ġārda Dīv-i Sepīd ile ceng ederek āḫirü’l-emr ġālib olup / 
ḳatl ü ihlāk ve cigergāhını ḫancer ile çāk etdiği meclisdir. 
/ 89

Kavus said to Rustam, “Alas, the demons are now lead-
ing an army. Unless you kill the head and chief of all the 
demons, the White Demon, there is no means of cure 
for the hopeless men blinded by him. You will pass over 
seven mountains, beyond which is a fearsome cavern 
without end or limit; the White Demon is inside it. De-
stroy him and bring his heart and liver to me, for our 
eyes have been blinded. I asked the doctors and physi-
cians how to expel this malady, and they informed me 
that the way to treat it is to dissolve the White Demon’s 
blood and liver with musk, and to drip and instill three 
drops of the blood of the White Demon into our eyes, 
wherewith our eyes will fill with light, and gloom and 
sightlessness immediately disappear.” With this said, 
Rustam set out for the cavern, battling with many thou-
sands of demons on the way. Having thus reached the 
cavern, he lassoed and fastened the guide Ulad to a tree 
right by it, and then he entered the White Demon’s 
cavern and within it did battle with the White Demon, 
till finally he gained victory, slaying and destroying [the 
Demon] and tearing out his vitals with a dagger, of 
which [event] this is the scene. 89
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izdivāc ve andan bir ferzendi vücūde gelüp ismini Siyāvuş 
vażʿ etdi.

Bir gün Rüstem dergāh-ı Kāvus’a gelmişidi; Şehzāde 
Siyāvuş’u gördü. / Necābet ve şemāʾil ü maḫāʾil-i 
şāhānesin pesendīde edüp Kāvus’dan terbiye etmekiyçün 
Siyāvuş’u istedi, aldı. Zābulistān’a götürüp atabeğ / ü 
lālāsı ve mürebbīsi olup her gūne fürūsiyyet ve dilāverliği 
taʿlīm ile bī-ʿadīl-i aḳrān u etrāb edüp bir gün alup Kāvus 
Şāh’a / alay u leşkerle Rüstem getirdi.

Bir gün Kāvus’uñ zevcesi Hāmāverān duḫteri Sūdābe 
Siyāvuş’u revzençe-i ḥaremden görüp irādesi / gitdi. 
Aḫşamı Kāvus’a dedi-ki “Yarın Siyāvuş’u ḥareme irsāl et. 
Hīrbüd58—yaʿnī bevvāb-ı ḥarem—ḳapuyu açup Siyāvuş’u 
tenbīh-i Kāvus üzere / getirsin” dedi. Kāvus Siyāvuş’a 
dedi-ki “Yarın ḥareme git, ḳız-ḳarındaşların ve üveği 
māderin Sūdābe Bānū ile mülāḳāt et. Ḳārirü’l-ʿayn-ı / 
dīdārıñ olsunlar.” Siyāvuş istinkāf etdi. Kāvus ibrām 
ḳılmaġla ḥarem-sarāya duḫūl ḫvāherleri ve Sūdābe ile 
mülāḳī oldu. Lākin Sūdābe / Siyāvuş’a bir derecelerde 
ʿāşıḳ u üftāde oldu-ki taʿbīr olunmaz. Kāvus’a Sūdābe 
dedi-ki “El-bette Siyāvuş’a ferzendlerin Key Āreş ve Key 
Püşīn59 / duḫterlerinden birini ʿaḳd edelim” dedi. Siyāvuş 
pür-şerm olup birini istemez idi. “El-bette cāriyelerden 
birini ʿ aḳd ederim” deyüp bütün cevārīyi / ʿ arż etdi. Żarūrī 
birisine ḫafiyyeten baḳup beğendi. Ḥāṣılı Sūdābe gūnāgūn 
muḳaddemāt basṭına mübāşeret edüp her gün bir iş 
peydā eder idi. /

Yine bir gün Sūdābe Hīrbüd’e tenbīh edüp Siyāvuş’u 
ḥareme getirtdi. ʿAşḳ u muḥabbetini ve rāz-ı derūnunu 
küşāde etdi. Hemān ruḫ u ʿiẕarını / ṣarılup būs etdi ve 
“Teklīf-i viṣāl ve nihānī merāmımı ḥāṣıl ḳılup beni şād et 
ve rūz-ı cevānīliğini baña baḫş et” deyü ibrāmlar etdikde 
/ Siyāvuş istinkāf edüp bir vechile rām ve kām-ı şenāʿat 
fercāmına müsāʿade vü iltiyām etmedikde Sūdāde [sic] 
ḳalḳup Siyāvuş’a / aṣılup “ʿĀḳıbet beni rüsvā edeceksin” 
deyüp feryād u fiġāna başlayup cāmesini çāk ve yüzünü 
ve mūyunu kende edüp baṣdı yayġara / ve ṣadāyı eyvān-ı 
şāhinşehīden bu āvāzı Kāvus gūş etdikde şebistāna 
şitābān olduḳda Sūdābe ḳarşılayup “Siyāvuş baña sūʾ-i / 
ṣanīʿ ve şenāʿat ḳaṣdında olup ‘Ben bir cāriye ve duḫter 
istemem; seniñle bir kerre hem-pehlū olalım’ diyor” deyü 
baṣdı sersem Kāvus’a feryādını.60 /

Kāvus bir odaya61 girüp ikisini-de iḥżār ile tażyīḳ u 
istiʿlām-ı mādde ile tedḳīḳ etdi. Sūdābe “Ḥālā senden 
ḥāmile iken baña böyle ḫıyānet / ḳaydındadır” dedi. 

 13. Insert 21b, originally affixed to fol. 134a (Kay Kavus
Ascends to the Sky)50

Vech-i meşhūr üzere Kāvus ıḍlāl-i Şeyṭān ile51 ve ʿuḳāblar 
iʿānetiyle sūy-ı āsmāna ʿurūc edüp nīrū vu ḳuvvet-i bāl ü 
per-i / ʿuḳābān52 nefād u żaʿf bulmaġla Āmül53-zemīn’de 
bir bīşe-zāra sūy-ı āsmāndan fütāde olup gebermemekle 
/ cüst-cū ile aʿvān u leşkeri Kāvus’u yine buldular. Ḥāṣılı 
Kāvus’uñ tanẓīm-i ḥīle-i maḫṣūṣa-ı müzaḫrefe ile sūy-ı / 
āsmān u bālāya pervāz u ʿurūc etdiği meclisdir. / 92

As is well known, Kavus, led astray by Satan and with 
the aid of eagles, ascended heavenward, and when the 
strength and power of the eagles’ wings diminished and 
expired, [he] fell from the heavens down to a forest in 
the land of Amul without dying;54 and his guards and 
soldiers searched for and again found Kavus. In short, 
this is the scene in which Kavus, having devised a spe-
cial and artful scheme, ascends and soars upwards to 
the heavens. 92

 14. Insert 23b, originally affixed to fol. 163b (Siyavush
Stands Accused by Sudaba before Kay Kavus)55

Bir gün Ṭūs ve Gīv ve Gūderz ve Nevder nezd-i serḥadd-i 
Tūrān-zemīn pīşesinde [sic]56 ṣayd u şikāra çıḳup ḳırḳ 
gün ḳadar meşġūl-i naḫcīr oldular. Bir bīşede / Ṭūs ve Gīv 
bir duḫter-i āftāb-ruḫsār buldular. “Sen kimsin?” deyü 
suʾāl etdiler. Duḫter dedi-ki “Gersīvez aḳrabāsındanım; 
Ferīdūn Şāh nijādındanım. / Dün gece pederim mest ü 
serḫvoş gelüp baña ḫancer çeküp ḳaṣd-ı helāk etdikde 
firār etdim. Bu bīşede nihān oldum.” “Piyāde ne gūne 
geldiñ?” dediklerinde, / “Zīr-i rānımda esbīm var idi. 
Fürūmānde oldu ḳaldı; süst oldu. Beni nişānde-i zemīn 
etdi. Pederim yarın hüşyār olduḳda süvārān irsāl / edüp 
beni taʿḳīb ve aḫẕ ederler. Amān, beni alıñ!” dedikde Ṭūs 
ve Gīv miyānında “Bu duḫteri sen bulduñ, ben buldum” 
nizāʿı olup duḫteri serbürīde / edecek oldular. Āḫir 
miyāncı tavassuṭ edüp ḥükm etdiler ki bu duḫteri Kāvus 
Şāh’a götürüp her ne fermān u ḥükm eder ise o gūne 
ḥareket / edecek oldular. Nehāle57-gāhdan ʿavdetle 
duḫteri Kāvus’a āverde ve māddeyi ifāde etdiklerinde 
duḫteri temīzce ellerinden alup şebistānına irsāl / ve 
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ian, instructing him in all matters of horsemanship and 
valor and thereby rendering him matchless among his 
peers and contemporaries, till one day Rustam took him 
[back] to Shah Kavus in state with an army.66

One day, Kavus’s wife Sudaba, the daughter of Hama-
varan, spied Siyavush from the harem through a little 
window67 and lost control of herself. She said that eve-
ning to Kavus, “Send Siyavush to the harem tomorrow. 
Let Hirbud68 (that is to say, the harem gatekeeper) open 
the door and bring in Siyavush upon Kavus’s com-
mand.”69 Kavus [then] said to Siyavush, “Go tomorrow 
to the harem and meet with your sisters and your step-
mother, the Lady Sudaba; let them rejoice in seeing 
you.” Siyavush refused, [but] upon Kavus’s insistence, 
he entered the harem and met with his sisters and Sud-
aba. But Sudaba had so fallen in love with Siyavush that 
it cannot be expressed in words. Sudaba said to Kavus, 
“Let us certainly betroth to Siyavush one of the daugh-
ters of your sons [sic] Kay Arash and Kay Pushin.”70 
Bashful, Siyavush wanted none of them. [Then] saying, 
“I will certainly betroth [to Siyavush] one of the harem 
maids,” she presented [to him] all of the maids. Of 
necessity, he stealthily looked at and liked one of them.71 
In short, Sudaba, by raising various issues, would every 
day bring about some mischief.

Another day, Sudaba commanded Hirbud to bring 
Siyavush to the harem,72 and she revealed [to him] her 
love and affection, and the secret of her heart. Embrac-
ing him, she immediately kissed his face and cheeks, 
and entreated insistently, “Make me happy by assent-
ing to my amorous proposition and my inner desire, and 
grant me [a share of] your days of youth!” Siyavush 
refused, and did in no way yield, nor allow [her] wicked 
wish to succeed, whereat Sudaba rose and clutched 
Siyavush, saying, “You will in the end disgrace me pub-
licly.” And she began to cry and wail, rending her gar-
ments and tearing her face and hair, and raising an 
outcry; and when Kavus heard this noise and clamor, 
he rushed from the imperial throne room to the harem 
and was met by Sudaba, who cried, “Siyavush has evil 
and wicked intentions against me, saying, ‘I want no 
harem girl or [royal] daughter; let’s you and I be bedfel-
lows this once’ ”—and thus did she wail to the aston-
ished Kavus.

Kavus entered a room and, having summoned the 
both of them, carefully investigated the matter by ques-

Kāvus Siyāvuş’uñ dest ve rūyunu būyā oldu ve Sūdābe’niñ 
dest ve rūyunu būyā oldu. Sūdābe’niñ / fem ve ruḫsār ve 
destinden nekhet-i bāde-i nāb ve būy-ı müşkin-āb ḥiss 
etdikde Sūdābe’ye ʿitāb u āzār etdi. Lākin Kāvus’uñ / 
Sūdābe’ye farṭ-ı ʿaşḳ u mecbūriyyeti olmaġla ḳabāḥat 
Sūdābe’de olduġunu derk etdi ammā Siyāvuş’a tenbīh 
etdi-ki / “Zinhār bu sırrı kimseye fāş edüp reng verme” 
dedi. Sūdābe müttehim ü ḫvār ve / nezd-i Kāvus’da cürüm 
kimde olduġu maʿlūm oldu.

Netīce Siyāvuş ve / Sūdābe’yi Kāvus ḥużūruna getirüp 
istinṭāḳ-ı / mādde-i maʿhūde etdiği / meclisdir. / 102

[Marginal note:] Ol bīşe-zāra / Deşt-i Daġū / derler idi, / ve 
Daġū Tūrān- / zemīn ḥudūdunda / Rībed62 ḳurbünde / bir 
ṣaḥrā / ismidir. 

One day, Tus, Giv, Gudarz, and Nawdar63 went hunting 
and chasing in woods near the frontier of the land of 
Turan, occupying themselves with forty days’ worth of 
hunting.64 In a certain wood, Tus and Giv found a fair-
cheeked maiden. “Who are you?” they asked. The maid 
said, “I am of the kinsmen of Garsivaz and the lineage 
of Shah Faridun. Last night, my father came at me drunk 
with a dagger, intending to kill [me], whereupon I fled 
and hid in this wood.” When they said, “How came you 
on foot?,” she said, “I had a horse under me, but it grew 
fatigued and stopped exhausted, planting me on the 
ground. Tomorrow, once my father is sober, he will send 
horsemen to follow and capture me. I pray you, take 
me!”65 Upon her so saying, Tus and Giv quarreled [so 
vehemently] with each other as to who had found the 
maiden that they were ready to behead the girl. Finally, 
a mediator intervened, and they decided to take this 
maiden to Shah Kavus and to act according to what-
ever he might decree and decide. When, having re-
turned from the forest, they brought the maid to Kavus 
and explained the matter to him, he took her from them 
cleanly and sent her to his harem; and he married her, 
and by her begot a son to whom he gave the name Siya-
vush. 

One day, Rustam came to the court of Kavus and saw 
Prince Siyavush. Admiring his nobility and his regal fea-
tures and attributes, he asked Kavus for Siyavush so that 
he might educate him, and he got him. He took him to 
Zabulistan and became his tutor, educator, and guard-
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dir,” ve / zen-i mezbūreniñ nişānını bir bir Kāvus’a ʿiyād 
etdiler.

Bunuñ üzerine bir hafta mürūr etdikde beçeler geberdi. 
Yine Sūdābe dād / u feryād-ḫvāhīliğe serāġāz ile Kāvus’u 
cānından bīzār etdi. Kāvus Sūdābe’ye dedi-ki “Sen işiñ 
nihāyetine naẓar et. Bu gün / yarın meydāna mādde80 
çıḳar” dedi ve emr etdi maʿhūd zeni çüst-cū etdiler. Yaḳın 
bir maḥallde buldular ve hużūr-ı Kāvus’a getirdiler. 
Terġīb / ü terhīb ile māddeyi söyletdiler. Kāvus Sūdābe’ye 
dedi-ki “Müneccimlerin ḥaber verdiği gibice żuhūr etdi.” 
Sūdābe dedi-ki “Müneccimler / Siyāvuş ḫavfından ve 
atabeğ ü lālāsı Rüstem ḳorḳusundan böyle bir yalan ve 
dürūġ teʾlīf etdiler ve zen-i maʿhūd ḳatl ü / ṣalb ḫavfından 
sitāre-şümürleri taṣdīḳ etdi.” Sūdābe81 “Cümlesi ekāzībdir 
[sic]82” deyerek nālān u giryān olup bir vechile durma-
yup83 / żabṭ olunmaz oldu.

 Ḥāṣıl-ı kelām Sūdābe ve sıḳıṭlar ve müneccimler ve zen 
cādū tecessüs ile bulunup / ḥużūr-ı Kāvus’da serzede-i 
ẓuhūr olan / vaḳāyiʿ-i meẕkūreyi ḥāvī / meclisdir. / 103

Because Sudaba was guilty in Kavus’s eyes, she began 
to devise a wily trick. There was in Kavus’s harem a 
sorceress, one full of wiles and skilled in charms and 
witchcraft, and she was with child. Sudaba granted the 
woman many dirhams and dinars, and she, now a con-
spiratress, caused the two witch-infants in her belly to 
miscarry by means of a drug. [Sudaba] had them placed 
upon a golden salver, and, having had a mattress laid 
down,84 cried and wailed and moaned [upon it]. Hear-
ing the cries, Kavus again hastened to the harem and, 
upon seeing Sudaba’s condition and the miscarriage, 
said, “What manner of thing is this? Whose issue are 
these witch-infants? They are not mine.” Upon his so 
stating, Sudaba said, “They appeared as a result of Siya-
vush’s treachery,” whereat the stupefied Kavus grew 
bewildered and lost sense of what he was to do.

He gathered the astrologers and, of necessity, related 
and fully revealed to all of them this concealed secret, 
from entryway to final bay,85 asking for information as 
to whence these witch-infants had sprung. For their 
part, the astrologers—bringing planispheres, astro-
labes, and other instruments necessary for their deduc-
tion—carefully investigated the matter, whereupon 
they answered Kavus, “These two little boys are not of 

tioning and cross-examining [Siyavush and Sudaba]. 
Sudaba said, “[Even] while I am pregnant by you, he has 
such treacherous intentions against me.” Kavus [then] 
smelled the hands and face of Siyavush, and he smelled 
the hands and face of Sudaba. On Sudaba’s mouth, 
cheek, and hands, he detected the odor of clear wine 
and the scent of liquid musk, whereupon he reproached 
and reprimanded her.73 But Kavus had such an excess 
of love for and dependence on Sudaba that even though 
he understood that the fault was hers, he enjoined Siya-
vush, “Do not under any circumstances divulge this 
secret to anyone: reveal nothing.” Sudaba stood  cul- 
pable and contemptible, and it became known to Kavus 
where the guilt lay.

In conclusion, this is the scene in which Kavus brings 
Siyavush and Sudaba into his presence and questions 
[them] on the indicated matter. 102

[Marginal note:] They called that place abounding in woods 
the Desert of Daghu, and Daghu is the name of a desert near 
Ribad on the border of the land of Turan.74

 15. Insert 24b, originally affixed to fol. 164b (Sudaba’s
Second Accusation against Siyavush Is Judged)75

Sūdābe nezd-i Kāvus’da müttehim olmaḳdan nāşī bir 
mekr ü ḥīle taṣnīfine mübāşeret etdi-ki şebistān-ı Kāvus’da 
bir saḥḥār ve pür-mekr ü füsūn ve cādū-fen / zen var idi 
ve ḥāmile idi. Sūdābe zene çoḳ direm ü dīnār iḥsān edüp 
rāz-daş olup şikemindeki dü cādū / beçeyi bi’l-muʿālece76 
ısḳāt etdirdi ve bir ṭaşt-ı zerrīn içine ḳodurdu ve bir pister 
[sic]77 ferş etdirüp feryād u fiġān u nāleler etdi. Yine 
Kāvus / ṣadāyı işidüp ḥareme seğirtdi. Sūdābe’niñ ḥālini 
ve sıḳṭı78 görüp “Bu ne gūne şeydir? Bu cādū beçeler kim-
dendir? Benden değildir” / dedikde Sūdābe “Siyāvuş’uñ 
etdiği ḫıyānetden ẓuhūr etdi” dedikde sersem Kāvus 
müteḥayyir olup ne çāre edeceğini şaşırdı. /

Ve aḫter-şināsānı cemʿ edüp żarūrī bu rāz-ı nihānı 
cümlesine mine’l-bāb ile’l-miḥrāb naḳl ve tamāmen beyān 
edüp bu cādū beçeler kimden / vücūd bulduġunu istifsār 
etdi. Müneccimler daḫi zeyc ü usṭurlāb ve sāʾir ālāt-ı 
lāzime-i istiḫrācı āverde edüp bu ḥuṣūṣu diḳḳatle / lede’t-
tetebbuʿ79 Kāvus’a cevāb verdiler ki “Bu dü kūdek puşt-ı 
şāhdan ve Sūdābe’den değildir, ġayri kimseden ve zenden-
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Afrasiyab showed Siyavush exceeding honor and re-
spect, and every day, in the morning, presented him 
with various kingly gifts, and he did not remove Siya-
vush from his side for one moment, treating him [con-
tinually] with reverence. Because Prince Siyavush was 
unique in [his] age and famed in every city and land for 
his horsemanship and equestrianism, his [playing of 
the] game of polo, and his gunmanship and swordsman-
ship, Afrasiyab requested of him that he play polo in his 
presence, [whereupon] two divisions were formed. And 
on one side were those from among the heroes and no-
tables of Turan, being Afrasiyab’s son Shida, and his 
other son Jahan; Piran, and his brother Human, and his 
other brother Nastihin; Andariman; and Akhvasht;94 and 
on the other side were the Iranians. Siyavush played, 
and he exhibited such skill and horsemanship that 
every one was amazed. In a word, this is the scene in 
which Afrasiyab observes and enjoys the sight of Siya-
vush playing polo. 112

 17. Insert 27b, originally affixed to fol. 183b (Siyavush
and Jarira Married)95

Sipehbüd Pīrān ile Siyāvuş baba oġul olup Pīrān ṣadīḳ ve 
maḥrem-i rāz ve ġamküsār-ı Siyāvuş olmaḳtan nāşī bir 
gün Siyāvuş’a / dedi-ki “Efrāsiyāb’ıñ saña kemāl-i mihr ü 
muḥabbeti var. Seniñ gibi ẕāt-ı bīnaẓīr lāyıḳ-mıdır ki 
Tūrān-zemīn’de bir birāder yoḳ ve ḫvāher yoḳ / ve zen yoḳ? 
Pederin Kāvus pīr oldu. Bundan-ṣoñra taḫt-ı Īrān seniñ-
dir. Saña bir zen tezevvüc edelim. Efrāsiyāb’ıñ ḳızlarından 
/ birisini ʿ aḳd edelim: Efrāsiyāb’a ḫvīş olup vesīle-i mezīd-i 
muḥabbet olur. Yāḫūd benim dört duḫterim birisi 
yetişmişdir; / Cerīre96 derler. Anı ʿaḳd edelim” dedikde 
Siyāvuş dedi-ki “Sen benim pederimsin, ben ferzendin-
im—pek güzel! Kimseniñ / duḫterini istemem; seniñ 
duḫterini isterim. ʿAḳd et” demek ile Pīrān şād oldu ve 
devān olup / zevcesi Gülşehr’e97 “Müjde! Nebīre-i 
Keyḳubād dāmādım olacaḳ” deyü māddeyi naḳl edüp 
hemān / Cerīre’ye Siyāvuş’u tezvīc ü nikāḥ ve ol gece 
nezd-i Cerīre’ye / Siyāvuş dāḫil ve hemḫvābe olduġu / me-
clisdir. / 115

royal issue or of Sudaba; they are of another person and 
woman.” One by one, they repeated the description of 
this said woman to Kavus.

Upon this, after a week’s passing, the infants died.86 
Sudaba once more began wailing and crying for justice, 
wearying Kavus of his life. Kavus said to Sudaba, “Reflect 
upon the matter’s conclusion. Sooner or later, the truth 
will out.”87 And he ordered that they seek out the said 
woman, and they found her in a nearby place and 
brought her into the presence of Kavus. With encour-
agement and threats, they had the matter divulged. 
Kavus said to Sudaba, “It has turned out as the astrolo-
gers heralded.” Sudaba said, “The astrologers have com-
posed such a lie and untruth for fear of Siyavush and 
out of dread of his tutor and guardian, Rustam, and that 
woman has affirmed the stargazers for fear of being exe-
cuted and hanged. It is all lies!” And so saying, Sudaba 
lamented and wept, and would not cease or be stilled 
by any means.

In a word, this is the scene containing the events, 
described above, that came to pass in the presence of 
Kavus, with Sudaba, the miscarried infants,88 the astrol-
ogers, and the sorceress involved in inquiry. 103

 16. Insert 26b, originally affixed to fol. 180b (Siyavush
Plays Polo before Afrasiyab)89

Efrāsiyāb Siyāvuş’a fevḳa’l-ḥadd iʿzāz u taʿẓīm ve her gün 
ʿale’ṣ-ṣabāḥ envāʿ-ı hedāyā-yı mülūkāne taḳdīm ve bir ān 
Siyāvuş’u nezdinden dūr etmeyüp tekrīm eder idi. / 
Şehzāde Siyāvuş fürūsiyyet ü şehsüvāriyyet90 be bāzī-i 
çevgān ve iʿmāl-i esliḥada ve şimşīr-zenīde yegāne-i 
rūzgār ve meşhūr-ı her şehr ü diyār olmaġla Efrāsiyāb 
ricā / edüp ḥużūrunda ilʿāb91-ı çevgān etdirip dü alay 
tertībiyle bir ṭarafda Tūrān pehlevān u nāmdārlarından 
Efrāsiyāb oġlu Şīde ve diger / oġlu92 Cehen ve Pīrān ve 
birāderi Hūmān ve diger birāderi Nestīhin ve Enderīmān 
ve Aḫvāşt93 ve bir ṭarafda Īrānīler / ve Siyāvuş bāzī-sāz-ı 
çevgān olup Siyāvuş ol-ḳadar hüner ve fürūsiyyetler iẓhār 
etdi-ki cümlesi / müteḥayyir oldular. Ḥaṣıl-ı kelām Siyāvuş 
gūy u cevgān / oynayup Efrāsiyāb seyr ü temāşā / etdiği 
/ meclisdir. / 112
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Tūran-zemīn ḫarāb / ve mülk ü ḫazīne vü mālim ġāret 
olup bu dü101 nijāddan mürzūbūm-ı Tūrān ve salṭanat u 
taḫt tebāh olacaġını ḫaber verdiler. / Neçün ẓann ile nūş-ı 
zehr edeyim? Neçün mār-ı ḫīreniñ ḳuyruġuna baṣayım? 
Siyāvuş Tūrān’da olduḳca birāderim gibi / mürāʿāt 
ederim. Lākin duḫterimi ʿaḳd102 ü tezvīc etmem” dedikde 
Pīrān dedi-ki “Ey Şehriyār! Bu ḫuṣūṣa mülāḥaẓa iḳtiżā / 
etmez. Nijād-ı Siyāvuş’dan vücūde gelen ḫıredmend ü 
bīdār olur. Müneccimlere ne iʿtımād? ʿAḳla mürācaʿat et 
ki bu iki aṣl-zādeden / ḫvurşīd-menzilet bir ferzend vücūde 
gelir ki Īrān u Tūrān kārzāndan āsāyiş kesb eder. Tuḫm-ı 
Ferīdūn / u Keyḳubād’dan bundan raḫşān nijād mı olur? 
Şöyle olur, böyle olur” deyerek dil-i Efrāsiyāb”ı / müstemāl 
ḳılup icāzet-yāb-ı ʿaḳd ü tezvīc olmaġla ʿaẓīm sūr u şehr-
āyīnler / olup baʿdehu itmām-ı kār-ı ʿarūsīyle Ferengīs ve 
Siyāvuş / hemḫvābe-i pister-i103 kāyiş [sic]104 ü zifāf / 
olduġu / meclisdir. / 116

Another day, Piran said to Siyavush, “You stand most 
majestic and rank high indeed in Afrasiyab’s estimation, 
but the hope he has placed in you is not [necessarily] 
fixed. If you want your rank in Afrasiyab’s eyes to in-
crease, and his love and affection [for you] to grow daily, 
you must acquire some connection and kinship to Afra-
siyab. He has a fair-starred daughter named Farangis 
who is in grace and beauty without equal or parallel; it 
would be well if you were to request and ask for her. 
Give me the word and I shall see that it is done.” Upon 
his so saying, Siyavush gave him leave, saying, “You are 
benevolent towards me; you know what is most fitting.”

Piran came to Afrasiyab and explained the aforemen-
tioned subject to him, whereupon Afrasiyab said, 
“Before you, I [already] consulted some wise men on 
this matter. They said, ‘O fosterer of a lion’s cub! Why 
do you trouble yourself so? You will not be able to save 
your life. Through your endeavors you are turning him 
into a paragon. When he becomes a fruitful tree, you 
will be barren. Once his hand is strong enough, doubt-
less the first thing he will do is destroy him who has 
nourished him.’ I also asked the astrologers and geo-
mancers about this matter. They informed me that the 
land of Turan would be destroyed and my property, 
treasure, and possessions plundered by my grandson 
(who is Kaykhusraw105); and that owing to [the conflu-

Because the commander Piran and Siyavush were [as] 
father and son, with Piran being Siyavush’s faithful 
friend, confidant, and companion, he one day said to 
Siyavush, “Afrasiyab feels perfect love and affection to-
wards you. Is it fitting that one as matchless as you 
should have no brother or sister or wife in the land of 
Turan? Your father Kavus is old; the throne of Iran will 
be yours hereafter. Let us wed to you a wife. Let us be-
troth to you one of Afrasiyab’s daughters, which, render-
ing you his kinsman, will cause [his] affection [for you] 
to increase. Or else one of my four daughters is ripe—
they call her Jarira. Let us betroth her to you.” Upon this, 
Siyavush said, “You are [as] my father, and I [as] your 
son—most excellent! I want no one’s daughter but 
yours. Betroth her [to me].” At this was Piran overjoyed, 
and he hastened to his wife Gulshahr and informed her 
of the matter, saying, “Good news! A grandson of Kay-
qubad is to be my son-in-law.” And he immediately wed 
and married Jarira to Siyavush, and that night, Siyavush 
joined Jarira and became her bedfellow, of which 
[event] this is the scene. 115

 18. Insert 28b, originally affixed to fol. 185b (Siyavush
and Farangis Wedded)98

Yine bir gün Pīrān Siyāvuş’a dedi-ki “Nezd-i Efrāsiyāb’da 
füzūnī-i ḥaşmet ü menziletiñ var, līkin saña ümīdi üstüvār 
olmaz. Eger nezd-i / Efrāsiyāb’da bālāter-pāye olup gün 
begün meyl ü muḥabbeti müzdād olsun der iseñ 
Efrāsiyāb’a bir ittiṣāl ü ḳarābet kesb / etmek saña lāzım-
dır. Ferengīs99 nām bir duḫter-i zībende-aḫteri vardır ki 
ḥüsn ü ānda bir naẓīr ü ʿ adīli yoḳdur. Eger anı ṭaleb ü ricā 
/ etseñ münāsibdir.100 Baña emr et, rābıṭa vereyim” de-
dikde Siyāvuş “Sen baña ḫayr-ḫvāhsıñ; münā sibini sen 
bilirsiñ” deyüp ruḫṣat verdi. /

Pīrān Efrāsiyāb’a gelüp ifāde-i ḫuṣūṣ-ı merḳūm etdikde 
Efrāsiyāb dediki “Bu māddeyi senden evvel baʿż-ı ʿuḳalā 
ile istişāre / etdim. Dediler ki ‘Ey dāye-i beçe-i şīr! Ne 
zaḥmet çekiyorsun. Cānını rehāyāb edemezsin. Saʿy edüp 
anı pür-hüner edeyorsun [sic]. / Ol diraḫt-ı meyve-dār 
olduḳda sen bī-se̱mer olursun. Pençesine ḳuvvet geldikde 
ibtidā perverde edeni helāk edeceğinde şübhe / yoḳdur’ 
dediler. Hem müneccimān u remmālīne bu māddeyi suʾāl 
etdim. Benim nebīremden—ki ol Keyḫusrevdir—kişver-i 
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demise, he lost his senses and cried blood. Lamenting, 
he equipped an army and went to Kavus. Rending his 
collar and wailing and bawling, he [swore] that he 
would seek to avenge Siyavush for as long as he had life 
in his body, and he cried [to Kavus], “It is because of 
your ill bent and the tricks and passions of Sudaba that 
[these] scandals have befallen Iran. This is what comes 
of conforming to women.” So crying, he burst in on 
Sudaba’s quarters and dragged her out before cleaving 
her into two with a dagger. Kavus was unable to say 
anything at all.

In short, this is the scene in which Rustam, grieving 
the absence of Siyavush, has come from Nimruz and is 
reproaching and reprimanding Kavus. 123

 20. Insert 31b, originally affixed to fol. 204b (Surkha,
Captured by Faramarz, Is Condemned by Rustam)108

Īrān’da ol-ḳadar techīz-i ʿ asākir ve cemʿ-i leşker olundu-ki 
ḥadd ü pāyānı yoḳ etdi, ve cümle pehlevānlar intiḳām-ı 
Siyāvuş içün ʿaẓīm ʿahd ü peymānlar edüp Direfş-i 
Kāviyānīyi küşād ve Rüstem ser-ʿasker-i / ecnād olup oġlu 
Ferāmerz’i109 talīʿa vu çarḫa naṣb edüp ʿazm-i semt-i 
Tūrān etdiler.

Mürzūbūm-ı Tūrān’dan İspīcāb110 ḥākimi Verāzād111 
muḥafaẓasında olduġu / belde üzerine çarḫacı Ferāmerz 
vāṣıl olduḳda Verāzād muḳābil olmaġla der-ceng-i evvel 
Verāzād’ı Ferāmerz ihlāk edüp leşkeri münhezim oldu. /

Pes ol ṭarafdan Efrāsiyāb’a ḥavādisā̱t112-ı Īrāniyye vāṣıl 
olduḳda kerān tā be-kerān113 taḥsīd-i cüyūş-ı kesī̱f edüp 
oġlu Sürḫa’yı114 ṭalīʿa edüp bi’n-nefs kendi / ʿ asākir-i kesī̱re 
ile merḥale be-merḥale ḥareket etdi. Nāgāh Tūrān çarḫası 
ve Īrān çarḫası birbirine resān olduḳda germā-germ 
perḫāş-sāz olduḳlarında Tūrān / çarḫası münhezim 
olmaġla sergerde-i çarḫa Efrāsiyāb oġlu Sürḫa’yı Ferā-
merz giriftār u dest-beste edüp verādan ordu ile vāṣıl olan 
/ pederi Rüstem ḥużūruna āverde etdikde Rüstem Sürḫa’yı 
birāderi Zevāre[’ye]115 verüp Siyāvuş gibi ṭaşt üstünde 
iʿdām / etdirüp nigūnsār berdār etdirdi.

Netīce Rüstem oġlu Ferāmerz Efrāsiyāb oġlu Sürḫa’yı 
/ giriftār edüp sipehsālār Rüstem pīşgāhına dest-beste / 
iḥżār etdiği / meclisdir. / 124

ence of] these two lines, the country of Turan would be 
lost together with [my] rule and throne. Why should I 
drink poison knowingly? Why should I step on the tail 
of a malignant serpent? As long as Siyavush is in Turan, 
I shall regard him as my brother, but I will not marry my 
daughter to him.” Upon this, Piran said, “O Sovereign! 
You need not trouble yourself in this regard. He who is 
the issue of Siyavush will be wise and circumspect. Why 
trust the astrologers? Resort to [your own] mind, for 
from these two lineages will spring a child exalted to 
the sun, who will replace war with peace in Iran and 
Turan. Will the seed of Faridun and of Kayqubad ever 
produce progeny more brilliant than this?,” and so on 
and so forth. So saying, he soothed the mind of Afrasi-
yab, and with permission being given for the marriage, 
a great wedding feast was held and the city decked out 
in celebration, and afterwards, with the business of mar-
riage completed, Farangis and Siyavush became mates 
of the conjugal and nuptial bed, of which [event] this is 
the scene. 116

 19. Insert 30b, originally affixed to fol. 202b (Rustam
Blames Kay Kavus for the Slaying of Siyavush)106

 
Ḥāl-i Siyāvuş Kāvus’a resān olduḳda Īrān mātem-serā 
oldu. Zābulistān’da Siyāvuş’uñ mürebbīsi Rüstem 
ḫaberdār-ı zevāl-i Siyāvuş olduḳda bīhūş / olup ḳan 
aġladı, ve mātemler edüp techīz-i ʿaskerler edüp Kāvus’a 
geldi. Girībānını çāk ve feryād u fiġānlar edüp cān tende 
olduḳca / intiḳām-ı Siyāvuş’u ber-āverde vü taḥṣīl 
edeceğini107 ve “Seniñ bedḫūyluġundan ve Sūdābe’niñ 
mekrinden ve ʿ asḳından Īrān’a rezāletler ṭārī oldu. / Zene 
mütābaʿatiñ netīcesi budur” deyüp feryādlar ederek 
şebistān-ı Sūdābe’ye Rüstem hücūm ve Sūdābe’yi keşān 
ber-keşān iḫrāc ve ḫancer / ile dü-nīme etdi. Kāvus ḳaṭʿā 
bir şey söyleyemedi.

Ve’l-ḥāṣıl Rüstem’iñ derd ü fürḳat-i Siyāvuş ile 
Nīmrūz’dan gelüp / Kāvus’a serzeniş ü tevbīḫ etdiği 
meclisdir. / 123

When [news of] Siyavush’s state reached Kavus, Iran 
became a house of mourning. And when, in Zabulistan, 
Siyavush’s tutor Rustam was informed of Siyavush’s 
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yı Ḳulzüm’ü pür-cūş ve Efrāsiyāb’ı bīhūş eder ve anıñ 
nişānını / gerdenkeşān u gürdān124-ı Īrān’dan ferzendin 
Gīv’den ġayri kimse125 bilmez ve bulamaz—ancaḳ Key-
ḫus  rev’i Gīv bulur” deyüp ġāʾib olduḳda / Gūderz bīdār 
olup ferzendi Gīv’e rüʾyāyı naḳl ile Gīv’i cüst-cūy-ı 
Keyḫusrev içün Tūrān’a ferīd ü vaḥīd / irsāl etdi.

Yedi sene Gīv Tūrān’da Keyḫusrev’i tecessüs eyleyüp 
suʾāl etdiği Türkān “ʿÖmrümüzde Tūrān’da Keyḫusrev / 
isminde adam işitmedik” derler idi, ve suʾāl etdiği adam-
lara tenhāda ḫafīce pürsiş edüp ḥerifi iʿdām eder idi-ki 
yed-i / ḫaṣma serrişte girmesin deyü Gīv cānından bīzār 
olup menūn[un]u126 temennī eder idi-ki heft sāldir 
Keyḫusrev’den nām u nişān / yoḳ.

Yedi seneden ṣoñra bir gün Gīv bir merġzār127 u çemen-
zāra gelüp ārām etdi ve dūrdan bir çeşme-i tābān gördü, 
ve bir serve / beñzer bir maḥbūb-ı perī-peyker bir elinde 
cām-ı mey ve bir elini nihāl ü şāḫ-ı diraḫt-ı pür-şükūfeye 
nihāde128 etmiş durur;129 lākin nāṣiyesinde ferr-i necābet 
/ lāmiʿ ve çehresinde nūr-ı aḳl u kiyāset ṭāliʿ, ke-ennehu 
bu bir pādişāhdır ki serine vażʿ-ı tāc ile taḫt-nişīn olmuş. 
Gīv’e Ḥaḳḳ / Keyḫusrev’i böyle gösterdi. Gīv’in ḫāṭırına 
geldi-ki bu bir pādişāhzādedir. Gīv yanına gelüp “Ey Şeh-i 
Serferāz! İsmiñ nedir? Sen Siyāvuş’uñ / oġlu mısıñ?” 
dedikde Keyḫusrev dedi-ki “Sen Gīv-i Gūderz misin?” 
deyüp muṣāḥabet ederek bilişdiler, āşnā oldular. Çūnki / 
Siyāvuş Ferengīs’e Gīv Īrān’dan gelüp Keyḫusrev’i Īrān’a 
naḳl edeceğini bir bir beyān etmiş idi, Keyḫusrev daḫi 
Gīv’in dürūduna / her gün muntaẓır idi.

Ol maḥallden Keyḫusrev Gīv’i alup ḫafiyyeten sarāyı 
Siyāvuş-gird’e āverde / edüp vālidesiyle mülāḳāt etdirdi 
ve görüşdü. /

Netīce yedi yıldan-ṣoñra cüst-cū ederek / Gīv Keyḫus-
rev’e bir çeşme nezdinde / ẓaferyāb olduġu / meclisdir. / 
126

After this, the paladin Gudarz, son of the paladin Kash-
vad,130 one night saw in his dream a cloud [formed] from 
the sea appear over the water,131 and on that cloud flitted 
an angel,132 and he said to Gudarz, “Open your ears and 
hear that in Turan is one celebrated: his name is 
Kaykhusraw. He is the son of Siyavush and the seed of 
Kayqubad, and on his mother’s side is he descended 
from Tur. If he comes to Iran, he will gird himself to 
avenge his father, and will turn Turan upside down and 

So great an army was equipped and so many troops 
were gathered in Iran that all limits were exceeded, and 
all the paladins made solemn oaths and vows to avenge 
Siyavush. The Standard of Kava was flown, and with 
Rustam as the chief of the army and his son Faramarz 
appointed [the head of the] vanguard, they set out for 
the region of Turan.

When the skirmisher Faramarz reached the region 
governed by Varazad, lord of the Turanian borderland 
of Ispijab,116 Varazad confronted [him], and in the 
course of [this] first battle, Faramarz slew Varazad and 
routed his army.

Consequently, when news of the Iranians traveled 
from that place to Afrasiyab, [the latter] assembled a 
thronging host stretching as far as the eye could see,117 
and he made his son Surkha [the head of its] vanguard, 
and he [Surkha] personally set out with the multitudi-
nous army, marching from post to post. Suddenly, the 
Turanian skirmishers and the Iranian skirmishers came 
into confrontation with one another, whereupon they 
did heated battle, and with the routing of the Turanian 
skirmishers, their chief Surkha, son of Afrasiyab, was 
captured and manacled by Faramarz, who brought him 
into the presence of his father Rustam, who had arrived 
with an army from behind. Rustam gave Surkha to his 
[Rustam’s] brother Zavara and had him executed over 
a bowl as Siyavush had been, and he [then] had him 
hanged upside-down.

In conclusion, this is the scene in which Faramarz, 
son of Rustam, has captured Surkha, son of Afrasiyab, 
and brought him with hands bound before the com-
mander Rustam. 124

 21. Insert 32b, originally affixed to fol. 210b (Kay
Khusraw Is Discovered by Giv)118

Bundan-ṣoñra Keşvād pehlevānıñ ferzendi Gūderz119 
pehlevān bir gece rüʾyāsında deryādan120 bir seḥāb 
ṣunuñ121 üstünde bedīdār / olup ol ebrin üstünde bir melek 
ü sürūş122 seğirdir ve Gūderz’e der ki “Gūşunu aç,123 işit ki 
Tūrān’da bir nāmdār / vardır: ismi Keyḫusrev’dir. 
Siyāvuş’uñ ferzendidir; tuḫme-i Keyḳubād’dır; sūy-ı 
māderden nesebi Tūr’a muttaṣıldır. Īrān’a gelir ise kīn-i / 
pederine miyān-bend olub Tūrān’ı zīr ü zeber edüp Deryā-
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 22. Insert 34b, originally affixed to fol. 225b
 (Kay Khusraw Distributes Gifts among His Warriors)
(figs. 12 and 13)136

Keyḫusrev kīn ve aḫẕ-i intiḳām-ı pederi içün bir ʿahd-
nāme taḥrīr etdirüp Rüstem ve cümle pehlevānlar imżā 
ile şāhid oldular.

Baʿdehu gencīne vü ḫazīneleri küşād ve emvāl-ı ferāvān 
ve eşyā-yı nefīse ve cevāhir / ü aḳmişe-i bīgirānı ḥużūruna 
tūde tūde edüp cümle pehlevānlara rütbe ve lāyıḳınca 
iḥsān ve cümlesini şükrān u memnūn-ı iḥsān etdiği 
meclisdir. / 134

[Marginal note:] Ḥużūr-ı Keyḫusrev’de istāde olan Gīv’dir, ki 
nevbet-i iḥsān aña / gelmeğle ikiyüz dībā ve bir ḫusrevī tāc ve 
on kemer / Kāse Rūd’u żabṭ u vīrān etmek / şarṭıyla iḥsān etdi.

Kaykhusraw had an oath written up vowing enmity [to 
Afrasiyab] and vowing vengeance for his father, and 
Rustam and all the paladins witnessed it with their sig-
natures.

Afterwards, he opened the treasuries and store-
houses and had the copious riches, rare objects, and 
innumerable jewels and stuffs [thereof] heaped before 
him, and he then bestowed them on all the paladins 
according to their rank and what was fitting, rendering 
them grateful and pleased with the favor, of which 
[event] this is the scene. 134

[Marginal note:] Standing before Kaykhusraw is Giv, 
to whom—when the turn was his to receive favor—he 
[Kaykhusraw] granted two hundred brocades, a princely 
crown, and ten girdles, on condition that he would conquer 
and lay waste Kasa Rud.

 23. Insert 37b, originally affixed to fol. 243b (The Battle
of Pashan Begins) (figs. 14 and 15)137

ʿAsākir-i münhezime-i Īrāniyān u pehlevānlar hele ne ḥāl 
ise bir maḥalle cemʿ olduḳları evān berīd-i bād-mesīr ile 
fermān-ı Keyḫusrev’i Ferībürz’e vuṣūl bulduḳda / 
gürdān138 u pehlevānlar bārgāh-ı Ferībürz’e terāküm ve 
istimāʿ-ı fermān edüp Ṭūs’u ʿ azl ve Direfş-i Kāviyānīyi aḫẕ 
ve Ferībürz’e tebrīk-i / sipehbüdī ile Ṭūs’u āsitāneye 

make the Red Sea boil, and will confound Afrasiyab. 
And of the brave and exalted of Iran, no one but your 
son Giv knows or can find his [Kaykhusraw’s] mark; Giv 
alone will find Kaykhusraw.” So saying, [the angel] dis-
appeared, whereupon Gudarz awoke and related the 
dream to his son Giv before sending the latter alone and 
singly to Turan in order to seek out Kaykhusraw.133

For seven years did Giv search Turan for Kaykhus-
raw, and the Turks whom he questioned would say, “We 
have never in our lives heard of any man in Turan by 
the name of Kaykhusraw”; and having interrogated each 
of these men secretly in a deserted spot, he would exe-
cute the fellow so that no clue [of his enterprise] might 
fall into the hands of the enemy. Giv grew weary of his 
life and became desirous of [his own] death, for a sep-
tenary had passed without sign or trace of Kaykhusraw.

After [these] seven years, Giv one day came to a 
grassy meadow and [there] rested, and he saw in the 
distance a sparkling stream and an enchanting fairy-
faced youth standing there cypress-like, one hand hold-
ing a cup of wine and the other hand placed on a 
blossoming tree branch;134 and on his brow shone 
brightly the radiance of nobility, and in his countenance 
appeared the light of intelligence and sagacity, as if he 
were an emperor enthroned with a crown placed upon 
his head. Thus did the Lord reveal Kaykhusraw to Giv. 
It occurred to Giv that this was the son of an emperor. 
Having come next to him, Giv said, “O Eminent Prince! 
What is your name? Are you the son of Siyavush?,” to 
which Kaykhusraw said, “Are you Giv [son] of Gudarz?,” 
wherewith they made friendly conversation and became 
familiar and acquainted [with each other]. For because 
Siyavush had explained in detail to Farangis that Giv 
would come from Iran and take Kaykhusraw there, 
Kaykhusraw had every day waited expectantly for Giv’s 
salutation.

Kaykhusraw [then] took Giv from that place and 
secretly brought him to his palace [at] Siyavushgird, and 
[there] introduced him to his mother and [himself] met 
with her.135

In conclusion, this is the scene in which Giv, having 
searched for seven years, succeeds in [finding] Kaykhus-
raw near a stream. 126
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troops and supplies as they were able, and at the end of 
the month, they returned to combat and set about 
 battling and fighting with the Turanians and Turks, 
drawing up in rank and file for warfare and carnage, of 
which [event] this is the scene. 144

[Marginal note:] However, the preface to this Shahnama, in 
[its] Baysunghurid [section],143 quotes Firdawsi as saying 
that Tus—because he was anxious and fearful, and lacked 
the courage to return dismissed from Turan and do obei-
sance to Kaykhusraw—stayed in the place in which he had 
been discharged and there founded a city; naming it after 
him, they called it the City of Tus, [the preface] says. Here, 
Firdawsi writes nothing in this connection.

 24. Insert 40b, originally affixed to fol. 268b (The
Combat of Rustam and Ashkabus)144

Ferdā ṭarafeyn sipāh-pīrā-yı maṣāff olduḳlarında Tūrān 
iʿānet-āverān-ı leşkerinden Eşkebūs145-ı Keşānī bāre-rān-ı 
meydān-ı rezm olup mübāriz-cūy / olmaġın Īrāniyāndan 
Rühhām-ı dilāver muḳābele ḳaydında olup tāb-āver-i 
ḥamle vü ʿamūd-ı Eşkebūs’u edememek ile / sūy-ı kūha 
firār ü rūgerdān olduḳda sipehsālār-ı Īrān Ṭūs āşüfte-
sāmān olup ḫvāhişmend oldu-ki ḥamle / vü hücūm-ı 
Eşkebūs ede. Rüstem rāżı olmayup “Sen ḳalb-i sipāhı ve 
ʿaskeri ḥıfẓ et; yerinde pāyidār ol. Esb-i gülgūnem / çend 
rūzdur şitāb ile ḳaṭʿ-ı menāzilden bītābdır. Ben piyāde 
anıñla perḫāş ederim” deyüp piyāde Rüstem / muḳābele-i 
Eşkebūs’u edüp nuḫustīn esbine bir tīr endāḫtıyla zemīne 
ġalṭān edüp baʿdehu Eşkebūs’a / daḫi bir ḫadeng endāht 
edüp sīne-i Eşkebūs-ı Keşānī’ye tā be-per146 bir tīr ḫalīde 
ḳıldı-ki / derʿaḳab Eşkebūs fütāde vü ṭapān147-ı rūy-ı arż / 
olup vedāʿ-ı cān / etdiği / meclisdir. / 156

[Marginal note:] Bu māddeye düvümīn148 terceme-i meclis-i 
taṣvīrde işāret / olundu idi, ve Firdevsī’niñ tīr ü küşād-ı / şaṣt-ı 
Rüstem ḥaḳḳında belīġ ve meşhūr-ı / āfāk ve siḥr-i ḥelāl beyti 
bu maḳālededir:

 Ḳażā güft gīr ü ḳader güft dih;
 Felek güft aḥsent, melek güft zih149

On the morrow, once the two sides were arrayed for 
combat,150 there rode onto the battlefield Ashkabus of 
Kashan, one of the succors of the Turanian army, and 

ʿicāleten irsāl etdiklerinde Ṭūs ḥużūr-ı Keyḫusrev’e 
dürūdunda birāderi Ferūd ve etdiği fażāḥatler içün / ʿ itāb 
u āzār edüp “Seniñ aḳ ṣaḳalına merḥamet ve nijād-ı 
Minūçihrīden olduġuna ḥürmet etdim. Şimdi seni ḳatl 
eder idim” deyüp / zindān-bend etdi.

Bu ṭarafda Ferībürz pehlevānlarla meşveret-i çārecūy 
olduḳlarında bir māh ḳadar mütāreke-ḫvāh olmaḳ reʾy-i 
/ münāsibleri olmaġın Rühhām’ı bir māh mütāreke 
ṭalebiyçün Pīrān’a lede’l-irsāl Pīrān müsāʿade etmeğin 
iḫtilās-ı vaḳt-i / furṣatla Īrāniyān bir māhda ḳādir 
olduḳları ḳadar cüyūş ve mühimmāt tedārik edüp māh 
tamāmında / perḫāşa ʿavdet ve Tuvārāniyān [sic]139 u 
Türkān ile rezm ü kārzāra mübāşeret ve140 reste vü / ṣaff-
ārā-yı ḥarb ü ḳıtāl / olduḳları / meclisdir. / 144

[Marginal note:]141 Lākin bu Şehnāme dībācesi Bay-
sunġuriyye’de142 Firdevsī’den / naḳl eder ki Ṭūs Tūrān’dan 
maʿzūlen / ʿavdet edüp nezd-i Keyḫusrev’e dürūd etmekde 
/ bīm ü endīşe ve ʿadem-i cesāret ḥasebiyle ḥālā / Ṭūs ıṭlāḳ 
olunan maḥallde iḳāmet / ve bir şehir binā etmeğle ismine 
nisbet / edüp Şehr-i Ṭūs / dediler der. Bu / maḥallde Firdevsī 
/ buña müteʿalliḳ / bir şey taḥrīr / etmez.

When the defeated Iranian army and paladins had, at 
any rate, convened at some location, a wind-swift mes-
senger delivered to Fariburz the decree of Kaykhusraw, 
whereupon the paladins and heroes gathered in audi-
ence before Fariburz and heard the decree. Tus was 
dismissed [as commander-in-chief] and the Standard 
of Kava taken from him, and having congratulated Fari-
burz on [his consequent] captainship of the army, they 
sent Tus with haste to the royal court, and upon his 
saluting Kaykhusraw, [the latter] scolded and repri-
manded him because of his shameful actions and be-
cause of [what had befallen] his [Kaykhusraw’s] 
brother Farud, saying, “I have shown mercy to your 
white beard and honor to your descent from Minuchihr, 
else I would slay you now!”; and with that, he confined 
[Tus] to a dungeon.

On this side, Fariburz and the paladins deliberated 
together in search of a solution, and they judged that it 
would be well to request a month’s truce, and so Ruh-
ham was sent to Piran to ask for the month-long truce, 
whereupon Piran gave his assent. Seizing the opportu-
nity, the Iranians spent the month assembling as many 
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Efrāsiyāb’a imdāda ve yarlıġa geldik, ve bu ḳadar māl ü 
hediyyesini aldıḳ. / Şimdi bu ṣulḥ ṣoḥbeti neden iḳtiżā etdi. 
Eger Pīrān Rüstem’den ḫavf etdi ise yarın / cenge bürūz 
edüp cihānda ne Rüstem terk ederim158 ve ne Keyḫusrev 
ve ne / Īrān” deyü Şengül’üñ Ḫāḳān nezdinde lāf ü güzāf 
/ ve küp ü zevret [sic]159 etdiği / meclisdir. / 160 

Rustam assented to peace and concord and to the opin-
ion of Piran.160 Piran returned to the Khan161 in order to 
tell him of the matter. At the Khan’s court, the kinsmen, 
relatives, and troops of Kamus, Ashkabus, and Ching-
ish—those slain by Rustam—were ready to burst, and 
they wailed and lamented, “Life will remain anathema 
to us for as long as we have not destroyed Rustam and 
annihilated Iran,” which cries reached the heavens. 
When Piran told the Khan about the business of peace, 
the Khan said, “We have come to Afrasiyab’s rescue. 
How are we weak? What does the killing of three per-
sons matter? There are [on our side] multiple paladins 
and countless troops from China, Sind, Hindustan, 
Slavia, Gahan, Chaghan, Shakan,162 and Rum—we have 
three hundred thousand troops. We will fight and com-
pletely annihilate Rustam and Iran.” So saying, the Khan 
called to his court Shangul the Indian, the commander 
of commanders of Hindustan, and when he told him of 
this talk of peace and of Piran’s foolishness, 163 Shangul 
said, “We have come to Afrasiyab’s rescue and aid, and 
we have taken this much of his wealth and gifts. Why, 
then, is it now necessary to speak of peace? If Piran is 
fearful of Rustam, then tomorrow will I go forth into 
battle and spare not Rustam nor Kaykhusraw nor Iran.” 
Thus did Shangul boast and brag and arrogantly de-
claim164 in the presence of the Khan, of which [oration] 
this is the scene. 160

 26. Insert 43b, side 1, originally affixed to fol. 342b
 (The Fifth Battle of the Champions: Ruhham Kills
Barman)165

Baʿdehu Gūderz-zāde Rühhām-ı Īrānīyle Bārmān-ı 
Tūrānī vaḥīden166 muḥārebe-i kesī̱reden-ṣoñra āḫirü’l-
emr Rühhām rān-ı Bārmān’a nīze-zen-i / jerf olduḳda 
ḍarb-ı nīzeden Bārmān fütāde-i zemīn olmaġla Rühhām 

he sought a duel, whereupon the courageous Ruhham, 
one of the Iranians, entered into confrontation [with 
him], but being unable to withstand Ashkabus’s assault 
and mace, he deserted, fleeing towards the mountains. 
At this, Tus, Iran’s commander-in-chief, grew agitated, 
and desired to attack and assault Ashkabus. Rustam 
withheld his assent, saying [to Tus], “You keep the 
center of the host and army; remain fixed in your posi-
tion. My rosy-colored steed is exhausted from all these 
days of journeying in haste across [many] stations. I will 
fight him [Ashkabus] on foot.” So saying, Rustam con-
fronted Ashkabus on foot, and, before anything else, 
brought him tumbling to the ground by shooting an 
arrow at his horse. Then he shot a bolt at Ashkabus too, 
the arrow piercing the breast of Ashkabus of Kashan 
down to the feathers,151 such that Ashkabus instantly 
fell convulsed to the surface of the earth, bidding fare-
well to life, of which [event] this is the scene. 156

[Marginal note:] What follows this subject matter [i.e., 
the moment shown in the miniature, where Ashkabus is 
still standing] has been indicated in the translation of the 
depicted scene, and Firdawsi’s eloquent, world-famous, 
and enchanting couplet on Rustam’s discharging of the 
arrow is in this [following] section:

 Then destiny cried: “Take!” and fate cried: “Give!”
 The heavens cried: “Excellent!” the angels: “Good!”152

 25. Insert 41b, originally affixed to fol. 276b (Shangul
Stirs the Khan’s Council to War on Rustam)153

Rüstem ṣulḥ u āştī ve reʾy-i Pīrān’a rāżı oldu. Pīrān 
Ḫāḳān’a ʿavdet etdi-ki ifāde-i mādde ede; bārgāh-ı 
Ḫāḳān’da Kāmūs ve Eşkebūs ve Çingiş /—maḳtūlān-ı 
Rüstem—ḫvīşān u aḳrabā ve leşkeri milʾān [sic]154 ve 
feryād u fiġān edüp “Rüstem’i iʿdām ve Īrān’ı nābūd etme-
dikce bize ḥayāt ḥarāmdır” / vā-veylāları peyveste-i 
āsmān olmuş. Pīrān āştī māddesini Ḫāḳān’a ifāde etdikde 
Ḫāḳān “Biz Efrāsiyāb’a imdāda geldik; neden ʿaczimiz 
var? / Se ten helāk olmaġla ne var? Bu ḳadar Çīn ve Sind 
ve Hind ve Ṣıḳlāb ve Gehān ve Çaġān ve Şeken155 ve Rūm 
pehlevānları ve leşker-i / bī-pāyānı var. Üç-yüz biñ 
leşkerimiz var. Perḫāş edüp Rüstem’i ve Īrān’ı tāmāmen 
nābūd ederiz” deyüp Hind / emīrü’l-ümerāsı Şengül-i 
Hindī’yi156 Ḫāḳān bārgāhına daʿvet ve bu āştī ṣoḥbetini 
ve münāsebetsizlik-i Pīrān’ı157 ifāde / etdikde Şengül “Biz 
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Afterwards, Hajir the Iranian, son of Gudarz, and Sipah-
ram the Turanian, kinsman to Afrasiyab, did combat by 
themselves, [till] Hajir, striking Sipahram’s helmet with 
a sword, cleaved the helmet, together with the head of 
Sipahram, into two, slaying him and [then] binding his 
corpse to the seat of [his] saddle, of which [combat] this 
is the scene. 178

 29. Insert 47b, originally affixed to fol. 349b (Gustaham
Slays Lahhak and Farshidvard)173

Pīrān oġulları Lehhāk ve Ferşīd’e vaṣiyyet etmiş idi-ki 
“Eger ben helāk olur isem, siz Tūrān’a firār ediñ” deyü 
vaḳtā ki Tūrān dīde-bānları Kūh-ı Kenābed’den māddeyi 
görüp / Pīrān’ıñ ve Tūrān pehlevānlarınıñ helākini idrāk 
etdiler, Lehhāk ve Ferşīd’e iḫbār-ı mādde etdiklerinde firār 
etdiler, ve firārları Gūderz’in maʿlūmu olduḳda 
verālarından / Güstehem’i ihlākleriyçün vaḥīden irsāl 
etdi, gitdi. Lākin Bījen mülāḥaẓa etdi-ki “Güstehem 
ferīden bunlar ile muḥārebe eder ise şāyed bir ḫaṭar-dīde 
olur” deyüp Güstehem’i ḳollayarak / verāsından ʿāzim 
oldu.

Güstehem Lehhāk ve Ferşīd’e yetişdi-ki bir çeşme-sārda 
cālis olmuşlar idiler; atlandılar ve Güstehem ile peykār-
sāz olduḳlarında Güstehem ser-i Ferşīd’e bir tīr-i / 
cānsitān endāḫt u rekz ile ihlāk etdi. Lehhāk daḫi Güste-
hem’e bir ḫadeng endāḫt u īḳāʿıyla ḫasta-dil ḳıldıḳda 
Güstehem yine ġayret edüp dest-yāft / olup gerden-i 
Lehhāk’a tīġzen-i ihlāk olup kendi daḫi mecrūḥ-ı tīr ve 
żaʿīfü’l-ḳuvā ve revān-ı ḫūn serçeşme-i maʿhūda gelüp 
esbinden nüzūl ve āb-ı çeşmeden / nūş edüp vücūdünden 
ḫūnlar çekān ve bītāb ḫāke ġalṭīde vü pīçīde olup bīhūş 
düşdü ve ṣabāḥa dek mār-ı pīçān gibi ġalṭān u nālān oldu.

Ol ḥālde / Bījen maḥall-i merḳūma vāṣıl olup vāḳıf-ı 
mādde olduḳda lāşeleri ve Güstehem-i mecrūḥ-şüdeyi 
beste-i ḫāne-i zīn edüp ve bir Türk esīr edüp çekdirerek / 
ve yeddirerek ṭaraf-ı orduya ʿavdet etdi.

Ve’l-ḥāṣıl Güstehem Lehhāk / ve Ferşīd ile muḥārebe 
edüp ikisini daḫi iʿdām / etdiği / meclisdir. / 181

As his last command, Piran had said to his sons [sic] 
Lahhak and Farshid,174 “If I should be slain, flee to 
Turan,” and whenas the Turanian watchmen saw the 
event from Mount Kanabad and perceived the slaying 

bir nīze daḫi cigergāh-ı Bārmān’a rekz etmekle / ihlāk ve 
naʿş-ı Bārmān’ı beste-i ḫāne-i serc etdiği / meclisdir. / 176

Afterwards, Ruhham the Iranian, son of Gudarz, and 
Barman the Turanian did much battle by themselves, 
till eventually Ruhham became a spearman most injuri-
ous to the thigh of Barman, who fell to the ground with 
the blow of the spear, whereupon Ruhham planted an-
other spear into Barman’s heart and thereby slew him, 
[thereafter] fastening his corpse to the seat of [his] 
saddle, of which [combat] this is the scene. 176

 27. Insert 43b, side 2, originally affixed to fol. 342b and
 facing fol. 343a (The Sixth Battle of the Champions:
Bizhan Kills Ruyin)167

Baʿdehu Bījen ile Pīrān’ıñ oġlu Rūyīn168 yek-tene çep ü rāst 
neberdler edüp nihāyetü’l-emr / Bījen ser-i Rūyīn’e bir 
ʿamūd-ı girān ḍarbına dest-yāft olmaġla maġz-ı ser-i 
Rūyīn’i āb gibi rīzān / ve ihlāk ve mürdesini ḫāne-i zīne 
taʿḳīl [sic]169 etdiği / meclisdir. / 177

Afterwards, Bizhan and Piran’s son Ruyin fought left 
and right by themselves, till finally Bizhan succeeded in 
dealing a blow to Ruyin’s head with a heavy mace, scat-
tering the brains in Ruyin’s head like water and [thus] 
slaying him, [after which Bizhan] tied his corpse to the 
seat of [his] saddle, of which [combat] this is the scene. 
177

 28. Insert 44b, originally affixed to fol. 343b (The
 Seventh Battle of the Champions: Hajir Kills
Sipahram)170

Baʿdehu Gūderz ferzendi Hecīr-i Īrānī Efrāsiyāb 
ḫvīşānından Sipehrem171-i Tūrānīyle münferiden kārzār 
edüp / Hecīr miġfer-i Sipehrem’e ḥavāle-i şimşīr-i 
bürrān172 ile miġferi ve ser-i Sipehrem’i dü-pāre ḳılmaġla 
ihlāk / ve lāşesini rabṭ-ı kūhe-i zīn etdiği / meclisdir. / 178
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cemʿ oldular, ve sālārān-ı eṭrāf-ı Rüstem ve sāʾirler / 
itmām-ı meʾmūriyyetleriyle ʿavdet ü vāṣıl-ı dergāh-ı 
Keyḫusrevī oldular.

Efrāsiyāb daḫi pāy-i taḫt olan Geng-diz’de yine tertīb-i 
ʿasākir / edüp Gülzeryūn’da se rūz u şeb yine ḳavī perḫāş 
edüp yine münhezim olup firār eyledi ve Geng-diz 
ḳalʿesine / varup taḥaṣṣun etdi, ve Faġfūr-ı Çīn’e nāme 
taḥrīr edüp istimdād etdi.

Ezīn cānib Keyḫusrev Geng-diz’e gelüp muḥāṣara etdi, 
/ ve nice günler ʿarrāde vü mencenīḳlar ile hezārān zed ü 
bürd ü neberdler olup ṭarafeynden ḳatı çok merdān hice 
ṣatıldı,181 ve aralıḳ aralıḳ / Efrāsiyāb ferzendi Cehn182 
vāsıṭasıyla Keyḫusrev’e rüsül ü resāʾil irsāl etdi. Āḫirü’l-
emr Geng-diz ve şāristān’ı ʿanveten / Keyḫusrev żabṭ u 
dāḫil oldu ve ḳātil-i Siyāvuş olan Gersīvez ve ferzend-i 
Efrāsiyāb olan Cehn destgīr ü esīr oldu. / Efrāsiyāb 
zīrzemīnde olan ṭarīḳ-ı pinhāndan ikiyüz dilāver ile firār 
etmeğle derūn-ı şāristān ḳıyāmet-nişān olup / emvāl ü 
ḥarem-i Efrāsiyāb cümle żabṭ olundu.

Efrāsiyāb Faġfūr-ı Çīn’e firār etmeğle Efrāsiyāb’a 
imdād edüp ʿasākir-i kesī̱re ile / Efrāsiyāb ve Faġfūr-ı Çīn 
Geng-diz’e Keyḫusrev üzerine gelmeleriyle yine bir ʿaẓīm 
/ ḳıtāl etdikleri / meclisdir. / 184

Whenas news of the death of Shida reached Afrasiyab, 
he attacked the Iranian ranks with a primed army, and 
after much heated battle, the Turanians were utterly 
crushed and defeated. Afrasiyab abandoned the camp 
and fled by night, crossing the Oxus with his remaining 
troops, whereat Kaykhusraw, immediately behind him, 
also crossed the Oxus with a large army, passing [there-
by] into the land of Turan. He [then] divided the host, 
and they marauded and pillaged a hundred leagues’ 
worth of land, and took numerous fortresses, and con-
vened [thereafter] around Kaykhusraw at the Jaxartes; 
and having fulfilled their commands, the chiefs led by 
Rustam and the others made back for and arrived at 
Kaykhusraw’s encampment.183

Afrasiyab, meanwhile, reorganized his army at the 
capital Gang-diz, and after battling again fiercely for 
three days and nights at the Jaxartes,184 he was again 
utterly defeated, and he fled. Having reached and taken 
refuge in the fortress of Gang-diz, he wrote a letter to 
the Emperor of China beseeching his aid.

of Piran and the paladins of Turan, they informed 
Lahhak and Farshid of the matter, whereupon they [the 
two brothers] fled.175 When Gudarz learned of their 
flight, he sent Gustaham alone after them to kill them, 
and he went. But Bizhan, considering [the matter], said, 
“If Gustaham does combat with these [two] on his own, 
he will, perchance, encounter some peril,” and so saying, 
he set out after Gustaham to protect him.176

Gustaham reached Lahhak and Farshid, who were 
sitting by a stream; they mounted their horses, and 
when they did battle with Gustaham, Gustaham shot 
and planted a fatal arrow in the head of Farshidvard, 
thus killing him. Lahhak, for his part, shot and propelled 
a bolt at Gustaham, rendering him distraught, where-
upon Gustaham, exerting himself once again, found 
advantage and became a swordsman deadly to the neck 
of Lahhak. Himself being arrow-wounded, weak of 
strength, and pouring with blood, he went to the afore-
mentioned fountainhead and, having dismounted his 
steed, drank of the spring water. Dripping with blood 
and exhausted, he fell dizzy to the ground, writhing and 
twisting, and he remained squirming and moaning like 
a wriggling serpent till morning.

Such was the situation when Bizhan arrived at this 
place and became aware of what had happened, where-
upon he fastened the corpses and the wounded Gus-
taham to [two] saddles, took a Turk captive, and had 
him lead [the horses] as they made back to the army.177

In short, this is the scene in which Gustaham does 
battle with Lahhak and Farshid and destroys them both. 
181

 30. Insert 48b, originally affixed to fol. 367b (The Night
Battle of Kay Khusraw and Afrasiyab)178

Vaḳtā kim Efrāsiyāb’a ḫaber-i helāk-i Şīde resīde olduḳda 
ʿasākir-i müteheyye [sic]179 ile ṣufūf-ı Īrān’a hücūm nice 
ceng-i germā-germden-ṣoñra Tūrāniyān / hezīmet-i şenʿā 
ile münhezim olup Efrāsiyāb orduyu terk ile gecesi 
Efrāsiyāb ve ʿasākir-i mevcūde Ceyḥūn’u ʿubūr ve firār / 
etdikde Keyḫusrev daḫi sipāh-ı kesī̱re ile ʿaḳabinden 
Ceyḥūn’u mürūr edüp Tūrān-zemīne geçdi180 ve ʿasākiri 
tefrīḳ edüp yüz ferseng / ḳadar maḥalle tāḫt u tārāc ve 
nice ḳalʿeleri żabṭ ve Gülzeryūn’da nezd-i Keyḫusrev’e 
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The Chinese Emperor, regretful of his deed and of his 
unfortunate assistance, sent Kaykhusraw an embassy 
bearing his apologies,192 after which Kaykhusraw set out 
in the direction of China in search of Afrasiyab, there-
with meeting the Emperor. The Emperor gave [Kaykhus-
raw] splendid gifts as well as provisions.

Afterwards, Kaykhusraw journeyed in search of Afra-
siyab to the land of Mukran, and sent to the King of 
Mukran an embassy requesting supplies and provisions. 
Because the King of Mukran spurned Kaykhusraw’s 
embassy, Kaykhusraw marched on the king and did 
great battle and combat [with him], therewith destroy-
ing the King of Mukran in battle, routing his army, and 
bringing Mukran into his possession, of which [event] 
this is the scene. 185

 32. Insert 51b, originally affixed to fol. 434b
(Isfandiyar’s Third Labor: He Kills the Dragon)193

Heft-ḫvāndan menzil-i s̱ālis̱ aḥvālini İsfendiyār 
Gürgsār’dan istifsārda Gürgsār “Ferdā pīşine bir ejdehā 
ẓuhūr eder-ki dem çekdikde deryādan māhīleri āverde 
ḳılar / ve dehen ü kāmı āteş-efrūz ve endāmı kūh-ı ḫārādır” 
[dedi].

Pes İsfendiyār emr etdi bir gerdūneli ṣandıḳ perdāḫte-i 
neccārān olup aña tīġler ḫalīde ḳılınup / dü esb-i 
girānmāyeye taḥmīl ve derūn-ı ṣandıġa İsfendiyār cāygīr 
olup merḥale-i sā̱lise̱ vürūdlerinde ejdehā bedīdār olup 
maḥallinden kūh-ı siyāh gibi ḥareket / ve dü çeşmi dü 
çeşme-i ḫūn gibi tābān ve kām u dehānı āteş-feşān ve 
dehānını ġār-ı siyāh gibi küşāde ḳılup hücūm ve demkeş 
olduḳda esbān ve ʿ arabayı firū-bürde / etdikde İsfendiyār 
derūn-ı ṣandıḳda pür-dijem olup tīġler kām-ı ejdehāya 
ḫalīde olmaġın ḫūn-efşān ve ṣaḥrāyı baḥr-i ḫūn eyleyüp 
tīġler kāmına ḫalīde olmaḳ / ḥasebiyle ʿ arabayı ve ṣandıġı 
iḫrāc edemeyüp ejdehā süst olduḳda İsfendiyār ṣandıḳdan 
ḫurūc194 ve ejdehāyı195 ḳatl etdikde semmiyyet ü zehrin-
den bīhūş olduġu / meclisdir. / 198

When Isfandiyar enquired of Gurgsar about the circum-
stances of the third stage of [his] seven labors, Gurgsar 
[said], “Tomorrow will appear before you a dragon 
which draws forth fish from the sea and breathes fire 

Meanwhile, Kaykhusraw came to Gang-diz and 
besieged it, and for many days, myriad battles, assaults, 
and combats ensued by means of the catapult and the 
ballista, and a great number of men on each side per-
ished as if of no account; and from time to time, Afrasi-
yab sent messengers and letters with his son Jahn to 
Kaykhusraw.185 In the end, Kaykhusraw forcibly took 
and invaded Gang-diz and the city, and Garsivaz, who 
was the killer of Siyavush, and Jahn, who was the son of 
Afrasiyab, were taken prisoner and made captives. Afra-
siyab fled with two hundred brave men through an 
underground passage, whereupon the city was filled 
with tumult, and Afrasiyab’s possessions and harem 
were all taken.186

Afrasiyab fled to the Emperor of China, who came to 
his aid, and the two of them marched on Gang-diz 
against Kaykhusraw with a copious army,187 doing great 
battle once again, of which [event] this is the scene. 184 

 31. Insert 49b, originally affixed to fol. 376b
(Kaykhusraw Defeats the Army of Mukran)188

Faġfūr imdādıyla olan cengde daḫi Efrāsiyāb münhezim 
olup biñ ḳadar müteʿalliḳātıyla beyābāna doġru189 firār 
eyledi.

Ve Faġfūr etdiği kārdan ve imdād-ı müdbirden / nādim 
olup Keyḫusrev’e iʿtiẕārı ḥāvī sefīrler baʿs ̱ ile bundan-
ṣoñra Keyḫusrev Efrāsiyāb’ı cüst-cū ile ṣavb-ı Çīn’e ʿ azīmet 
etmeğle Faġfūr / ile mülāḳī oldu. Faġfūr ʿaẓīm hediyyeler 
verdi ve ẕaḫīreler verdi. 

Baʿdehu Keyḫusrev Mükrān190-zemīne ṭaleb-i Efrāsiyāb 
ile ʿāzim olup / Şāh-ı Mükrān’dan zād u ẕaḫīre istidʿāsını 
ḥāvī191 sefīr baʿs ̱etmeğle Şāh-ı Mükrān sefīr-i Keyḫusrev’i 
ṭard etmekden nāşī Keyḫusrev Şāh-ı Mükrān / üzerine 
varup ʿaẓīm perḫāş u ceng ile Şāh-ı Mükrān’ı cengde 
iʿdām ve ʿaskerini perīşān / ve Mükrān’ı āverde-i ḳabża-ı 
tesḫīr / etdiği / meclisdir. / 185

Routed also at the battle fought with the aid of the Chi-
nese Emperor, Afrasiyab fled into the wilderness with 
one thousand of his kin.
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İsfendiyār ol teberrük ile cānından / emīn olmuş idi—anı 
gerden-i zen cādūya taṭvīḳ ḳıldı-ki zen cādū olduġunu 
İsfendiyār idrāk etmişidi. Baʿdehu muḥārebeye200 āġāz-
larında zen cādū / ḥālet-i evvelīsine ʿavdetde İsfendiyār 
kelle-i zene ḥavāle-i şimşīr ve cihān tīre olup bir ṭarāḳa 
ḳopdu / ve cādū geberdi. Ṭarāḳa vu hevl ü ṣayḥadan 
İsfendiyār birāderi / Bişūten şītābān olup gelüp cādūnuñ 
/ lāşesini temāşā ḳıldıġı / meclisdir. 199

When Isfandiyar questioned Gurgsar as to what would 
happen at the third stage of his seven labors, [Gurgsar] 
said, “At this stage is a sorceress—they call her Ghul. 
She has encountered and killed many warriors before 
now; no one has been able to take her life. If she wanted, 
she could turn the wilderness into an ocean, and with 
her stature blot out the sun.”201

At this said stage, Isfandiyar came by himself to a spot 
abounding in springs, bringing with him a lute and a 
ewer of wine. He drank the wine and, playing the lute, 
began to sing, and once he was merry with drink, he 
made [aloud] a wish, [singing,] “Must wild and fero-
cious beasts emerge at every stage? O Lord, at this place 
may a nymph appear!” At that time, the sorceress heard 
Isfandiyar’s voice and transformed herself into one of 
fairy aspect, dripping with gold and ornaments, and 
when she went next to Isfandiyar, he said, “I have 
attained my wish,” and he offered [her] a goblet of wine. 
[There was] a chain of linked steel [?]202 that Zoroaster 
had given Gushtasb with the words, “I have brought 
[you] an auspicious object from heaven,” and it was 
kept concealed around Isfandiyar’s upper arm, protect-
ing his life; and Isfandiyar tied this auspicious object 
around the sorceress’s neck, for he had understood that 
she was a sorceress. Afterwards, when they began to 
fight one another, the sorceress returned to her original 
state, whereupon he smote the woman’s head with [his] 
sword, and the world grew gloomy, and a mighty blast 
sounded, and the witch was dead. The dreadful blast 
and clamor brought Isfandiyar’s brother Bishutan rush-
ing, and having come, he observed the corpse of the sor-
ceress, of which [event] this is the scene. 199

through its mouth, and whose form is [as] a mountain 
of rock.”

Isfandiyar then ordered a carriage with a box [on it] 
to be wrought by the carpenters, and it was fitted with 
swords and tied to two noble steeds, and Isfandiyar 
established himself inside the box. Upon their arrival at 
the third stage, the dragon appeared, coming from its 
abode like some black mountain, its two eyes glisten-
ing like two fountains of blood and its gullet and mouth 
issuing fire. Opening its mouth like a black cavern, it 
attacked, and when it drew breath, it swallowed the 
horses and carriage, whereupon Isfandiyar grew full of 
dismay within the box. The swords [fitted to the car-
riage] pierced the dragon’s gullet, and so [its] blood 
gushed forth and turned the [surrounding] wilderness 
into a sea of blood; and because the swords were pierc-
ing its gullet, the dragon, being unable to expel the car-
riage and box, grew weak, whereupon Isfandiyar came 
out of the box and slew the dragon, by whose venom-
ousness and poison he lost consciousness, of which 
[events] this is the scene.196 198

 33. Insert 52b, originally affixed to fol. 435b
(Isfandiyar’s Fourth Labor: He Kills the Sorceress)197

Heft-ḫvāndan menzil-i rābiʿde ẓuhūr edecek ḥāli 
İsfendiyār Gürgsār’dan suʾālde “Bu menzilde bir zen cādū 
vardır—Ġūl derler. Bundan muḳaddem çoḳ leşkerleri / 
gördü ve ihlāk etdi; kimse anı bīcān edemedi. İstese 
beyābānı deryā ve şemsi ḳāmetiyle pinhān u nāpeydā 
eder” dedi.

İsfendiyār menzil-i mezbūrda tek ü tenhā / bir ṭanbūr 
ve bir ṣürāḫī198 bāde alup bir çeşme-sāra geldi. Bādeyi nūş 
ve ṭanbūru nevāḫt ile sürūda āġāz ve kelle-germ olduḳda 
“Her menzilde ded ü / sibāʿ-mı ẓuhūr etsin? Yā rabbī, bu 
maḥallde bir perī hüveydā olsun” temennīsinde oldu. Bu 
evān zen cādū İsfendiyār’ın ṣadāsını işitdikde zer ü / 
zīvere müstaġraḳ bir perī-çehreye temess̱ü̱l ḳılup nezd-i 
İsfendiyār’a geldikde İsfendiyār “Maṭlabıma vāṣıl oldum” 
deyüp bir cām bāde ṣunup Zerdüşt’üñ / “Cennetden teber-
rük getirdim” deyü Güştāsb’a verdiği silk-i [?]199 pūlād 
zencīr (ki İsfendiyār’ın bāzūsunda nihān idi)—ki 
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several days in the house of this humble servant. Let me 
rub my face on the dust under his most eminent feet. I 
will act according to whatever he commands. Let him 
bind or manacle me if he wishes; I am our liege’s 
slave”;210 and so saying, Rustam sent Bahman back to 
Isfandiyar.

Afterwards, Rustam set out for the banks of the 
[River] Helmand and [there] met and had audience 
with Isfandiyar, with great love and affection passing 
between them. And he [Rustam] made promises to go 
before Gushtasb manacled. But when he insisted,211 “It 
would certainly be an honor for me: you must grace my 
house and be my guest for several days,” Isfandiyar 
refused, and so Rustam said, “Then I shall not go [to 
Gushtasb] bound.”212 About this ensued much debate 
and discussion at various meetings, with long and pro-
tracted conversations and dialogues taking place, till 
finally, Isfandiyar said, “I will take you manacled before 
Gushtasb by my own force and strength.”213 They [then] 
agreed to do battle one against the other, alone and by 
themselves, with the condition that no one should come 
to [their] aid. When Isfandiyar mounted his black steed 
Shuluk214 and went out to the [battle] field ready to kill, 
Rustam too mounted his steed, and, coming face-to-
face, they confronted each other in battle. First, they 
attacked [each other] repeatedly with spears, such that 
blood poured forth from their mail. [Their] spearheads 
unable to endure and breaking, they drew their swords 
in battle. When, after very many strikes and blows, the 
swords too broke, they attacked [each other] with heavy 
maces. With the maces [too] being unable to withstand 
the onslaught and dismembering into pieces, the twain 
took grasp of each other by [their] leathern belts, where-
upon the heads of the two horses were brought into con-
tact. The two elephantine paladins used all of their 
strength and might, but neither was able to dislodge or 
remove the other from the seat of his saddle by even 
one span, and neither being able to best the other, and 
both being exhausted, they parted and left the battle-
field in order to rest.

In short, this is the scene in which Isfandiyar and Rus-
tam do battle one against the other, with neither being 
able to best the other. 205

 34. Insert 54b, originally affixed to fol. 461b (Rustam
and Isfandiyar Begin Their Combat)203

Baʿdehu Behmen Rüstem ile mülāḳī olup ifāde-i mādde 
etdikde “Zābulistān’a İsfendiyār teşrīf buyurmuşlar; 
ḫāne-i faḳīre çend rūz mihmān olsunlar. Ḫāk-pāy-ı 
ʿulyālarına yüz süreyim.204 Ne emirleri olur ise ol-minvāl 
üzere ḥareket / ederim. İster muḳayyed ister dest-beste 
etsinler, efendilerimiziñ bendeleriyiz” deyerek Behmen’i 
Rüstem sūy-ı İsfendiyār’a ircāʿ eyledi.

Baʿdehu Rüstem kenār-ı Hīrmend’e205 ʿāzim ve İsfen-
diyār’ı istiḳbāl ile mülāḳāt ve / beynlerinde ʿaẓīm mihr ü 
muḥabbet cereyān eyledi. Ve dest-beste hużūr-ı Güştāsb’a 
gitmeğe vaʿdler eyledi. Lākin “El-bette baña şerefdir: çend 
rūz ḫānemde mihmān u teşrīf buyurmalısıñız” dedikce 
İsfendiyār imtināʿ eyledi. Rüstem-de / “Ben-de bend ile git-
mem” deyüp bunuñ üzerine mecālis-i müteʿaddidede 
mübāḥas ̱u münāẓara-ı kesī̱reler cereyān ve ṭuvel ü dirāz 
soḥbetler ve muḥāvereler güẕerān eyleyüp āḫirü’l-emr 
İsfendiyār “Ben seni zor u / ḳuvvet-i bāzūm ile deste-beste 
[sic] Güştāsb’a iḥżār ederim” deyüp kimse meded-res 
olmamaḳ şarṭıyla ferīden ü vaḥīden cenge yekāyek ḳarār 
ve İsfendiyār Şūlük206 nām yaġız esbine süvār / ve 
meydāna çıḳup müteheyyiʾ-i ḳitāl olmaġla Rüstem daḫi 
esbine süvār olup muḳābil ve cenge duruşdular.207 Evvelā 
nīze ile firāvān ḥamleler etdiler ki cevşenlerden ḫūn rīzān 
oldu. Sinānlar taḥammül etmeyüp / şikest olmaġla sell-i 
seyf-i neberd etdiler. Ṭuvel ü dirāz zed ü ḍarbdan tīġler 
daḫi şikeste olmaġın gürz-i girānlar ile ṣavleler208 ḳıldılar. 
Gürzler tāb-āver-i ḥamelāt olamayup pāre pāre olunca 
eḥadühümā / āḫara āvīḫte olup düvāl-i kemerden aḫẕ 
etdiklerinde iki esbiñ başları bir maḥalle mülāṣıḳ oldu ve 
iki pehlevān-ı pīlten zor u nīrūlar etdiler, lākin ḫāne-i 
zīnden birbirisini bir şibr ḳadar münfekk / ü taḥrīk edem-
ediler ve birbirlerine ġalebe edemeyüp taʿab-zede olmaları 
ḥasebiyle birbirlerinden / ayrıldılar ve ārām içün 
āverdgāhdan bīrūn oldular.

 Ve’l-ḥāṣıl / İsfendiyār ile Rüstem yekāyek ceng / ve 
birbirlerine ġalebe edemediği / meclisdir. / 205

Afterwards, Bahman met Rustam and explained the 
matter,209 whereupon Rustam said, “Isfandiyar has hon-
ored Zabulistan with his visit; may he be a guest for 
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 36. Insert 68b, originally affixed to fol. 602b
(Nushirvan Promulgates His Reforms) (figs. 16–18)224

[Side 1:] Çūnki Keyḳubād maḥżā Sūferā225 iʿānetiyle cālis-i 
serīr-i şāhī oldu, Sūferā’yı cümletü’l-mülkü ḳılmaġın 
merciʿ-i nās ve medār-ı umūr ve müstebidd-i dād u sitād 
/ olup mülke külliyyen istīlā ile cümle ekābir ü aṣāġir 
ṭarafına ʿ arż-ı ʿ ubūdiyyetden nāşī Ḳubād Şāh’a pādişāhlı-
ġıñ sāde isminden ġayri bir şeyi / ḳalmayup cümlesi 
memḥuvv ü bī-nişān ve serāpā mülk ü salṭanat Sūferā’dan 
ʿibāret ü müstebān olup yiğirmi üç sene ḳadar kevkeb-i 
iḳbāli evc-i / devletde raḫşān oldu.

Bir gün Keyḳubād’dan vuṣlat-ı masḳaṭ-ı reʾsi içün 
icāzet-ḫvāh olduḳda meʾẕūn olmaġın Şirāz’a ʿāzim / ü 
vāṣıl olduḳda Sūferā’nıñ hengām-ı iḳbāl ü mecdinde 
maḳhūr ve gūşe-gīr-i iḫtifā ve sükūt olan mūbidān-ı 
ḥussād u kīne-āverān bürūz-ı / meydān ẓuhūr edüp 
Ḳubād Şāh’a Sūferā’yı envāʿ-ı isnādlarla ġamz ü siʿāye 
ederek Ḳubād’ı ḳatl-i Sūferā’ya imāle vü niyyet etdirdiler, 
/ ve tedbīrine teşebbüs ̱edüp ol evān şecāʿat ü ḥamāset ve 
rāy-ı rezīn ile müşārün bi’l-benān olan Şāpūr Rāzī nām 
merd-i hūşyārī Rey’den226 āverde / ḳılup Ḳubād Şāh ile 
mülāḳī etdiklerinde Sūferā’yı dest-beste aḫẕ ü iḥżār etme-
sini emr etmeğin Şāpūr taʿahhüd edüp miḳdār-ı kifāye 
ecnād / ile Şīrāz’a resīde olup Sūferā ile beynelerinde nice 
güft ü şenīd güẕerānından ṣoñra Sūferā’yı dest-beste 
ḥużūr-ı Ḳubād’a Şīrāz’dan iḥżār u naḳl etdikde Ḳubād / 
Şāh Sūferā’yı iʿdām u izāle vü nābūd ve Şīrāz’da olan 
cümle ḫazāyin ü defāyin [sic]227 ve eşyāsını aḫẕ ü ḳabż-
ālūd etdi.

Lākin Sūferā’nıñ dār-ı mülk228 ü / bilād-ı Īrān’da çirāġ 
u müntesib ve kerem-dīde vü iḥsān-çeşīdesi ve ṭarafgīri 
bī-nihāye olmaġın bu mādde bāʿis-̱i fitne olup pāy-i taḫta 
herc / ü merc ve zorbalar ẓuhūr ve ḥalḳ berpā olup sarāy 
u eyvān-ı Ḳubād’a hücūm ve yaġma vu ġāret ve Ḳubād’ı 
aḫẕ ü ḫalʿ ve ḳayd ü bend ile ḥabs ve Ḳubād’ın / birāder-i 
ṣaġīrini Şehzāde Cāmāsb’ı iclās-ı mesned-i şāhī ḳılup 
Ḳubād’ı muḳayyeden Sūferā’nıñ oġlu Zermihr229 nām 
kimesneye siperde vü teslīm etdiler ki / pederiniñ inti-
ḳāmını aḫẕ ede.

 Zermihr ise dūr-endīş ü ʿāḳıl adam olmaġın Ḳubād’a 
fevḳa’l-ḥadd riʿāyet ü taʿẓīm ü ikrāmda daḳīḳa fevt etmez 
idi. / Ḳubād Zermihr ile muvāneset ve kesb-i emniyyet 
edüp bu mürr mehlekeden rehāyāb olur ise envāʿ-ı ʿāṭıfet 

 35. Insert 61b, originally affixed to fol. 551b (Bahram
Gur before His Father, Yazdigird I)215

Bir gün Behrām Münẕir ve Nuʿmān bin Münẕir ile bāriz-i 
deşt-i şikārgāh olup bir şīr-i ġarīn216 ü derende bir gūru 
ṣayd ile puştun derīde / vü pāre pāre etdiğini müşāhedede 
Behrām ṣavle edüp bir tīr-i cāngüdāz şöyle endāḫt ḳıldı-ki 
şīri gūra dūḫte-i ḫadeng-i dildūz / ḳıldı.

 Yine bir gün naḫcīrgāhda Münẕir Behrām’dan bir 
ṣanʿat ve dilīrlik ṭaleb etmeğin bir deve ḳuşu deştde devān 
olur idi; / Behrām destine çār tīr alup şütür-mürġ-i mez-
būra  peyāpey serīʿan endāḫt ile tīrleri birbiri üstünde 
şikāfte ve rekz / eyleyüp “Tekessereti’n-niṣālü ʿale’n-
niṣāl” 217 mażmūnu bedīdār olmaġla Münẕir bu hünerleri 
taṣvīr içün hemān bir muṣavvir ihżār / ile naḳş u taṣvīr ile 
Behrām’ıñ pederi Yezdicird’e218 irsāl ḳıldıḳda Yezdigird 
püseri Behrām’ı rüʾyete ārzūmend / ü müştāḳ olmaġın 
Münẕir hedāyā-yı Yemenī tertībiyle oġlu Nuʿmān ile 
maʿan Şehzāde Behrām’ı pederi / Yezdigird’e irsāl etmek 
ile Behrām’ıñ pederiyle / mülāḳāt etdiği / meclisdir. / 222

One day, Bahram went out to a hunting ground with 
Mundhir and Nuʿman son of Mundhir,219 and upon 
seeing a wild and ferocious lion chasing down an onager 
and tearing its hide into pieces, Bahram attacked [the 
creatures] with a [single] consuming arrow, so firing it 
that he pinned the lion to the onager by the heart.

Another day at the hunting ground, Mundhir re - 
quested from Bahram an act of skill and bravery, and so 
when an ostrich220 came running across the wilderness, 
Bahram took into his hand four arrows and swiftly fired 
them one after the other at the aforementioned ostrich, 
splitting each arrow with the next and planting them 
one atop the other, thus manifesting the witticism “The 
points break upon the points,”221 whereat Mundhir, in 
order that these accomplishments might be depicted, 
immediately summoned a painter,222 and once the 
depiction was completed, he sent it to Bahram’s father 
Yazdijird.223 Upon this, Yazdigird became desirous and 
wishful of seeing his son Bahram, and so Mundhir sent 
Prince Bahram, together with his [own] son Nuʿman 
and an array of Yemeni gifts, to [Bahram’s] father Yaz-
digird, wherewith Bahram and his father met, of which 
[event] this is the scene. 222
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zevcesiniñ birisini ṭaleb eylese redd olunmayup ve aġniyā 
zümre-i fuḳarādan mālların dirīġ etmeyüp mühimmāt u 
levāzımların görmek lāzımdır / zuʿmunda idi.

Ġālibā Fransız—ḳaherehümu’llāhü teʿālā esrā236—
Yaḳobin meẕheb-i bāṭılını bu müsāvāt-ı Mejdekiyyeden 
aḫẕ etmek fehm olunur.

Pes bu / meẕheb ü zuʿm-ı bāṭıl ekse̱r nāsıñ mizācına 
muvāfıḳ gelmeğle ḳatı çok kimse tābiʿ oldu. Ḳubād Şāh 
daḫi zendost kimesne olmaġla anıñ daḫi / ṭabīʿatine 
mülāyim ü münāsib geldiğinden nübüvvetini taṣdīḳ edüp 
āyīnine revāc verdi. Lākin Ḳubād Şah’ıñ püseri Kisrā—ki 
Nūşirān’dır [sic]237—bu bāṭıl / [Side 2:] āyīni ḳabūl 
etmedi, ve “Mejdek’in meẕhebi bāṭıldır; buṭlānını beyān 
ederim ve sen-de bu meẕheb-i ḫabīsḏen rücūʿ et, Mejdek’i 
ve meredesini baña teslīm ḳıl” / deyüp pederinden 
istimhāl-i müddet-i beyān-ı buṭlān etdi, ve ol müddet 
içinde eṭrāf-ı bilāddan mūbidān-ı dānā ve ʿulemāyı cemʿ 
edüp / Şehzāde Nūşirevān238 pederi Ḳubād Şāh ḥużūrunda 
Mejdek ile ʿaḳd-i münāẓara vu mübāḥase̱ edüp mūbid 
āġāz-ı kelām ile Mejdek’e tevcīh-i / ḫiṭāb ḳılup dedi-ki 
“Ezvācda müsāvāt mūcib-i iḫlāl-i nesl ü neseb olmaġın 
peder püserine, püser pederine cehālet iḳtiżā eder; / ve 
nāsda ve mālde müsāvāt müstelzim-i teşvīş-i niẓām-ı 
ʿālem ve perīşānī-i mülk ü salṭanat ü ḥaşem olup şāh u 
gedā ve āmir ü meʾmūr / ve sāyis ü mesūs yek-nesaḳ olup 
herkes maḫdūm olunca ḫādim kim olur, ve herkes 
gencīne-dār olunca gencver kim olur? Bu seniñ / bāṭıl 
suḫenlerinden cihān u Īrān vīrān olur. Bu müsāvātdan 
Pādişāhımız ne gūne Şāh-ı Īrān olabilir?” deyüp / muḳad-
demātını ve mülāzemeleri beyān ile Mejdek’i tamām 
ibhāt239 u ilzām etmeleriyle buṭlān-ı āyīni ẓāhir olunca 
Keyḳubād Mejdek’i üç / biñ ḳadar merede-i benāmıyla 
püseri Nūşirevān’a teslīm etmeğin Nūşirevān cümle 
merīdlerin ṭuʿme-i şimşīr ve Mejdek’i ḥayyen sernigūn 
berdār / ve hedef-i bārān-ı tīr-i ḫūnbār ḳılup bu zuʿm u 
iʿtiḳād-ı nekūhīdeyi ṭams u maḥv etdi.

Keyḳubād ḳırḳ sene ḳadar mesned-ārā-yı / şāhī olup 
ḥayātında püseri Nūşirevān Kisrā’yı veliyy-ʿahd-i salṭanat 
ḳılup sekizinci sālde / kefen-berdūş-ı merg olmaġın 
Nūşirevān taḫt-zīb-i pādişāhī-i Īrān olup / ʿadl ü dāda 
mübāderet ve iʿmār u ābādānī-i ʿ ālem ü eḳālīm içün vülāt 
/ u reʿāyā-yı memālike ıṣdār u taḥrīr-i evāmir ü ferāmīn 
/ etdiği / meclisdir. / 234

ü ikrāmlar vaʿdini etdi; ve bendini pāyından fekk etdirüp 
/ maḥrem-i rāz oldular.

Pes Ḳubād kendi maḥrem-i serāʾiri emekdār-ı dīrīne-
le rinden beş kimesneyi ḫafiyyeten Zermihr’e tedārik 
etdirüp tertīb ḳıldıḳları rāy ü tedbīr üzere / yedi merd 
dār-ı mülk-i Īrān’dan sūy-ı merz-i Heytāl’e bir gece firār 
ile Ehvāz’a vuṣūl ve bir dihḳānıñ ḫānesine mihmān oldu-
lar. Dihḳānıñ bir duḫter-i pākīze- / aḫteri var idi; Ḳubād 
kendine tezvīc ü zifāf ile bir hafta ḳadar ol-maḥallde ārām 
ve duḫter-i merḳūma bir engüşterīn-i girān-ḳıymet 
yādigār u iʿṭā edüp andan / sūy-ı Şāh-ı Heytāliyāna resān 
ve şāh-ı mezbūra sergüẕeştini naḳl ile istimdād etdikde 
mülkü olan Çaġānī’ye [sic]230 fīmā baʿd dest-yāb-ı 
salṭanat olduḳda iṭāle-i / yed etmemek şarṭıyla otuz biñ 
şücʿān ile imdād u incād ḳıldı.

Pes Ḳubād Īrān’a cüyūş-ı kesī̱re ile iyāb edüp tezevvüc 
etdiği köye / vürūdünde bir püseri velūd231 etmek ile Kisrā 
nāmıyla mevsūm u benām etdi. Ve ḳayın pederi 
dihḳānīden nesebini suʾālde silsilesi Ferīdūn’a müntehī / 
ve anıñ nijādından olduġunu müstebān olduḳda mesrūr 
oldu.

Baʿdehu Ḳubād’ın āvāze vü kevkebe-i vürūdü dār-ı 
mülk-i Īrān’a resīde olunca / ekābir ü mūbidān-ı Īrān 
istişāre edüp terk-i ceng ü peykār ile Ḳubād’ı yine 
pādişāhlıġa ḳabūle imżā-yı tedbīr etmeleriyle istiḳbāl / 
edüp deh sāle olan Cāmāsb232 Şāh’ı ḫalʿ ile Ḳubād’ı ke-mā 
kān iclās-ı serīr-i pādişāhī ḳılmalarıyla Ḳubād Şah bi-lā 
cidāl sühūletle / yine salṭanat-ı Īrān’a mālik olup Zermihr 
vekīl-i muṭlaḳ ve cümletü’l-mülkü etdi.

Pes Şehzāde Kisrā gün begün neşv ü nemā bulup 
taḥṣīl-i / her-gūne fünūn ü hüner ile recül-i kāmil olmaġın 
Rūm üzere leşkerkeş olup nice memālik küşūd ve nice 
belde ve āteşgede bünyād etdi. /

Ve Ḳubād Şāh’ıñ bu evān-ı ʿaṣrında Nīşābūr’dan 
Mejdek233 nām bir ḥakīm ẓuhūr edüp Ḳubād’a taḳarrüb 
ve iddiʿā-yı nübüvvet eyledi. Mezbūr, nūr [u] ẓulmet 
ḳadīm / ve nūrun fiʿli iḫtiyārī ve ẓulmetin fiʿli ḫabṭī ve 
ittifāḳīdir, ve āyīn-i āteş-perestī ḥaḳḳ ve cümle eşyā 
mubāḥdır, ve nās birbiriniñ emvāl ü ezvācında / müşterik-
dir, zīrā cümle insān eben ve ümmen234 aḫdır, anaları 
Ḥavvā ve babaları Ādem (ʿaleyhime’s-selām)dır, mecmūʿ 
ḫalḳıñ emvāl ü aḥvāli müsāvāt üzeredir, / yaʿnī herkes 
birlikdedir, bi-ḫuṣūṣihi235 bir kimesnede taṣarruf yoḳdur, 
heme merdümān müsāvī vü müşteriklerdir, bir mücerred 
kimesne gelüp ezvāc-ı müteʿaddide ṣāḥibi / kimesneden 
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But Zarmihr, being a wise and prudent man, lost no 
opportunity of treating Qubad with exceeding respect, 
honor, and courtesy. Qubad grew familiar with Zarmihr 
and felt secure with him, and he promised him various 
benevolences and honors if he ever escaped this peril. 
He had the fetter removed from his foot, and they 
became confidants.

Qubad then had Zarmihr secretly fetch his personal 
confidants, five individuals from among his old and 
faithful retainers, and one night, according to the plan 
and scheme that they had laid, the seven men fled the 
capital of Iran in the direction of the land of the Hep-
thalites, thus reaching Ahvaz and becoming guests in 
the house of a chieftain. The chieftain had a fair-starred 
daughter, and Qubad took her for his bride and married 
her, whereupon he rested in that place for a week, and 
after giving the aforementioned daughter a costly sig-
net ring as a keepsake, he went thence to the King of 
the Hepthalites, and he told the aforesaid king of his 
adventures and sought his help, whereat [the king]—
on the condition that [Qubad], once successful in sov-
ereignty, would not lay hands on his domain of 
Chaghan—rendered [such] help and assistance by [giv-
ing Qubad] thirty thousand brave men.243

Qubad then started back to Iran with a copious army, 
and on his arrival [en route to Iran] in the town in which 
he was married, a son was born to him, and he named 
and designated him Kisra. He asked his father-in-law, 
the chieftain, from whom he was descended, and when 
it was revealed that his ancestry reached back to Far-
idun and that he was of his lineage, he [Qubad] was 
gladdened.

Afterwards, when Qubad’s great and clamorous ret-
inue arrived in the capital of Iran, the nobles and the 
magi of Iran consulted one another and, refraining from 
war and battle, passed a measure to reaccept Qubad as 
emperor, whereupon they welcomed him; and having 
dethroned the ten-year-old Shah Jamasb, they placed 
Qubad as before on the imperial throne. Thus Qubad—
undisputed and with ease—once more became pos-
sessor of sovereignty over Iran, and he made Zarmihr 
his chief minister and grand vizier.

Prince Kisra then grew and flourished day by day, 
studying all manner of arts and sciences till he became 
a perfect man, whereupon he commanded an army 

As it was only with the aid of Sufara that Kayqubad 
came to sit on the imperial throne, he made Sufara his 
grand vizier, whereupon he [Sufara] became the re-
course of the people, the pivot of all affairs, and the 
overlord of trade. He took full dominion, and all—high 
and low alike—paid servile homage to him, such that 
nothing remained of Shah Qubad’s kingship except in 
name, his sovereignty being wholly obliterated and 
made no more; and with all dominion and authority 
resting in and proceeding from Sufara, his lucky star 
shone at the apogee of prosperity till the twenty-third 
year [of Qubad’s life].240

One day, he requested of Kayqubad permission to go 
to his place of birth, and when it was granted, he set out 
for and arrived in Shiraz, whereupon the jealous and 
vengeful magi—who, in the period of Sufara’s ascend-
ancy and glory, had withdrawn defeated and silent into 
obscurity—emerged out into the open, and, by 
denouncing and slandering Sufara to Shah Qubad with 
various imputations, they convinced and inclined 
Qubad to kill Sufara. Embarking upon this course, he 
had brought from Ray a sensible man by the name of 
Shapur Razi, who was noted in that age for his courage 
and valor and wise judgment,241 and upon his meeting 
Shah Qubad, he was ordered to take Sufara captive and 
bring him; and so Shapur, engaging [in this task], 
reached Shiraz with an army sufficient in number, and 
after much conversation passed between him and Suf-
ara, he took Sufara captive and brought him from Shi-
raz into the presence of Qubad, whereupon Qubad 
executed and destroyed Sufara, and took and seized all 
his treasures, fortunes, and possessions in Shiraz.

However, because there was no end in the capital and 
lands of Iran to those who were his clients and depen-
dents, to those who had experienced his goodness and 
tasted of his benevolence, and to those who were his 
partisans, this action became a cause for rebellion; and 
tumult, confusion, and mutiny arose in the capital, and 
the populace revolted, storming and sacking and pillag-
ing the palace of Qubad; and they seized and dethroned 
Qubad, and fettered and imprisoned him, and they 
placed on the imperial throne the younger brother of 
Qubad, Prince Jamasb, and they delivered and commit-
ted the bound Qubad to one named Zarmihr242 who was 
the son of Sufara, so that he might avenge his father.
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equality in society and property will bring about the 
upheaval of world order, as well as chaos in state, king-
ship, and service: if the prince and the pauper, the com-
mander and the commanded, and the governor and the 
governed are all made one and turned into masters, 
then who will be the servants? And if all become own-
ers of treasures, then who will be the treasurers? Iran 
and the world will be ruined by these false revelations 
of yours. With such equality, what kind of King of Iran 
can our Great King be?” So saying, he enunciated his 
premises and corollaries, leaving Mazhdak entirely 
silenced and confounded; and when, thereby, the false-
ness of Mazhdak’s creed became evident, Kayqubad 
gave him, together with three thousand men of name 
who were his heretical followers, to his son Nushirvan, 
whereupon Nushirvan rendered all the heretics prey to 
the sword, and hanged Mazhdak alive upside down and 
made him the target of a shower of bloodletting arrows, 
thus obliterating and annihilating this despised faith 
and creed.

Kayqubad had been on the royal throne for forty 
years when, while still alive, he appointed his son Nush-
irvan crown prince, and eight years later, upon [Kay-
qubad’s] donning the shroud of death, Nushirvan 
ascended the imperial throne of Iran.249 He set about 
[establishing] justice and equity, and so that the entire 
world might prosper and flourish, he drew up orders 
and decrees and issued them to the governors and sub-
jects of [his] lands, of which [event] this is the scene. 
234

 37. Insert 70b, originally affixed to fol. 633b (Nushirvan
Greets the Khan’s Daughter)250

Sefīr ile vürūd eden ʿarīża-ı Ḫāḳān’ıñ maġzāsı ḳarīn-i 
dirāyet-i Nūşirevān olduḳda ṣadede mülāyim ve vech-i 
münāsibi / üzere cevābnāme ile elçi-i mezbūr iʿāde-i 
ṣavb-ı Ḫāḳān olduḳda Ḫāḳān Nūşirevān ile ʿ aḳd-peyvend-i 
ḳarābet / ü ḫvīşāvendī dāʿiyesinde ve dü mülk ü salṭanat 
yek-laḫt olmaḳ istidʿāsında olmaġın duḫterini / 
Nūşirevān’a tezevvüc içün teklīf ve istircādan nāşī nice 
rüsül ü resāʾil tevārüd ve nice / güft ü şenīd tetābuʿıyla 
mādde-i mezbūra rābıṭa-peẕīr olmaġın alay-ı ʿuẓmā ile 
Ḫāḳān / duḫter-i Nāhīd-peykerini Süġd-i Semerḳand’dan 

against Rum, and conquered many lands, and founded 
many cities and fire-temples.244

And in this period of the reign of Shah Qubad, there 
appeared from Nishapur a wise man by the name of 
Mazhdak,245 and he became close to Qubad and made 
claim to prophethood. The aforesaid [Mazdak] was of 
the false opinion that light and dark are ancient, and 
that acts of light are freely willed, and acts of darkness 
misguided and accidental; that the rite of fire worship 
is true and all things permissible; that the people should 
share in each other’s property and women, for all per-
sons are paternally and maternally siblings, their mother 
being Eve and their father Adam (upon them be peace!); 
that the whole populace be equal in its possessions and 
conditions, meaning that all be one with each other, and 
that no one have anything at his private disposal; that 
all men be equal and common partakers; that if an 
unmarried person should go to one who has several 
wives and request one of them, he is not to be refused; 
and that the rich are not to withhold their possessions 
from the poor folk, but must see to their needs and 
requirements.246

It seems that the French—God Almighty vanquish 
and subjugate them!247—probably took their false Jaco-
bin doctrine from this Mazdakite egalitarianism.

And being that this false doctrine and belief was 
agreeable to most people’s disposition, a great many 
persons became followers [of it]. It was suited and 
appropriate also to the nature of Shah Qubad, for he was 
a man fond of women,248 and so he affirmed his [Maz-
dak’s] prophethood and gave currency to his creed. 
However, Shah Qubad’s son Kisra—who is Nushirvan—
did not accept this false creed. He said [to his father], 
“Mazhdak’s doctrine is false; I will expose its invalidity, 
and you [will] renounce this abominable doctrine and 
deliver Mazhdak and his band of heretics to me.” So say-
ing, he requested from his father a period of delay in his 
exposition of [Mazdak’s] falsehood, and in that period, 
he gathered together the wise magi and learned men 
from all corners of the land. [Thus] Prince Nushirvan 
held a debate and disputation with Mazhdak before his 
father, and a magus commenced to speak, addressing 
himself to Mazhdak and saying, “Sharing in women will 
cause the corruption of family and kinship, such that a 
father will not know his son, nor a son his father; and 
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Then Caesar [i.e., the Byzantine emperor], in the 
manner described, gave his daughter Maryam in mar-
riage to Parviz, sending her in great state, and after the 
matter of the nuptial ceremony was done with, Caesar 
appointed his brother Natush255 chief of the army, and 
sent and dispatched him to Parviz with many Romaean 
troops,256 and with their aid, Parviz set out from Rum 
with a host as clamorous as the oceans, and as they 
marched slowly towards Azerbaijan,257 those Iranians 
in the surrounding lands who heard them would come 
group by group to join Parviz’s army.258

Whenas Bahram was informed of these events, and 
of Parviz’s splendor, magnificence, and majesty, and of 
his leading an army as numerous as the waves against 
him, he prepared and equipped a host as plentiful as 
the sand,259 and with it set out from Baghdad [i.e., Cte-
siphon] and spurred onwards, and when he too reached 
Azerbaijan, the two sides drew up in array for battle and 
combat, one on the left and one on the right, of which 
[event] this is the scene. 251

 39. Insert 73b, originally affixed to fol. 708b (The Angel
Surush Rescues Bahram Chubina from a Gorge)260

Pervīz ile Behrām Çūbīne beyninde nār-ı sitīz ü ceng 
iştidād-efzā ve bālā-keş-i şuʿle olmaġın ṭarafeynden nice 
tenler sūḫte-i lehb-i şimşīr261 ve nice cānlar zehrābe-çeş-i 
tedmīr olduġu esṉāda Ḫusrev Pervīz / pīş-nihād-ı cerāʾet 
ü ḥamāset olup çend dilīrān-ı veġā-āverān ile bi’n-nefs 
Behrām üstüne hecme-efzā-yı besālet olmaġın Behrām 
daḫi nezdinde olan şücʿān ile cest-i ḥamelāt-ı / hücūm-ı 
Pervīz’i defʿa ṣavle-nümāy-ı iḳtiḥām olduḳlarında 
hempāyān-ı Pervīz ʿadem-i tāb-āverī-i kūpāl ü şimşīrden 
nāşī vüche-gerdān-ı teʾeḫḫür ve ʿaṭf-ı ʿinān-ı teḳāʿüs ve 
bāz-reftenī etmeleri / etmeleri [sic] ḥasebiyle Pervīz 
maḥall-i kārzārda vaḥīd ü tenhā mānde olduġunu 
Behrām ve ḳafādārları rüʾyet etdikde Pervīz’i āverde-i 
kemend-i tesḫīr etmek bābında beẕl-i tūvān u nīrū ile / 
ṭaraf ṭaraf ıṭlāḳ u irḫā-yı aʿinne-i hücūm etdiklerini Pervīz 
müşāhede ḳıldıḳda gürīz ü firāra şitābān ve cān-endāz262 
olup pīş-i firārına bir ġār-ı teng sedd-i rāh / olmaġla es-
binden nüzūl ve ġār-ı mezbūr derūnune cān atdı-ki bün-i 
ġār kūh ile mesdūd olduġundan ḫurūc iḥtimāli berṭaraf 
olduġundan ne cāy-ı direng ve ne cāy-ı / gürīz böyle bir 

ṣavb-ı Cürcān’a irsāl / etmeğin duḫter-i mezbūrun 
Cürcān’da ḥaremsarāy / u şebistān-i Nūşirevān’a / dāḫil 
olduġu / meclisdir. / 239

Once the purport of the letter of the Khan that had ar-
rived with the envoy was understood by Nushirvan, the 
aforementioned ambassador was sent back in the direc-
tion of the Khan with a reply that was fitting and suit-
able to the matter, whereupon the Khan—being 
desirous to reach an agreement of kinship and affinity 
with Nushirvan, and petitioning for the unification of 
[their] two states and kingdoms—offered his daughter 
to Nushirvan in marriage, and because of [this] en-
treaty, many messengers and messages went back and 
forth, and much talk passed to and fro, by means of 
which the aforementioned matter was agreed upon.251 
Thus did the Khan send his Venus-faced daughter in 
great state from the Vale of Samarkand towards Gorgan, 
wherewith the aforementioned daughter did in Gorgan 
enter the harem and bower of Nushirvan, of which 
[event] this is the scene. 239

 38. Insert 72b, originally affixed to fol. 707b (The Battle
between Khusraw Parviz and Bahram Chubina)252

Pes Ḳayṣer minvāl-i mübeyyen üzere Meryem nām 
duḫterini Pervīz’e ʿaḳd ü tezvīc ve alay-ı ʿuẓmā ile irsāl ve 
emr-i zifāf berṭaraf olduḳdan-ṣoñra Ḳayṣer / Nāṭūş253 
nām ḳarındaşını ser-ʿasker edüp cüyūş-ı kesī̱re-i Rūmiyye 
ile Pervīz’e irsāl ü ibʿās ̱[sic]254 ve imdād etmeğin Pervīz 
Rūm’dan ḥareket ve / ecnād-ı biḥār-ḫurūş ile Āẕer-
ābādegān’a āheste-ḫirām vāṣıl oluncaya değin eṭrāf-ı 
bilāddan daḫi mesmūʿı olan Īrāniyān daḫi fevc fevc gelüp 
/ mültaḥiḳ-ı ordu-yı Pervīz olurlar idi.

Vaḳtā ki bu vuḳūʿāt ve ferr ü dārāt u şükūh-ı Pervīz’den 
ve ʿasākir-i emvāc-şümār ile üzerine leşker-keş / 
olduġundan Behrām ḫabīr olduḳda Baġdād’dan sipāh-ı 
rīg-taʿdād tehyiʾe vü techīziyle rikāb-engīz-i ḳaṭʿ-ı merāḥil 
olaraḳ / ol-daḫi Āẕerābādegān’a resān ve ṭarafeyn mey-
mene vü meysere tertībiyle ṣaff-ārā-yı kārzār / u perḫāş 
olduḳları / meclisdir. / 251
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path, and he entered it for the sake of his life, but the 
end of the gorge was obstructed by a mountain, and so 
the chance of escape was snatched away. Having fallen 
victim to such a narrow pass—a place to be neither 
tarried in nor fled from—he despaired of his life and of 
his future, while behind him Bahram, intending with 
his companions to burn Parviz’s body to dust in the 
manner of a thunderbolt, approached Parviz, [calling,] 
“Who will save you now from my hand of destruction 
and subjugation?,” with which blood-curdling loud cry 
did he boil and rage with fury. Since it was manifest to 
Parviz what kind of difficulty and affliction this was—
drawn swords behind him and stone hard as steel ahead, 
with no chance of escape—he envisaged plainly his 
death and demise. Then, at this time of despair and 
hopelessness, he addressed himself with perfect zeal to 
the Almighty Creator, saying, “My God, help and succor 
me in this hopeless situation!”; and while he prayed and 
supplicated, weeping and sorrowing with his heart and 
soul, a clamor rose from the direction of the mountain, 
and there appeared a green-clad mounted angel who, 
with a blinding flash of lightening, came next to Parviz 
and seized him by the hand, placing him on the back of 
his steed and taking him in the blink of an eye and with 
all ease to his encampment,266 and he [thus] saved him 
from this suffering and hardship. And finally, having 
given Bahram the glad tidings that he would shortly 
victor and prevail to grace the imperial throne of Iran 
for thirty-eight years,267 the aforementioned blessed 
angel vanished and disappeared from Parviz’s sight.

In short, this is the scene in which the angel comes 
to the aid of Parviz, who [thereby] finds escape from 
Bahram’s hand of destruction and from the straits of the 
narrow gorge. 252

 40. Insert 74b, originally affixed to fol. 715b (Bahram
Chubina Slays ShirKappi the LionApe)268

Vaḳtā ki Pervīz meded-resī-i firişte ile tengnāy-ı ġār ve 
merg-i żarūrīden rehāyāb-ı girībān-ı cān eyledi ve 
muʿaskerine rücūʿ ḳıldıkda birāder-i Ḳayṣer olan Nāṭūş-ı 
Rūmī ve duḫter-i / Ḳayṣer olan zevce-i Pervīz Meryem 
şādān oldular. Ve ez ser-i nev maʿreke-ārā-yı şedīd 
olmalarıyla Behrām ʿaskerinde olan Īrāniyān cümle 

mażīḳa fütāde ve dü-çār ve giriftār olmaġla ḥayātından 
ve beḳāsından meʾyūs etdi-ki verāsından Behrām 
rüfeḳālarıyla ḫirmen-i vücūd-i Pervīz’i ṣāʿiḳa-āsā sūḫte-i 
/ hebā etmek içün resān-ı Pervīz’e “Seni şimdi benim dest-i 
demār u ḳahrımdan kim rehāyāb eder” deyü naʿra-ı 
zehre-terāk ile erġande ve cūş u ḫurūş eder idi. / Pervīz’e 
çūnki bu sūret-i żayḳ u şiddet nümāyān oldu-ki pes 
puştunda şimşīr-i āhīḫte ve pīşinde seng-i ḫārā-yı pūlād 
āmīḫte ki necātın imkānı yoḳ, merg / ü ḫatfini ʿiyānen 
müşāhede etdi. Pes bu evān-ı yeʾs ü nevmīdī Cenāb-ı Bārī 
teʿālā’ya teveccüh-i tāmm edüp “İlāhī, bu bīçārelikde baña 
destgīr ü muʿīn ol” / deyerek ez cān u dil sūz u güdāz ile 
münācāt u niyāz eder iken ṭaraf-ı kūhdan bir ḫurūş bedīd 
oldu-ki sebz cāmeli bir firişte-i süvārī / ẓuhūr ḳılup berḳ-ı 
ḫaṭıf-āsā nezd-i Pervīz’e resān ve destinden girift ve 
zemīnden āverde-i puşt-ı esbi eyleyüp ṭarfetü’l-ʿaynda 
sühūletle / naḳl-i sūy-ı muʿaskeri etdi, ve bu leʾvā vu 
şiddet den necāt-yāb ḳıldı; ve āḫirü’l-emr ḳarīben Beh-
rām’a pīrūzī vü ġalebe ile otuz sekiz sāl / serīr-ārā-yı Īrān-
şāhī263 olacaġını tebşīr ile sürūş-ı ḫuceste-i merḳūme 
dīde-i Pervīz’den nihān / u ġaybūbet eyledi.

Ve’l-ḥāṣıl melek ü firişte Pervīz’e / meded-res olup dest-
i tedmīr-i Behrām’dan ve mażīḳ-ı / ġār-ı tengden rehāyāb 
eylediği / meclisdir. / 252

With the fire of combat and battle between Parviz and 
Bahram Chubina blazing ever more fervently and fierce-
ly, many a man on both sides was burnt by the flame of 
the sword, and many a soul came to taste the poison of 
destruction;264 and in the meantime, Khusraw Parviz, 
with brave and courageous resolve, himself led several 
heroic warriors in a valorous attack on Bahram, where-
at Bahram, together with the champions by his side, 
once more overcame by [his own] assault Parviz’s im-
petuous onslaught, whereupon the companions of 
Parviz, being powerless of mace and sword, about-faced 
in retreat, turning their reins in desistance and with-
drawal, thus leaving Parviz alone and by himself on the 
battlefield.265 When Bahram and his comrades per-
ceived this, they charged all around Parviz in attack, 
endeavoring with their strength and might to subjugate 
him by the lasso, and when Parviz saw this, he threw his 
soul with all speed into escaping and fleeing, [but] in 
the course of his flight was a narrow gorge blocking his 
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feasted with the Khan of China,275 the Khan showed 
Bahram exceeding respect and honor, and they made a 
pact of unity and alliance, because of which he fur-
nished for Bahram palaces encompassing all of his 
needs, and he took him under the wing of his hospital-
ity.

On this side, Parviz, having ruined and routed Bah-
ram and conquered all his army, unimpeded became 
the lustrous wearer of the imperial crown of Iran, and 
he wrote and dispatched letters of victory to Caesar and 
to the surrounding lands, and he heaped rewards and 
favors on all according to their merits, conferring 
Khurasan on Gustaham and the City of Chach276 on 
Balvi,277 and he had his decree proclaimed, and built a 
foundation on which mirth and joy might escalate.

As for Bahram, he and the Khan were night and day 
companions, and as the Khan increasingly honored 
Bahram, Bahram for his part daily evinced various kinds 
of skill and courage.

At this time, a fierce unyielding beast by the name of 
Shir-Kabbi278 appeared in the highlands of China and 
blocked the path along which people came and went, 
tearing apart many a user of the road and rendering 
mournful many a mother and father, and no one was 
able to repel [it]. The Khan requested of Bahram that 
he destroy and execute the aforementioned creature, 
wherewith Bahram went to the highlands that were the 
beast’s abode and battled with the aforesaid fiend, kill-
ing and destroying the aforementioned creature that 
was named Shir-Kabbi, of which [event] this is the 
scene. 253

 41. Insert 75b, originally affixed to fol. 742b (The
Murder of Khusraw Parviz)279

Ol gün zed ü berd ve ġırīv ile derūn-ı Ḫurre-i Erdeşīr pür 
olup Ḫusrev Pervīz’in cān başına ṣıçradı ve dermāndan 
lā-ʿilāc ḳalup Müşkūy280-ı Şīrīn’e iḫtifā ve şebhengām 
pāsbānān-ı şehr nām-ı Ḳubād / Şīrūye Şāh ile gülbāng-
zen olduḳların Pervīz ġunūde iken Şīrīn gūş etmeğin 
Pervīz’i bīdār ḳılaraḳ iḫbār-ı mādde etdikde Pervīz cezm 
etdi-ki sepīde-dem ġāretgerān281 sarāya hücūm u iḳtiḥām 
/ ederler. Pes Pervīz Faġfūr-ı Çīn’e ʿazīmet ve istimdād 
niyyetiyle nıṣfu’l-leylde bir ḫādimle sarāydan nihānī 

Pervīz’e tābiʿ ve / ve [sic] ʿaskerine mülḥaḳ olmalarından 
nāşī Pervīz ḳuvvet-i cedīde kesb etmek ḥasebiyle Behrām’a 
żaʿf ve nikbet ṭareyān ve cüyūşuna ḳıllet-i sereyān 
ḳılmaġla nāçār cümle bār u bengāh / ve ordusunu terk ve 
ḳarārı firāra tebdīl ve sūy-ı Türkāna gürīzān u şitābān ve 
dār-ı mülk-i Ḫāḳān’a resān ve Ḫāḳān-ı Çīn ile mülāḳī ve 
bezm-ṭırāzān olduḳda Ḫāḳān / Behrām’a ikrām u tevḳīr-
efzā ve yek-laḫt ittifāḳ olmaḳ bābında muʿāhede-peymā 
olmaḳdan nāşī Behrām içün cümle levāzımātı ḥāvī 
sarāylar ferş ve āverde-i zīr-i cenāḥ-ı / mihmāniyyet269 
ḳıldı.

 Ezīn cānib Pervīz Behrām’ı perīşān u münhezim ve 
cümle ordusunu baʿde’ż-żabṭ bi-lā māniʿ dīhīm-efrūz-ı 
Īrān-şāhī olup Ḳayṣer’e ve eṭrāf u bilāda fetiḥnāmeler 
taḥrīr / ü tesyīr ve cümleye sezāvārı üzere iḥsān u ʿ avārifin 
tevfīr ve Ḫorāsān’ı Güstehem’e ve Şehr-i Çāç’ı Bālvī’ye270 
tevcīh ve fermānını taṣdīr ve şevḳ u sürūra bünyād-sāz-ı 
/ tevfīr oldu.

Behrām ise Ḫāḳān ile şeb ü rūz hemdem ve Ḫāḳān 
Behrām’a mezīd-i ikrām ḳıldıḳca Behrām daḫi her rūz 
envāʿ-ı hüner ü besāletler ibdā271 eder idi.

Bu evānda / kūhistān-ı Çin’de Şīr-Kebbī272 nāmında bir 
sebuʿ-ı şedīdü’ş-şekīme ẓuhūr edüp reh-i āmed ü şüdü 
sedd ve nice ebnā-yı sebīli / derīde ve nice māder ü pederi 
sūgvār etmiş idi, ve bir kimse muḳāvemet edemedi. Ḫāḳān 
cānver-i mezbūrun ihlāk ü iʿdāmını / Behrām’dan ricā 
etmeğin Behrām kūhistān-ı sebuʿ-gāha resīde olup  dev-i273 
merḳūm ile / perḫāş ve mezbūr Şīr-Kebbi nāmında olan 
cānveri / ḳatl ü ihlāk eylediği / meclisdir. / 253

Whenas Parviz, with the aid of the angel, escaped by the 
skin of his teeth274 the narrowness of the gorge and the 
certainty of death, and returned to his encampment, 
Caesar’s brother Natush the Romaean and Caesar’s 
daughter Maryam, wife of Parviz, rejoiced. And when 
they decked the battlefield anew with combat, all of the 
Iranians in Bahram’s army became followers of Parviz 
and joined his army, because of which Parviz acquired 
new strength, thus bringing weakness and misfortune 
to Bahram, and rendering his troops thinly spread. Help-
less, [Bahram] abandoned all of his goods and effects 
and his army, his tack now changed to fleeing, and he 
ran off and made haste in the direction of the Turks, and 
when he reached the capital of the Khan and met and 
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 Oġlu Şīrūye Şāh daḫi yedi māh ḳadar / ekābir-i Īrān 
yedinde maġlūben ü maḳsūren [sic]297 mānend-i heyūlā 
Īrān-şāhı olup tesmīm ü zehr-dāde olunmaġın şehzādesi 
/ Erdeşīr dīhīm-fürūz-ı Īrān-şāhī oldu.

 Ve’l-ḥāṣıl Mihr-Hürmüz / nām kimesne Ḫusrev Pervīz’i 
ḫançer-i sertīz-i zehrābe-fām ile / ciger-şikāfte ve ḳatl ü 
iʿdām u izāle / eylediği / meclisdir. / 257

That day, Khurra-i Ardashir298 became filled with con-
flict and terror and screams, and Parviz’s heart leapt 
into his mouth,299 and being hopeless of a remedy, he 
concealed himself in Shirin’s [Palace of] Mushku;300 and 
[that] night, while Parviz slept, Shirin heard the city 
watchmen cry out the name of Shah Qubad Shiruya, and 
so she woke Parviz and informed him of the matter, 
whereupon Parviz concluded that pillagers would 
charge and storm the palace at dawn.301 Parviz therefore 
secretly left the palace at midnight with a manservant, 
intending to journey to the Emperor of China and seek 
his aid, and he entered the large royal garden that was 
next to the palace. At daybreak, the pillagers stormed 
the palace and sacked and plundered [it], and, exerting 
themselves in search of Parviz, they learned of his being 
concealed in the aforesaid garden, whereupon Zad Far-
rukh came to the aforementioned garden and met with 
Parviz, and when they mounted him on an elephant and 
brought him into the presence of his son Shah Shiruya,302 
Shiruya, having appointed a hero named Galinush as 
guard and watchman [over him], sent his father Parviz, 
together with a thousand horsemen, to Baghdad, and 
[there] had him detained.

 Afterwards, Shiruya was bedecked with the imperial 
crown of Iran, wherewith all the Iranians professed their 
loyalty [to him].

After that, by means of intermediaries, there flowed 
between his father and him a numerous succession of 
petitions and replies, and messengers and messages,303 
till finally, upon the insistence of the great men of the 
state of Iran, Shiruya—of necessity and by Zad Far-
rukh’s arrangement—sent a villainous person named 
Mihr-Hurmuz304 to Baghdad to kill his father Khusraw 
Parviz in his bedchamber and tear his heart into pieces 
with a sharp dagger—may he [Shiruya] receive what he 
deserves! Because his men of state dominated and com-

ḫurūc ve nezd-i sarāyda olan bāġ-ı büzürg-i şāha vülūc 
eyleyüp subḥdem ġāretgerān sarāya hücūm / ve nehb ü 
tārāc ve Pervīz’i cüst-cūda ihtimām eyleyerek bāġ-ı 
mezbūrda nihān-şüde olduġu maʿlūm olunca Zād Ferruḫ 
bāġ-ı merḳūma vürūd ve Pervīz ile mülāḳī ve bir fīle irkāb 
ü süvār ḳılup / ferzendi Şīrūye Şāh ḥużūruna āverde et-
diklerinde Şīrūye pederi Pervīz’i Gelīnūş nām bahādırı 
müʾekkel ü bāsbān [sic]282 ḳılaraḳ biñ süvārī terfīḳıyla 
Baġdād’a irsāl ve ḥabs eyledi. /

Baʿdehu Şīrūye iklīl-zīb-i Īrān-şāhī olmaġın cümle 
Īrāniyān beyʿat eylediler.

 Andan-ṣoñra bi’l-vāsıṭa pederiyle beynehümāda nice 
esvile vü ecvibe ve rüsül ü resāʾil mütevārid olup āḫirü’l-
emr ricāl-i devlet-i / Īrān ibrāmıyla Sīrūye nāçār olup Zād 
Ferruḫ’uñ tedārikiyle Mihr-Hürmüz nām dijḫīm 
kimesneyi Baġdād’a irsāl ile şebistānında pederi Ḫusrev 
Pervīz’i ḫançer-i sertīz ile ḳatl ve ciger-gāhını / derīde vü 
pāre pāre etdirdi, ʿaleyhi mā yesteḥıḳḳ. Ekābir-i devleti 
Sīrūye[’ye]283 ġālib ü ḥākim olmaları ḥasebiyle ḫilāf-ı 
merżīsi olaraḳ on beş birāderi şehzādeyi daḫi izāle vü 
iʿdām eylediler, / āb-ı kibrīt be-bīḫ-i īşān bād.284

 Bu Ḫusrev Pervīz Şāh dedikleri laʿīn-i māder-be-ḫaṭā-yı 
[sic]285 vu zāyīde286-i ist otuz sekiz sene serīr-ārā-yı Īrān-
şāhī olup şükūh u salṭanatı / ḥaḳḳında müverriḫīn 
mübālaġāt-ı firāvān u ġulüvv-i fāḥis naḳl ü beyān eder-
ler.287 Bu ḫınzīr288-i poḫ289-ḫvor ve bu gürāz-ı şāş-nūş ve 
Yahūdī-peykere Cenāb-ı Müfaḫḫar-ı Mevcūdāt, 
Sipehsālār-ı / Kāʾināt, Seyyidü’l-Evvelīn ve’l-Āḫirīn, 
Ḫātemü’l-Enbiyāʾ ve’l-Mürselīn—ṣalla’llāhü teʿālā ʿ aleyhi 
ve sellem—Efendimiz baʿse̱tini290 mübeyyin ve Īmāna 
daʿveti muʿlin ü mülaḳḳın mübārek ü eşref nāme-i nāmī-i 
/ hümāyūnların ibʿās̱291 eyledikde ol kāfir-i bīdīn-i 
Yahūdiyyet-āyīniñ292 kārīz-i kibr ü naḫvet ve ābrīz 
bā-sūr-ı ḫıyelā vu ruʿūnet olan dimāġ-ı necāsāt u ḳāẕūrāt-
būy-ı / kāfirīsi cūşān-ı ʿucb293 u ḫışm olup ḥāşā sü̱mme 
ḥāşā ol nādān kāfir nāme-i hümāyūn-ı ʿArş u Levḥ-i 
Maḥfūẓ-sāyı çāk-kerde-i dest-i melʿūniyyet294 etmeğin 
Eṣdaḳu’l-Ḳāʾilīn, / Müfaḫḫarü’l-ʿAlemīn Efendimiz 
Ḥażretleri melʿūn Pervīz’i hedef-i nüşşābe-i duʿāʾun 
ʿaleyh295 ü inkisār-ı “Mezzeḳa’llāhü mülkehü ke-mā 
mezzeḳa kitābī”296 buyurmalarıyla ḫuceste dehān-ı pāk 
ü aṭher-i cevāhir-feşānlarından / ẓuhūr etdiği gibi hemān 
ol sene ḳatl ü istīṣāl olunup mülk ü salṭanatı mużmaḥill 
ü nābūd oldu: “Ḫasire’d-dünyā ve’l-Āḫire” [Koran 22:11].
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 42. Insert 76b, originally affixed to fol. 745b (The Coup
against the Usurper Farayin Guraz)312

Erdeşīr daḫi bir buçuḳ sāl ḳadar Īrān-şāhı olup evlād-ı 
mülūk ve Sāsāniyān nijādından olmayaraḳ bālāda ẕikri 
güẕerān eden nigehbān-ı Rūm olan Gürāz313—ki aña 
Ferāyīn daḫi derler—taġallüb ve ḫurūc ve Erdeşīr Sāh’ı 
Pīrūz Ḫusrev nām / kimesne yediyle tedmīr ü küşte ḳılup 
taḫt-nişīn-i Īrān ve bu evān mürzūbūm-ı Īrān bī-ser ü bün 
ve iḫtilāl-yāb ve herc ü merc-āgīn ve serīr-gāh-ı şāhī “li-
men ġaleb”314 mā-ṣadaḳı zemīn oldu.315 Şāh-ı mecʿūl 
Gürāz-ı mezbūr meẓālim ve / ve [sic] aḫẕ-i emvāl-i nāsa 
tecāsür ve żaym u taʿaddīye tebādür etmeğin Iṣṭaḫr’dan 
Şīrān-Gürāz [sic]316 nāmında bir merd-i dilīr ü mübāriz 
bürūz u ẓuhūr ve ġāfilen bir şikārgāh-ı Baġdād’da Gürāz 
Ferāyīn Şāh’ı baṣup ceng ü sitīz-nümā ve bir tīr-i dildūz / 
ile Gürāz Şah’ı ifnā ve leşkerini perīşān u tālān ve feyfā-
peymā ḳılmaġın317  yine taḫt-ı Īrān bī-şāh u tācdār oldu.

Pes ahālī-i Īrān mülūkden bir kimesne bulamayup 
nāçār tuḫme-i Pervīz’den olan Tūrān [sic]318 nām duḫteri 
iclās-ı mesned-i şehriyārī / ḳıldılar. Pes Tūrān-duḫt Şāh 
ʿadl ü ḥüsn-i sīrete ibtidār ve Erdeşīr Şāh’ı iʿdām eden 
Pīrūz Ḫusrev nām kimesneyi izāle ile aḫẕ-i intiḳām ḳılup 
ʿömr-i Pūrān-duḫt daḫi resīde-i serḥadd-i encām olmaġın 
mezbūreniñ/ Āzerm nām duḫteri 319 hemḫvābe-i şūy-ı sal-
ṭanat-ı Īrān olup ol-daḫi çār māh mürūrunda siperī-
rūzgār-ı zindegānī oldu.

Baʿdehu aʿḳāb-ı Sāsāniyāndan Ferruḫ-zād nām 
kimesneyi mesned-efrūz-ı tācdārī-i Īrān eylediler. Yek 
māh / mürūrunda bir ġulāmı tesmīm ḳılmaġın nice320 
merge cāndāde olunca münḳażī-zamān oldu.

Pes āḫir-i mülūk-i ʿ Acem ü Sāsāniyān olan Yezdicird—
ki Pervīz Şāh nebīresi idi—taḫt-pīrā-yı Īrān ve şehriyār-ı 
mülk-i ʿAcemistān oldu.

Bu evān Emīrü’l-Müʿminīn, / İmāmü’l-Müslimīn Ḥaż-
ret-i ʿÖmer—raḍiya’llāhü teʿālā ʿanh—Efendimizin 
ḫilāfeti vaḳti idi-ki Ḥażret-i Saʿd bin Ebī Vaḳḳāṣ 
(raḍiya’llāhü teʿālā ʿanh)ı321 devlet ü ikbāl ile ser-ʿasker 
naṣb u taʿyīn ve Cüyūş-ı Müʾminīn ile Īrān üstüne tesyār 
etdiklerinden / Yezdicird āgāh olduḳda tuḫme-i Hürmüz-
Şāh’dan olan Rüstem nām bahādırı ecnād-ı külliyye-i 
Īrāniyyeye sipehbüd ḳılup muḳābele vü ceng-i Ehl-i 
İslām’a tesbīl eyledikde Herāt nezdinde Ḳādis [sic]322 nām 
mevżiʿde leşker-i Ehl-i Īmān ile perḫāş / u neberd-sāz 
olduḳlarında Rüstem-i sipehbüd ḳatl olunup fiʾe-i Īrāniyye 
külliyyen maġlūb u münhezim ü perīşān oldular, ki Yez-

manded Shiruya, against his will did they also remove 
and destroy fifteen princes, his brothers—may they [the 
men of state] be as plants fed on vitriol!305

 This misbegotten and anus-born reprobate they call 
Shah Khusraw Parviz graced the imperial throne of Iran 
for thirty-eight years, and the chroniclers relate and tell 
of his majesty and pomp with great exaggeration and 
excessive hyperbole. To this dung-eating swine and this 
piss-swilling Jew-faced boar did our Master His Majesty 
the Pride of Creation and the Commander-in-Chief of 
the Cosmos, the Lord of the Ancients and Moderns and 
the Seal of the Prophets and Messengers [Muham-
mad]—may God Almighty bless him and grant him 
peace!—send his blessed and most honorable letter—
celebrated and august—explaining his divine mission 
and proclaiming and promoting the call to Faith, upon 
which that Jew-like faithless disbeliever’s heathen 
mind—which, being a sewer of pride and haughtiness 
and a cesspit overbrimming with conceit and arrogance, 
reeked of feces and excrement—did boil with vanity 
and rage, and—would that it were not so!—that igno-
rant disbeliever tore the august letter—which was as 
the Throne of God and the Preserved Tablet [of Fate]—
with his accursed hand, whereat the Most Truthful of 
Speakers and Pride of the Worlds, His Majesty our Mas-
ter [Muhammad], rendered Parviz the target of the 
piercing curse and malediction306 “May God rend his 
kingdom as he rent my letter”;307 and immediately that 
year, just as had come out of [the Prophet’s] auspicious 
and most pure jewel-scattering mouth, [Parviz] was 
killed and exterminated, his kingdom and state annihi-
lated and made no more: “He loseth both the world and 
the Hereafter” [Koran 22:11].308

 As for his son Shah Shiruya, for seven months was he 
the ghostlike309 emperor of Iran, subjugated and van-
quished in the hands of the notables of Iran, and with 
his being poisoned and baned, his son Ardashir became 
the lustrous wearer of the imperial crown of Iran.310

In short, this is the scene in which someone named 
Mihr-Hurmuz cleaves the heart of Khusraw Parviz with 
a sharp dagger of baneful steel,311 killing and destroying 
and annihilating him. 257
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[himself] to sit on the throne of Iran; and at this time, 
the land of Iran was turned upside down,331 abounding 
in rebellion and filled with confusion and turmoil, and 
the imperial capital became a land confirming the 
saying “Might is right.”332 Because the fabricated em-
peror, the aforementioned Guraz, ventured to commit 
injustices and to seize the property of the people, and 
[because he] hastened to inflict oppression and ineq-
uity, a brave and courageous man by the name of Shi-
ran-Guraz [sic]333 sprang forth from Istakhr and attacked 
Shah Guraz Farayin unawares in a hunting ground of 
Baghdad, assaulting and assailing [the enemy], and he 
destroyed Shah Guraz with a piercing arrow and routed 
and plundered his troops, leaving them to wander the 
desert,334 and so the throne of Iran was again without 
emperor or sovereign.

Then the people of Iran, being unable to find a king, 
were compelled to place a daughter of the seed of Par-
viz named Turan [sic]335 on the imperial throne. Shah336 
Turan-dukht then set about instituting justice and righ-
teousness, avenging Shah Ardashir by executing the per-
son named Piruz Khusraw who had slain him, [after 
which] the life of Puran-dukht too reached its end, 
wherewith the daughter [sic]337 of the aforementioned 
[queen]—one named Azarm—became bride to the 
groom of kingship, and she completed her mortal course 
after four months.

Afterwards, they made one of the progeny of the 
Sasanians named Farrukh-zad the lustrous bearer of 
 Iranian sovereignty. Upon being poisoned by a slave boy 
of his one month later, he gave his life to death and 
reached the end of his time.

Then the last of the Persian and Sasanian kings, Yaz-
dijird,338 who was Shah Parviz’s grandson, came to grace 
the throne of Iran, becoming emperor of the Persian 
dominion.

This was the time of the caliphate of our Master the 
Commander of the Faithful and the Imam of the Mus-
lims, His Excellency Omar—may God Almighty be 
pleased with him!—and with a Godspeed did he appoint 
His Excellency Saʿd bin Abi Waqqas—may God 
Al mighty be pleased with him!—as commander-in-
chief and send him against Iran with the Army of Believ-
ers, and when Yazdijird was informed of this, he 
designated a warrior named Rustam, who was of the 

dicird Baġdād’da idi; derḥāl perīşān-ı dijem-şuʿūr olup 
Baġdād’da ārām u sükūt u emniyyet mefḳūr olmaġın / 
Baġdād’ı taḫliye ile Ṭūs vālisi Māhū’dan323 istimdād içün 
ḫurūc ve Merv şehrine vürūd ü vülūcda Māhū gelüp 
mülāḳī oldu ve imdāda vaʿd ile naʿl-i bāzgūn324 desīse vü 
nireng-sāz olup Semerḳand vālisi Bījen’i iġrā ile / 
Yezdicird’e hücūm etdirdikde bir miḳdār ceng-i zergerī 
göstererek Māhū firār etmek ile Yezdicird tenhā ḳalup325 
nāçār yek-tene gürīzān olaraḳ Merv’de bir āsyāya duḫūl 
ve iḫtifā eyledi.

Ezīn cānib ʿ Asākir-i İslām / Rüstem ve ʿ askerini berṭaraf 
etdikten-ṣoñra Kerḫ’e ṣavle-efzā-yı hücūm ḳıldıḳlarında 
Ferruḫ-zād nām bahādır “Muḳābele edeyim” ẓann etdi. 
Hizebrān-ı bīşe-i veġā olan Cüyūş u Merdān-ı Dīn der-
ceng-i evvel derīde-sāz-ı ṣaff-ı / mürettebi [?]326 olmaġın 
Ferruḫ-zād siper-endāz-ı gürīz ve Baġdād’a bīm-i cān ile 
ʿinān-rīz olduḳda Yezdicird Baġdād’ı terk ü iḫlā ile firār 
ḳılmaġın tāḫt u ġanāʾim-āverān ve leşker-şükūfān-ı Dīn 
her sūya irḫa-yı / fetḥ ü küşūd ḳıldılar.

Bu ṭarafda Yezdicird āsyābda pinhān olduġundan 
Māhū ḫabīr olmaġla firistādegān irsāliyle Yezdicird’i 
değirmende ḳatl ü iʿdām etdirmek ile yiğirmi sene ḳadar 
Īrān-şāhlıġıyla mülk ü devlet-i / Fürs ü ʿAcem ve şükūh u 
salṭanat-ı Sāsāniyān-ı pür-ḥaşem Yezdicird’de tamām u 
inḳırāż-yāb u mużmaḥill oldu.

Pes Ehl-i Dīn ol-ḳadar emvāl ü ġanāyimle [sic]327 
muġtenim oldular ki cümlesi dilsīr-i enfāl oldular, ḥattā 
Direfş-i Kāviyānī-i / pür-cevāhiri daḫi iġtinām ve beyne’l-
Müslimīn taḳsīm eylediler.

Ve Yezdicird’in ḳatli ve devlet-i ʿAcemiñ münḳariż 
olması / Hicret-i Server-i Ketībe-i Enbiyā—ʿaleyhi efḍa-
lü’ṣ-ṣalavāti ve’t-teʿḥāyā—Ḥażretleriniñ otuz birinci sāli 
idi. /

Ḥāṣıl-ı kelām Şīrān-Gürāz Ferāyīn Gürāz Şāh’ı bir 
ḫadeng-i / cānsitān pertābıyla cengde ḳatl ü ihlāk ve 
pīrūzī / vü ẓaferi iḥrāz u iḥtivā eylediği / meclisdir. / 258

Ardashir was emperor of Iran for one year and a half,328 
when Guraz, whom they also call Farayin—being nei-
ther the progeny of kings nor of the Sasanian line, and 
being the watchman against Rum329 to whom reference 
was made above—gained ascendancy and burst forth, 
having Shah Ardashir killed and destroyed by the hand 
of someone named Piruz Khusraw,330 and [thus] coming 
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Prophets [Muhammad], upon whom be the best of 
prayers and salutations!

In a word, this is the scene in which Shiran-Guraz 
kills and destroys Shah Farayin Guraz in battle by 
thrusting a fatal dagger [at him], [thereby] claiming suc-
cess and victory. 258

NOTES

1. Accompanying miniature: The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York, gift of Arthur A. Houghton, Jr., inv. no. 
1970.301.1 (henceforth, only the inventory number will be 
given, except in the one case where the painting is housed 
elsewhere [see n. 37 below]). For the painting and summa-
ries of Firdawsi’s accompanying text, see Welch, A King’s 
Book of Kings, 84–87; and Dickson and Welch, Houghton 
Shahnameh, 2: no. 6. For an English translation of the corre-
sponding Persian text, see Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 
1:106–07.

2. As is not infrequently the case in the inserts, Mehmed ʿ Arif 
has here erroneously spelled the Turkish genitive suffix 
with a ye-nūn ( �ی�غ

�ی�م�غ ��غ�مغ�د  efendimizin), in the manner of the ,ا
archaic accusative of the third-person possessive, rather 
than with the correct ṣaġır kef (ك �ی���م�غ ��غ�مغ�د  efendimiziñ). This ,ا
recurrent mistake shows the ṣaġır kef was already losing 
its distinctive pronunciation in the educated speech of 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s time (it can still be heard in provincial 
accents of modern Turkish). Subsequent occurrences of 
this error in the inserts will not be indicated other than by 
their transliteration.

3. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.5. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 46; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 1:229–31; and Dick Davis, trans., Shah-
nameh: The Persian Book of Kings (New York, 2006), 61. 

4. In the original, an anonymous messenger is sent with 
Salm’s head to Faridun, after which Shirvi is ordered to 
take the war booty. Mehmed ʿArif confuses Shirvi with the 
unnamed messenger and has Minuchihr himself take the 
spoils to his grandfather.

5. Firdawsi’s version is somewhat different: Faridun having 
dismounted, Minuchihr does likewise and humbly kisses 
the ground before the feet of the shah, who orders him back 
on his horse before kissing him. Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s rather free 
retelling of this episode appears to be a response to the 
equally divergent miniature, which shows the shah and 
his grandson standing cheek-to-cheek in embrace.

6. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.6. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 58; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:265–68; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
75–76. 

7. It is rather unusual for a native Turkish word like altun to 
form, as here, part of a Persianate iżāfet. See also nn. 31 and 
41 below.

seed of Hurmuz-Shah,339 as chief over all the Iranian 
troops, and dispatched [them all] to combat and war 
against the People of Islam, upon which they battled 
and fought with the People of Faith in a place near Herat 
called Qadis [sic],340 whereat Chief Rustam was killed 
and all the Iranian army vanquished, defeated, and 
routed, at which time Yazdijird was in Baghdad. His 
mind becoming immediately perturbed and sorrowful, 
and the peace and security of Baghdad being broken, 
he fled Baghdad to seek the aid of the governor of Tus, 
Mahu,341 and upon his reaching and arriving in the city 
of Marv, Mahu came and met him,342 and promised him 
assistance, [but] plotting and scheming underhandedly, 
he incited the governor of Samarkand, Bizhan, to attack 
Yazdijird, whereupon Mahu made a show of fighting 
before running off. Abandoned, Yazdijird of necessity 
fled alone, and so doing entered a mill in Marv and con-
cealed himself [there].

On the other side,343 the Armies of Islam, having done 
away with Rustam and his army, attacked and stormed 
Karkh, whereupon a warrior named Farrukh-zad 
thought, “Let me confront [them].” In the first battle, 
the Soldiers and Combatants of Religion, being as they 
were lions of the forest of warfare, tore through his [Far-
rukh-zad’s] arrayed ranks [?],344 whereat Farrukh-zad 
threw down his shield in desertion and rode for dear life 
full-gallop to Baghdad, [but] he fled thence [also] with 
Yazdijird’s abandoning and vacating of Baghdad.345 And 
so the People of Religion—the winners of spoils and the 
smashers of armies—extended their conquest and vic-
tory in every direction.

On this side, when Mahu learned of Yazdijird’s being 
concealed in the mill, he sent men to kill and execute 
him there, and with his twenty-year reign as Emperor 
of Iran, the dominion and state of the Persians and 
 Iranians, as well as the majesty and sovereignty of the 
richly retinued Sasanians, came to end and perish with 
Yazdijird.

The People of Religion then took so many riches and 
spoils that all of them were [fully] contented with booty, 
so much so that they seized even the bejeweled Stan-
dard of Kava and distributed it among the Muslims.

And the killing of Yazdijird and the destruction of the 
Persian state happened in the thirty-first year of the 
Hegira of His Majesty the Commander of the Army of 
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able form of the correct Arabic root, even if the intended 
meaning is clear.

28. More literally “the water on Iran’s cheek.”
29. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.14. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 73; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 1:308–11; and Davis, Shahnameh, 97–98.

30. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.17. See Welch, A King’s 
Book of Kings, 148–51; Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahn-
ameh, 2: no. 88; Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:50–52; 
and Davis, Shahnameh, 155–56.

31. This rather amusing construction has a Turkish iżāfet (daġ-
keçisi, “mountain goat”) as the qualifying element of a Per-
sianate iżāfet construction. The word daġ is spelled طاغ.

32. Although seeming to belong grammatically only to sāz 
(lute), ḥāżır (present) would appear semantically to be 
qualifying all the items that Rustam finds by the stream.

33. Taʿaccüb etmek (to marvel) properly requires the thing(s) 
being marveled at to take the dative suffix, which Mehmed 
ʿArif has failed to add.

34. The episode in question is actually Rustam’s fourth labor.
35. A party of sorcerers in Firdawsi’s version.
36. In the original narrative, the sorceress turns black. Mehmed 

ʿArif’s description may have been influenced by the accom-
panying miniature, where the witch appears rather more 
gray than black.

37. Accompanying miniature: Cleveland Museum of Art, 
 Leonard C. Hanna, Jr., Fund, inv. no. 1988.96.a. Originally 
affixed to the unillustrated verso of Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, inv. no. 1970.301.18 (see n. 40 of the main article), 
though the Metropolitan Museum’s own records describe 
it as belonging to the non-existent 1970.301.77. See Dick-
son and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 92; Warner 
and Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:58–61; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
160–62. See also Mary McWilliams, “Rustam’s Seventh 
Course: He Slays the White Div: A Painting from the Tah-
masp Shahnama,” The Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of 
Art 80, 4 (April 1993): 148–53.

38. The construction, though not in itself difficult, has been 
written with a kesre at the end of the first word and a sükūn 
at the end of the second, probably to clarify its relationship 
to the surrounding words.

39. Its grammar being somewhat unclear, the sentence is apt 
to be misread as calling for the death of the blinded men 
rather than of the Demon, though logic soon militates 
against such an interpretation.

40. The correct spelling in Persian is sāʾīda.
41. Because it is unusual for a native Turkish word like ḳan to 

form, as here, part of a Persianate iżāfet, Mehmed ʿArif has 
placed a kesre beneath the word in order to make explicit 
the intended construction.

42. The opening elif is vocalized.
43. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.19. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 93; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:61–76; and Davis, Shahnameh, 162–
72.

44. The first two and last in this list of names are vocalized.

8. In Firdawsi’s version, Zal has his slaves deliver the gifts to 
the damsels before he himself meets them.

9. No such agreement is made in the original narrative. 
Mehmed ʿArif is perhaps here garbling a slightly earlier 
conversation in which one of the damsels, in trying to 
secure a face-to-face meeting with Zal, tells the slave boy 
to advise his master to come himself to discuss the matter, 
so that the affair might remain secret.

10. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.7. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 59; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:268–73; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
76–79. 

11. The word is properly spelled with a ḥā.
12. Sindukht is not here mentioned in the original narrative.
13. Firdawsi’s original has the maiden communicate directly 

with Zal.
14. This is the only insert that does not end by returning to the 

specific subject of the facing picture.
15. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.8. See Welch, A King’s 

Book of Kings, 132–35; Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shah-
nameh, 2: no. 60; Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:273–75; 
and Davis, Shahnameh, 79–80. 

16. Cf. “none had heard of antidote / And bane combined.” 
Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:275.

17. According to the original narrative, the magi keep silent 
after hearing Zal’s revelations, and only inwardly express 
their misgivings. Sensing their disapproval, Zal promises 
to reward them for their guidance, and the magi then offer 
their support. Mehmed ʿ Arif differs from Firdawsi in giving 
voice to the magi’s initial reservations and not indicating 
the reason for their subsequent change of heart. 

18. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.10. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 67; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:292–94; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
89–90.

19. Replaces a crossed-out etmeyüp.
20. Zabulistan is not here mentioned by Firdawsi. 
21. This is a somewhat romanticized departure from Firdawsi’s 

version, where Zal mollifies Sam not with reference to his 
love for Rudaba, but by reminding him of his—Sam’s—
unfatherly conduct past and present. 

22. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.11. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 69; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:299–300; and Davis, Shahnameh, 92.

23. As discussed in the main text of the present article (see  
p. 252), Mehmed ʿArif ’s retelling of the episode gives no 
sense of the very angry nature of Mihrab’s address to 
 Sindukht in the original narrative.

24. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.13. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 72; Warner and 
 Warner, Sháhnáma, 1:306–07; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
96–97.

25. The hemze of iżāfet has mistakenly been added to the word.
26. Properly spelled zāyiçe.
27. An adjective meaning “prolific, having (many) young,” the 

word, here being used as a verbal noun, is a rather unsuit-
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63. The father of Tus. He is not mentioned at this point in the 
original narrative.

64. Mehmed ʿ Arif’s formulation of this detail is ambiguous, and 
he may himself have misunderstood Firdawsi’s intended 
meaning, which is that the quantity of game hunted by the 
party was enough to last forty days.

65. The girl makes no such explicit plea in Firdawsi’s version.
66. Mehmed ʿArif omits to mention the death of Siyavush’s 

mother, which occurs at this point in the original narrative.
67. This detail appears to be an elaboration of Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s.
68. See n. 58 above.
69. In the original narrative, Sudaba makes her request to 

Kavus the next day, without specifying a time for Siyavush’s 
visit or mentioning Hirbad/Hirbud. Moreover, her request 
comes after a failed attempt—not mentioned by Mehmed 
ʿArif—to invite Siyavush by means of a messenger.

70. They are actually Kavus’s brothers. The usual Persian form 
of the latter’s name is Pashīn.

71. Mehmed ʿArif ’s highly abbreviated retelling is difficult to 
understand without knowing the original narrative, which 
is itself rather convoluted, and from which the Ottoman 
summary somewhat diverges. In Firdawsi’s version, the 
plan to marry Siyavush to one of the daughters of Kay Arash 
and Kay Pashin comes to nothing without being explic-
itly refused by the prince; and when Siyavush is asked by 
Sudaba to select one of the beauties she parades before 
him in the harem, he answers that he will have none but 
her daughter, a decision intended, it appears, to discourage 
Sudaba’s non-maternal advances. Mehmed ʿArif ’s variant 
telling has Siyavush admire a girl in secret, and no mention 
is made of Sudaba’s daughter, an omission that matters 
little since the match never comes to fruition.

72. Again, Hirbad/Hirbud is not mentioned here by Firdawsi.
73. Mehmed ʿ Arif omits to mention that Kavus does not detect 

the same smells on Siyavush, which is how he understands 
Sudaba’s guilt. See p. 251 of the main article.

74. See n. 62 above and n. 82 of the main article.
75. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.24. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 106; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:214–217; and Davis, Shahnameh, 224–25.

76. The word has been superscribed.
77. Bister is the usual form.
78. The medial kesre is written.
79. A crossed-out edüp follows this word.
80. The word can also be read as māde, “woman.” Whether 

intended or not, the pun works well.
81. The word has been superscribed.
82. Ekāzīb is a simple misspelling for ekāẕīb.
83. The word is spelled with a ṭı.
84. A detail not found in the original, which tells us only that 

Sudaba lay moaning on her bed.
85. Mine’l-bāb ile’l-miḥrāb, literally “from the door to the 

mihrab,” a common Arabic idiom in Ottoman meaning 
“from end to end, entirely.”

86. This puzzling and inconsistent detail (the babies were 
already dead upon their miscarriage) appears to be 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s invention.

45. The -ler has been latterly inserted.
46. The word has been unnecessarily amended by Mehmed 

ʿArif. It was originally written with medial ye, giving the 
perfectly fitting çekīde (dripped, distilled), but the dots of 
the letter have evidently been scratched away, the tooth 
being recast as a nūn. The resultant word is not attested in 
Steingass’s dictionary—which does, however, list the verb 
chakāndan (to make drop, distill)—but it is, interestingly, 
the modern Persian word for stalactite. Its intended mean-
ing, then, is no different from that of the word Mehmed 
ʿArif originally wrote.

47. The word is properly written çespān; Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s spell-
ing appears to have been influenced by the variant Otto-
man form cüsbān.

48. Mehmed ʿArif has omitted a considerable amount of 
intervening narrative. In the original version, the war with 
Mazandaran is preceded by two failed attempts on the part 
of Kay Kavus to obtain the King of Mazandaran’s fealty 
through diplomacy.

49. Firdawsi states only that the king was hacked into pieces. 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s more specific description must be based 
on the painting, which shows the king sliced through his 
midriff.

50. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.21. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 95; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:102–05; and Davis, Shahnameh, 184–85.

51. The word replaces a crossed-out üzere.
52. A şedde is mistakenly placed over the ḳāf.
53. The place name is fully vocalized.
54. The Turkish verb meaning “to die” that is being translated 

here—gebermek—is only used contemptuously, being not 
dissimilar in tone to the modern slang “to croak.”

55. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.23. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 105; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:193–213; and Davis, Shahnameh, 215–24.

56. Bīşe, which is elsewhere correctly spelled by Mehmed ʿ Arif, 
is here erroneously written with a pe.

57. The usual form is nihāle, but Mehmed ʿArif has here indi-
cated the variant vocalization.

58. The name is thus vocalized. The usual Persian form is 
Hīrbad.

59. Both names thus vocalized. The usual Persian form of the 
second is Pashīn.

60. This passage includes two instances of inverted word 
order, a construction common in spoken Turkish but nor-
mally eschewed in the written language. Its effect when 
employed in literature is to lend an almost colloquial vigor, 
and indeed, Mehmed ʿArif here very effectively uses the 
device to describe Sudaba’s wild cries.

61. Oda is spelled اوطه.
62. Daġū and Rībed are thus spelled and vocalized by Mehmed 

ʿArif. In Persian, the first place name is more usually written 
و�ی

��غ  while the second can also be ,(Daghvī or Daghuvay) د
rendered with a diphthong (Raybad). See also n. 82 of the 
main article.
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106. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.30. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 126; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:338–40.

107. This report of indirect speech properly requires a verb 
such as söylemek to complete it. Mehmed ʿArif has instead 
imposed this function on the deyüp that follows the sub-
sequent direct speech.

108. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.31. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 127; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:340–48.

109. The name is vocalized.
110. Thus spelled and vocalized. In Firdawsi’s original, the 

place is named Sipanjāb, a toponym that has been tenta-
tively identified with Fergana in Uzbekistan. The Ottoman 
İspīcāb, on the other hand, is a name for the city of Sayram 
in Kazakhstan.

111. The name is vocalized.
112. The word is a popular pseudo-Arabic pluralization of what 

is already an Arabic plural.
113. The phrase, the usual form of which is kerān tā kerān, is 

vocalized.
114. The name is vocalized.
115. Mehmed ʿArif has mistakenly omitted the dative suffix, 

rendered necessary by the following verb.
116. See n. 110 above.
117. Literally “from end to end.”
118. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.32. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 129; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 2:363–73.

119. Both names are vocalized. The usual Persian form of the 
first is Kishvād.

120. The word replaces a crossed-out ṣudan.
121. Properly, and more usually, declined ṣuyuñ.
122. Melek is vocalized. The Persian word surūsh is both a gen-

eral term for “angel” and the name of a particular angel 
who features in this and other episodes of the Shāhnāma. 
Mehmed ʿArif consistently uses the word as an appellative 
rather than as a proper name.

123. Spelled, however, ac.
124. The word is vocalized.
125. The word has been superscribed.
126. There appears to be an undotted tooth after the nūn of 

menūn. This may represent an additional nūn, which would 
change the meaning of the word from “death” to “his [own] 
death.”

127. The word is vocalized.
128. The word has been superscribed.
129. The word is spelled with a ṭı.
130. See n. 119 above.
131. Mehmed ʿArif ’s somewhat imprecise description is more 

elaborate than Firdawsi’s, which makes no mention of the 
sea in relation to the cloud.

132. In the original narrative, the angel is sitting, not moving, 
on the cloud.

133. The dream is summarized quite fully, while the details of 
Giv’s departure are almost entirely skimmed over.

87. See n. 80 above.
88. Mehmed ʿArif has done well to spot the infants, who are 

represented rather inconspicuously as small red forms in 
a salver held by a woman in a balcony at the top right of 
the image.

89. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.26. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 115; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:263–65; and Davis, Shahnameh, 248–49.

90. A nonce form that combines a Persian compound with an 
Arabic suffix.

91. The kesre of ilʿāb is written.
92. In both instances of oġlu here, Mehmed ʿ Arif has unusually 

dispensed with traditional Ottoman orthography, writing 
the word as it would have been pronounced (و�غ��لو  rather (ا
than as it was conventionally spelled (و�غ��لی  In subsequent .(ا
occurrences of the word, he alternates freely between the 
phonetic and the conventional spelling, with the former 
prevailing.

93. The less well-known names in this list of personages are 
spelled and vocalized as indicated by Mehmed ʿ Arif, though 
three of his spellings differ somewhat from the usual Per-
sian forms, which are Jahn, Nastīhan, and Akhvāst. In insert 
48b, Mehmed ʿArif indicates the more usual vocalization 
for Jahn.

94. The last-named is not mentioned at this point in the origi-
nal narrative. See also the preceding note.

95. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.27. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 118; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:268–70; and Davis, Shahnameh, 251.

96. The name is vocalized all three times in the insert.
97. The name is vocalized.
98. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.28. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 119; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 2:270–76; and Davis, Shahnameh, 251–53.

99. The name is vocalized both times in the insert.
100. The word has been superscribed.
101. The word is vocalized.
102. The ḳāf has mistakenly been left undotted.
103. The usual form is bister.
104. The word is written ی���ش�  which I have not found in any ,ک�ا

dictionary. It is most likely a misspelling for the Persian ک���ی���ش� 
(kaysh), “matrimony, a dowry,” and indeed, the entry for 
this word in Meniński’s dictionary refers the reader also 
to the synonymous غ�غ� �غ��ی�غ alternatively spelled ,(kābin) ک�ا  ک�ا
(kābīn), which is formed analogously to the unattested ی���ش�  ک�ا
of our insert. Mehmed ʿArif ’s misspelling is thus probably 
the result of an accidental confusion of these semantically 
related words. It is also possible that he mistook ی���ش�  for a ک�ا
viable variant of ک���ی���ش� based on the fact that another sense 
and vocalization of the latter word—kayish (strength, 
power)—has the alternative form ی���ش�  whose ,(kiyāyish) ک�ی�ا
pronunciation in Turkish would be almost indistinguish-
able from that of the spurious kāyiş.

105. This information has been added by Mehmed ʿArif, and 
should not be considered part of Afrasiyab’s speech.
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150. Firdawsi’s account of the arraying of the two armies 
includes a considerable amount of description and dia-
logue, all of it omitted by Mehmed ʿArif.

151. This detail is taken from Firdawsi’s account of what hap-
pens immediately after Ashkabus’s death: “the Khán dis-
patched / A cavalier, who drew the arrow forth / All bloody 
to the plumes!” Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:181.

152. Qażā guft gīr u qadar guft dih / Falak guft aḥsant malak 
guft zih. The translation is taken from Warner and Warner, 
Sháhnáma, 3:181. Dickson and Welch (Houghton Shahn-
ameh, 2: no. 159) misleadingly translate another known ver-
sion of the couplet in which malak is substituted by u mah: 
“‘Give!’ calls fate; ‘Take!’ cries the sky; while to heaven’s 
clapped ‘Encore!’ the moon clamors ‘More!’ ”

153. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.41. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 163; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:204–10.

154. The word is spelled and vocalized غ�
 but evidently in ,�ِ��ل�أ

error: the intended form can only be melʾān (Arabic malʾān, غ�
 full,” a literary synonym for the Turkish dolġun, “full“ ,(���ل�آ

or ready to burst with emotion.” What Mehmed ʿArif has 
written—and even then incorrectly, for he should in any 
case have used a medd-elif—is a contraction of mine’l-ān 
(Arabic min al-ān), meaning “henceforth.”

155. This place name, which, like the previous two, is vocalized 
by Mehmed ʿArif, ought to be Şekn.

156. Written یی� �ل �ه�مغ�د
ُ
�مغ��ک .������ش

157. So unusual is this iżāfet, which has a Turkish-suffixed Ara-
bic word as its first component, that Mehmed ʿ Arif has had 
to make clear the construction by writing the linking kesre.

158. The grammatically necessary -rim was evidently squeezed 
in later.

159. It is difficult to make full sense of the second word in this 
pairing. Küp, from the Persian kup, “mouth,” is here used as 
a learned synonym of the Turkish aġız, evoking the Turkish 
expression aġız etmek, “to try to persuade; to talk in a theat-
rical manner, to swagger” (cf. the very similar Persian word 
kab, “mouth; boast, vainglory”). Zevret, however, is not so 
easily explained, for the only word it corresponds to in the 
dictionaries is the Arabic zawra, whose meaning—“a single 
visit”—would here be nonsensical. The word is probably 
best interpreted as an Arabicized misspelling of the Persian 
zavra, “elegant oration.”

160. In Firdawsi’s version, Rustam’s assent is dependent on the 
Turanian side sending its chief aggressors in bonds to Kay 
Khusraw, and on Piran himself going with Rustam to the 
shah.

161. Following Warner and Warner, I have used the word “Khan” 
in translating the title of the figure whom Firdawsi calls 
Khāqān, or, more fully, Khāqān-i Chīn. Though the full title 
literally means “Emperor of China,” it is used not of the 
Chinese emperor proper, who is termed Fāghfūr, but of 
the ruler of Turkestan, an ambiguously defined region that 
bridges Turan and China.

162. See n. 155 above.
163. In the original narrative, the khan remains all but silent, 

and it is only Shangul—already present at the scene—who 

134. Firdawsi’s version describes Kay Khusraw as wearing 
a wreath rather than touching a flowering branch, but 
Mehmed ʿArif has instead followed the miniature, where 
the prince, turbaned, holds such a branch.

135. The verbal phrase mülāḳāt etmek and the verb görüşmek are 
basically synonymous, both meaning “to meet (with),” but 
Mehmed ʿ Arif has used the first causatively and the second 
reciprocally. This may reflect some intended semantic dis-
tinction, which I have preserved in my translation, but it 
may also be the case that Mehmed ʿArif mistakenly failed 
to render both verbal components in the same mood.

136. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.34. See Welch, A King’s 
Book of Kings, 152–55; Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shahn-
ameh, 2: no. 137; and Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:21–
30.

137. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.37. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 147; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:83–89.

138. The żamme is written.
139. This curious word seems too deliberate to be, as it first 

appears, a misspelling for Turāniyān. Mehmed ʿArif prob-
ably intended it as a learned synonym thereof based on 
the word Ṭuwārān, itself an Arabic variant of Ṭūrān/Ṭurān, 
the medieval Islamic name for a mountainous region of 
East-Central Baluchistan. Ṭūrān is also the normal Ara-
bic form of the Persian Tūrān—that is, the Turan of the 
Shāhnāma—and this would explain how the unrelated 
Ṭuwārān came erroneously to be used in that sense by 
Mehmed ʿArif, though not before he replaced its ṭā with 
a te. See V. Minorsky, The Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1st ed. 
(Leiden, 1913–36), s.v. “Ṭūrān”; and C. E. Bosworth, Ency-
clopaedia Iranica, online ed., s.v. “Ṭurān,” last modified 
February 11, 2011, http://www.iranica.com/articles/turan.

140. Replaces a crossed-out ile.
141. The comment is placed to the left of the main text rather 

than beneath it, its first sentence aligning, appropriately 
enough, with the part of the summary that tells of Tus’s 
imprisonment.

142. The nisba here is apparently being used as a substantive, 
with Baysunghur’s preface construed as one part of the 
overall preamble that precedes the Shāhnāma’s main nar-
rative.

143. See preceding note.
144. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.40. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 159; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:174–81.

145. The name is fully vocalized.
146. Be is written separately as غ�ه� and, together with per, vocal-

ized.
147. The Persian dictionaries define the word ṭapān (also spelled 

tapān) as meaning “restless, agitated.” Redhouse’s Lexicon, 
which records the tepān form only, gives the extended 
Ottoman sense of “kicking and struggling convulsively, in 
a fit or in the agony of death.”

148. The first żamme is written.
149. Firdawsī, Shākh-nāme, 4:197, couplet 1304. The final syllable 

of each line has been vocalized.
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however cursorily, to nearly all the major events of the nar-
rative. As with insert 47b, the sentences here are relatively 
short and include a preponderance of simple Turkish verbs, 
thus giving the text a rather oral quality.

179. The correct form would be müteheyyiʾe.
180. Spelled ی� �د .����می�����غ
�ی .181 �ی��ل�د �ص�ا �ه   This appears to be a variant of the more .�ه�می�����غ

usual expression hiçe ṣaymaḳ, “to hold as of no account.” 
Mehmed ʿ Arif has treated the Persian hīç as a Turkish word 
and softened its final consonant upon adding a suffix to it.

182. The name is fully vocalized.
183. Mehmed ʿArif ’s summary is both unclear and inaccurate. 

In the original narrative, Kay Khusraw divides his army and 
sends the divisions—one under Rustam, the other under 
Gustaham—to attack the Turanians at different locations. 
Having successfully completed their tasks, the divisions 
rejoin Kay Khusraw, though contrary to Mehmed ʿArif ’s 
chronology, they do so as the second battle is drawing to a 
close, just before Afrasiyab’s flight to Gang-diz.

184. Mehmed ʿArif has confused the details of the original nar-
rative, where it is the Iranian army’s march to battle, and 
not the battle itself, that lasts three days.

185. Mehmed ʿArif ’s retelling is at variance with Firdawsi’s ver-
sion, in which Jahn is sent only once with a message to Kay 
Khusraw, prior to the storming of the city, and in which 
the Iranians’ attack, far from lasting many days, is swiftly 
prosecuted.

186. Firdawsi’s version has Kay Khusraw spare the women of 
Afrasiyab’s harem.

187. In the original narrative, the Chinese emperor seems not 
to participate personally in the battle itself.

188. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.49. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 188; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:227–44.

189. Written ی��
.طو��غ

190. The place name is vocalized.
191. The word has been superscribed.
192. At this point in the original narrative, Khusraw sends the 

spoils and prisoners of war to his grandfather Shah Kavus 
with a letter, and receives a letter of approbation in return.

193. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.51. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 201; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 5:125–28.

194. The word has been superscribed.
195. Followed by a crossed-out ve zehr.
196. In the original narrative, Isfandiyar’s men then rush to 

and resuscitate him. Mehmed ʿArif ’s version, on the other, 
merely picks up the story in the next insert with a revived 
Isfandiyar.

197. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.52. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 202; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 5:128–31.

198. Spelled ی
��غ ��ی a hybrid of the standard ,�ص�ا -and the popu �ص�ا

lar misspelling ی
��غ .�صورا

199. The word is very difficult to make out. Its initial and final 
letters—a sīn and a kef/gef—are clear enough, but the cen-

speaks so forthrightly against Piran. Some of the words that 
Mehmed ʿ Arif here puts into the khan’s mouth reflect Shan-
gul’s arguments, while others represent details imported 
from elsewhere in the narrative. For example, that the 
warriors on the Turanian side number 300,000 is remarked 
upon by Piran somewhat later in the story (see Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:223), while the nationalities of the 
troops are listed both before and after (see Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 3:177, 204, 222).

164. See n. 159 above.
165. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.43. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 179; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:102.

166. The more correct form is vaḥīdeten.
167. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.44, recto. See Dickson 

and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 180; and Warner 
and Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:102–3.

168. The name is vocalized.
169. Evidently written in error instead of the intended taʿḳīd.
170. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.44, verso. See Dickson 

and Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 181; and Warner 
and Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:103–4.

171. The name is vocalized.
172. Redhouse’s Lexicon describes the pronunciation bürrān, 

which Mehmed ʿArif has indicated with a şedde, as vulgar 
compared with bürān, though burrān is the standard form 
in Persian.

173. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.47. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 184; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:112–26. With its relatively short sen-
tences and preponderance of simple Turkish verbs, this 
summary has a somewhat more oral and vernacular flavor 
than most of the others.

174. They are, in fact, Piran’s brothers. The usual Persian form 
of the second brother’s name is Farshīdvard.

175. Mehmed ʿArif omits to mention that the rest of the Tura-
nian army, with whom Lahhak and Farshidvard consult 
before their flight, are advised to stay and ask quarter of the 
Iranians, and that Lahhak and Farshidvard, early on in their 
escape, are confronted by an Iranian patrol, which kills the 
party of ten Turanian cavaliers accompanying them.

176. In the original narrative, Bizhan’s father, Giv, initially tries 
to dissuade his son from risking his life thus.

177. Mehmed ʿArif ’s retelling is highly abbreviated and rather 
unclear at this point, though he seems to be implying that 
the Turkish captive is made to lead the horses onto whose 
saddles the injured Gustaham and the slain Lahhak and 
Farshidvard have been tied. In Firdawsi’s version, however, 
the Turk is captured before Gustaham and the Turanian 
brothers are raised onto the saddles, and rather than lead-
ing the horses, he is ordered to ride with and cradle Gus-
taham.

178. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.48. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 187; and Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 4:176–227. This summary is highly 
abbreviated, though Mehmed ʿArif still manages to refer, 
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216. Mehmed ʿArif appears to have used this word partially 
in error. The construction makes clear that it should be 
synony mous with derende, “ferocious,” but its meaning 
is in fact “a forest; the haunt of a wild beast.” The word 
appears to be a Persian variant of the Arabic ʿarīn, which 
in Ottoman carried the additional sense “strength.” Perhaps 
Mehmed ʿArif was unfamiliar with the precise meaning of 
the word and paired it with derende because of its general 
associations with powerful wild animals.

ل .217 ����غّ���ص�ا ل ���لی ا ����غّ���ص�ا  These words constitute a hemistich .�ی�ک��ّص��ی ا
taken from an elegy recited in 948 by the renowned Arab 
poet al-Mutanabbi (d. 965) on the death of the mother 
of his patron, the Hamdanid prince Sayf al-Dawla. The 
forty-five-verse poem has been translated into English by  
A. J. Arberry, whose rendering of the fifth and sixth verses, 
with our hemistich italicized, is as follows: “Time has shot 
me with misfortunes until my heart is an envelope of 
shafts / So that I have reached the point that when arrows 
strike me, the points are broken upon the points.” See Abū 
al-Ṭayyib Aḥmad ibn al-Ḥusayn al-Mutanabbī, Poems of 
al-Mutanabbī: A Selection with Introduction, Translations 
and Notes by A. J. Arberry (London, 1967), 56–62, where 
the original Arabic is also reprinted. These verses, and our 
hemistich in particular, became almost proverbial in the 
Islamic world, being frequently quoted even into our own 
time. A medieval instance occurs in the eyewitness Per-
sian account of the Mongol invasion written in the 1230s by 
Muhammad ibn Ahmad Nasawi, formerly secretary to the 
Khwarazm-Shah Sultan Jalal al-Din Mankubirni, who was 
routed by the Mongols. Nasawi’s quotation of al-Mutan-
abbi, which consists of the sixth verse of the elegy, is used 
to emphasize the severity of the hardships suffered at the 
hands of the Mongol invaders, including by Nasawi him-
self: see Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad Nasawī, Nafsa̱t al-Maṣdūr 
= Nafthatu’l-Maṣdūr, ed. Amīr Ḥasan Yazdegerdī (Tehran, 
1343 [1965]), 7. Writing later in the same century, the Shafiʿi 
scholar Ibn Khallikan quoted both verses in an entry on  
al-Mutanabbi that forms part of his biographical dictionary 
of eminent men, completed in the 1270s. The couplet, Ibn 
Khallikan tells us, is one of two that the rival poet al-Nami 
(d. 1008) cited in recognition of al-Mutanabbi’s singular 
talent: see Ibn Khallikān, Kitāb Wafayāt al-aʿyān: Ibn Khal-
likan’s Biographical Dictionary, trans. William MacGuckin 
de Slane, 4 vols. (Paris, 1842–71), 1:103–4, where the cou-
plet is translated, “Misfortune shot at me with the arrows 
of calamity, till my heart was covered with them, so that 
the darts which struck it broke against those which were 
fixed in it already.” More recently, Taha Hussein, who 
himself wrote a study on al-Mutanabbi, recited the two 
verses in 1950 while bemoaning the conditions of Egypt to 
a newspaper reporter, as discussed in Pierre Cachia, Ṭāhā 
Ḥusayn: His Place in the Egyptian Literary Renaissance (Lon-
don, 1956), 105, where an alternative (and less accurate) 
translation of the lines is given: “Fate has directed so many 
misfortunes against me that my heart now has a covering of 
darts; / So that when (more) arrows strike me, their shafts 

tral letter, which is connected to both the others, presents 
a conundrum, resembling as it does an enlarged, slightly 
looped, and undotted tooth. Because the sīn is somewhat 
raised in relation to it, this letter is most probably a badly 
rendered lām, and indeed, the resultant word—silk, “line, 
series”—is the most fitting of all the possible readings.

200. The ḥā is accidentally dotted as if a cīm.
201. Cf. “She turneth waste to sea / At will and maketh sunset 

at mid day.” Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 5:128.
202. See n. 199 above.
203. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.54. See Dickson and 

Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 208; Warner and 
Warner, Sháhnáma, 5:184–225; and Davis, Shahnameh, 
379–403. Also see the translation by Jerome W. Clinton, In 
the Dragon’s Claws: The Story of Rostam & Esfandiyar from 
the Persian Book of Kings (Washington, D.C., 1999), 52–98.

204. The word has been superscribed.
205. The dots of the ye are misplaced beneath the tooth of the 

nūn, which has been left undotted.
206. The name is thus vocalized. Shūlak is the more usual Per-

sian form.
207. The word is spelled with an initial ṭı.
208. Initially miswritten as �صو�ل�, and emended with a ل�ه� over 

the vāv. Ṣavle (from Arabic ṣawla) is the form consistently 
employed by Mehmed ʿ Arif, though ṣavlet is the usual Otto-
man spelling.

209. Isfandiyar has been ordered by his father, Shah Gushtasb, 
to bring Rustam to Iran in chains, and has sent his own son, 
Bahman, to relate this information to the paladin. 

210. This is very far indeed from Firdawsi’s original narrative, 
in which Rustam, though respectful in his reply to Bahman 
(see the previous note), is nowhere near as obsequious, and 
agrees to accompany Isfandiyar only if he, Rustam, is left 
unfettered.

211. For dedikce.
212. Again, Mehmed ʿArif ’s version is quite unlike the original 

story, where Rustam, while indeed enjoying a cordial meet-
ing with Isfandiyar, never agrees to be bound in the first 
place, and where Isfandiyar snubs Rustam not by refusing 
his invitation, but by failing himself to summon the paladin 
to feast with him.

213. This is a highly condensed retelling of some 300 couplets, 
all of which in fact describe a single protracted meeting 
between Isfandiyar and Rustam at which the two men 
exchange thinly veiled threats and insults, each vaunting 
his own ancestry and deeds. Mehmed ʿArif also omits any 
mention of two subsequent exchanges held on the eve of 
the battle, one between Isfandiyar and his brother Bishu-
tan, and the other, Rustam and his father, Zal.

214. Shūlak is the more usual form. Firdawsi does not give the 
name or color of the steed at this point in his narrative, 
though he does during the telling of Isfandiyar’s seven 
labors.

215. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.61. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 225; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 6:384–86; and Davis, Shahnameh, 605–7.
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imprecation. The final word is an adverbial accusative of 
specification and has been transliterated in its pausal form, 
its full form being esren (asran in Arabic). See also n. 247 
below. 

237. This can only be a simple misspelling of the name.
238. The name is well known enough not to require vocaliza-

tion. Nūşirevān, and not Nūşirvān, is the usual form in Turk-
ish, and the one I have used here in the transliteration, but 
not in the translation, where “Nushirvan” is employed.

239. This appears to be a nonce word, fashioned as a form-IV 
verbal noun on the basis of the Arabic verb buhita, “to con-
found.”

240. Warner and Warner (Sháhnáma, 7:190) follow a variant 
reading that gives Qubad’s age as twenty-one.

241. Shapur’s good reputation is not mentioned by Firdawsi, and 
Mehmed ʿArif may have derived this detail from another 
source on the Sasanians.

242. See n. 229 above.
243. Warner and Warner (Sháhnáma, 7:198) follow a variant 

reading that gives the number as 40,000.
244. Warner and Warner (Sháhnáma, 7:200–01) are uncharac-

teristically misleading at this point in their translation, 
seemingly crediting Qubad with what are in fact his son’s 
achievements. I have consulted the translation by Alexan-
der Rogers (The Shah-namah of Fardusi, 2 vols. [London, 
1907], 2:440) for clarification in this regard.

245. See n. 233 above.
246. Several of the preceding details relating to Mazdak and his 

teachings are based on sources other than the Shāhnāma, 
since Firdawsi makes no mention, for example, of the her-
esiarch’s place of origin, or of the dualistic cosmology of his 
religion. Such details are amply recorded in the historical 
sources (including Niẓām al-Mulk, Book of Government, 
190–206; and Shea and Troyer, Dabistán, 1:372–78) and 
would not have been obscure to Mehmed ʿ Arif. One source 
with which Mehmed ʿArif ’s account shares some telling 
commonalities is Nedim’s summarized Turkish transla-
tion of the famous Arabic world history of Müneccimbaşı  
(d. 1702): both use the same expression to denote Mazdak’s 
claim to prophethood (iddiʿāʾ-ı nübüvvet in Müneccimbaşı/
Nedim’s text; iddiʿā-yı nübüvvet in Mehmed ʿArif ’s), and 
both include the same rather incongruous reference 
to Adam and Eve. Indeed, as regards this latter overlap, 
Mehmed ʿArif ’s version is quite obviously a close adapta-
tion of Müneccimbaşı/Nedim’s, which reads: zīrā cümle 
nās birbiriyle ana baba bir ḳarındaşlarıdır, anaları Ḥavvā ve 
babaları Ādem’dir. See Müneccimbaşı Aḥmed b. Luṭfu’llāh, 
Ṣaḥāʾifü’l-aḫbār, trans. and ed. Aḥmed Nedīm, 3 vols. 
(Istanbul, 1285 [1868–69]), 1:433. The same detail, again 
similarly phrased, was later parroted by Ahmed Cevdet 
Pasha in his short article on socialism: see Cevdet, “Sosyal-
izme dair Makale,” 494.

247. More literally, “God Almighty vanquish them by rendering 
them captives.” See also n. 236 above.

248. I have not been able to determine the source of this char-
acterization, which is certainly not taken from Firdawsi. 

but break upon the shafts.” Our hemistich was again quoted 
that same year by another Egyptian intellectual, Ahmad 
Amin, in relation to the deaths of his children: see Aḥmad 
Amīn, Ḥayātī (Cairo, 1950), 118; and Ali Mahmud Husain 
Mazyad, Aḥmad Amīn (Cairo 1886–1954): Advocate of Social 
and Literary Reform in Egypt (Leiden, 1963), 6n2. As these 
cases show, the hemistich is usually and most aptly quoted 
in reference to relentless misfortunes, making it a rather 
ill-fitting “witticism” for use in the Ottoman insert—unless, 
of course, we are considering events from the point of view 
of the ostrich! Mehmed ʿArif ’s knowledge of the poem is 
not surprising given the popularity of al-Mutanabbi among 
the Ottomans: his divan is the first item to be mentioned 
in the belles-lettres section of Charles White’s list of the 
typical holdings of an Ottoman library, and a copy of it is 
recorded by Toderini as having been kept, together with a 
related şerḥ (commentary), in the library of Ahmed III at 
the Topkapı Palace. See Charles White, Three Years in Con-
stantinople, 2:173 (and see also n. 56 of the present article’s 
main text); and Giambattista Toderini, Letteratura turch-
esca, 3 vols. (Venice, 1787), 2:82 and appendix, p. xxxii.

218. The spelling with cīm is an accepted Arabicizing variant; it 
is interesting that Mehmed ʿArif should use it within only 
a few words of the standard Persian spelling. In the final 
insert, writing of Yazdigird III, Mehmed ʿArif consistently 
uses the Arabicizing spelling.

219. Firdawsi does not specifically name Bahram Gur’s com-
panions at this point of the narrative.

220. A flock of ostriches according to Firdawsi.
221. See n. 217 above. I have adapted the translation from that 

of Arberry.
222. Several painters according to Firdawsi. 
223. See n. 218 above.
224. Though labeled 68b, the insert is also inventoried as 68b 

and 68c, presumably because it is two-sided. Accompany-
ing miniature: 1970.301.68. See Dickson and Welch, Hough-
ton Shahnameh, 2: no. 237 (and no. 236 for part of the rel-
evant narrative); Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 7:188–211, 
220–30; and Davis, Shahnameh, 679–84.

225. The name is vocalized. The form Sūfarāy also occurs in 
Persian.

226. Rey is vocalized.
227. These are common misspellings for what should be written 

ḫazāʾin and defāʾin.
228. The fully Arabic dārü’l-mülk is the more usual form.
229. The name, which is thus spelled and vocalized by Mehmed 

ʿArif, has several variants, of which the usual is Rizmihr.
230. Mehmed ʿArif has inexplicably used the nisba of the place 

name.
231. See n. 27 above. 
232. The name is vocalized.
233. The name is thus spelled and vocalized. In Persian, the 

more usual form is Mazdak.
�ا .234

ًّ
�� �غً�ا و ا .ا

�غ��غ���صو�ص�ه .235 .
��ص�ا .236 �ی ا �ل��ل�ه �ی�ع�ا هم ا

�ه��
 I am extremely grateful to Edhem Eldem for .���ی

helping me to recognize this section of the text as an Arabic 
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some length by Firdawsi, but entirely omitted by Mehmed 
ʿArif.

259. In Firdawsi’s version, Bahram’s decision to meet Parviz in 
battle is preceded by an exchange of letters between the 
two sides.

260. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.73. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 255; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 8:288–99; and Davis, Shahnameh, 785–87.

261. The dots of the ye have accidentally been omitted.
262. This appears to be a Persian calque of the Turkish idiom 

cān atmaḳ, which itself appears in the next line of text. 
Today meaning “to desire,” the idiom is translated in graver 
terms in Redhouse’s Lexicon, which gives the meaning “to 
stake one’s life, to risk life in some endeavor,” and it is in 
this more serious and urgent sense that I have rendered the 
phrase in my translation.

263. Derived from the Persian compound Īrān-shāh, a designa-
tion for the ruler of Iran, the Persianate Īrān-şāhī is appar-
ently being used as an abstract noun meaning “Iranian 
kingship,” or perhaps as the concept’s identical adjective. 
In either case, the form is unusual. There is also the pos-
sibility of reading it with a Turkish possessive suffix as 
Īrān-şāhı, which, when written as two separate words, is 
the normal Turkish designation for the shah of Iran, but 
while this reading is appropriate elsewhere in the inserts, 
it is hardly tenable in the context of the larger construction 
to which the compound here belongs, an observation that 
holds true for several analogous uses of the compound in 
the subsequent inserts.

264. Mehmed ʿArif has skimmed over a considerable amount 
of narrative detail here, coming straight to the battle’s dra-
matic climax. 

265. In the original narrative, three of Khusraw Parviz’s warriors 
stay with him on the battlefield, but the shah cuts away his 
horse’s barding in order to flee more quickly, leaving his 
companions lagging.

266. Firdawsi tells us only that Khusraw Parviz was set down in 
a place of safety.

267. The version of the epic translated by Warner and Warner 
omits the revelation concerning the length of Parviz’s reign, 
though it is found in other versions of the text.

268. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.74. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 256; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 8:299–326; and Davis, Shahnameh, 787–93. 
The summary omits many events and details, including 
the development of tensions between the Iranians and 
 Romaeans before the latter are sent back with gifts to Byz-
antium, Bahram Chubina’s slaying of a Turkish enemy at 
the khan’s court, and the killing of one of the khan’s daugh-
ters by Shir-Kappi prior to Bahram’s confrontation with the 
beast. It is also in this part of the narrative that Firdawsi 
inserts his lament for his dead son, of which Mehmed ʿ Arif’s 
summary gives no indication.

269. A pseudo-Arabic abstract nominalization of the Persian 
mihmān, “guest.”

270. Written و�ی�ه�� .�غ�ا

Müneccimbaşı (Ṣaḥāʾifü’l-aḫbār, 1:433) attributes Qubad’s 
acceptance of Mazdakism to his lack of good sense (żaʿīfü’l-
ʿaḳl olmaġla) rather than to his sexual appetite.

249. Firdawsi does not give the length of Qubad’s reign as forty-
eight years. Rather, he implies that the shah died not long 
after naming his son crown prince, and indeed, his reign is 
usually calculated as lasting forty-three years. It seems that 
Mehmed ʿArif has confused the length of the father’s reign 
with that of the son’s, which Firdawsi and other sources 
reckon at forty-eight years.

250. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.70. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 242; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 7:342–58; and Davis, Shahnameh, 694–98.

251. Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s retelling is at once highly summarized and 
misleadingly complex. In Firdawsi’s original narrative, 
the arrangements for the marriage do not necessitate the 
exchange of multiple messengers and messages. Rather, 
Nushirvan sends a trusted sage, Mihran Sitad, to select for 
him the noblest of the khan’s five daughters. The khan and 
his wife are reluctant to part with the favorite daughter, 
who is the only one born of the khan’s wife herself rather 
than of a concubine, and so when Mihran Sitad asks to see 
the princesses, this daughter is purposely left unadorned 
so that the Persian sage might prefer one of her four lesser 
sisters. Mihran Sitad, however, spots the ruse for what it is, 
and insists that none other than the fairest princess, whose 
qualities he recognizes despite her lack of finery, will do for 
his master the shah. The khan thus consults his astrologers, 
and after being reassured by them as to the auspiciousness 
of the match, he and his wife are rendered content to give 
their daughter in wedlock to Nushirvan.

252. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.72. See Dickson and 
Welch, Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 254; Warner and War-
ner, Sháhnáma, 8:278–88; and Davis, Shahnameh, 783–85. It 
is interesting to note that many of the narrative details that 
Mehmed ʿ Arif omits in this insert are the same as those left 
out by Dickson and Welch in their summary and by Davis 
in his partial translation.

253. Niyāṭūs is the usual Persian form. I have not been able to 
determine whether Mehmed ʿArif ’s rendering is a known 
variant or simply a misspelling, though the name was obvi-
ously subject to considerable variation: Dickson and Welch 
(Houghton Shahnameh, 2: no. 254) note that the version 
used in the Shāhnāma-i Shāhī is Bināṭūsh.

254. İbʿās ̱ is a pseudo-Arabic Ottoman word derived from the 
Arabic root غ�ع��ش� (whence baʿth, “a sending”) and coined on 
analogy with the form-IV verbal noun irsāl.

255. See n. 253 above.
256. In the original narrative, Caesar’s daughter and brother 

travel together to Parviz.
257. From the Persian Āẕarābādagān, originally the name of 

a fire temple in ancient Tabriz, then of the city itself, and 
then, by extension, of the region corresponding to modern 
Iran’s East Azerbaijan Province.

258. Most important among those joining Parviz’s army is his 
uncle Bandvi, whose meeting with Parviz is described at 
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293. The word is vocalized.
294. Seemingly a pseudo-Arabic nonce form.
ء ���ل��ی�ه .295 ��ا  The term, which I have vocalized according to its .د

Arabic reading, can also be construed as the Persianate 
duʿāʾ-ı ʿaleyh.

�غی .296 �ا
ی
ک� �ی  �م�ّغ �ك�م�ا  ����ل��ک�ه  �ل��ل�ه  ا ی 

�  The tearing of the letter and the .�م�ّغ
Prophet’s curse are widely reported in the Islamic sources, 
but the only ones I have been able to determine for the 
particular wording of the curse given by Mehmed ʿArif are 
rather unexpected. One is a local history of Fars written 
in Persian in the early twelfth century by an anonymous 
author who has been dubbed Ibn al-Balkhi, and the other 
a seventeenth-century Shiʿi collection of hadith by the 
Safavid cleric Muhammad Baqir Majlisi: see Ibn al-Balkhī, 
The Fársnáma of Ibnu’l-Balkhí, ed. G. Le Strange and R. A. 
Nicholson (London, 1921), 106; and Muḥammad Bāqir ibn 
Muḥammad Taqī Majlisī, Biḥār al-anwār al-jāmiʿa li-durar 
akhbār al-a ʾimma al-aṭhār, 44 vols. (Beirut, 2001), 9:209 no. 
20/381. If my findings are indicative, the form of the curse 
used by Mehmed ʿArif occurred mainly in literature of the 
Persian world, and even then was of fairly limited currency, 
and it is therefore curious that it is this version—and not a 
better-known equivalent from an authority such as Tabari 
or Bukhari—which should have found its way into the 
insert.

297. The second in this pair of Arabic adverbs is, in fact, a nonce 
form, as the passive participle maqsūr is not attested in 
the dictionaries, though its ostensible source—the verb 
qasara—does indeed carry the appropriate meanings 
of “to force, compel; conquer, subdue, etc.” It is likely 
that Mehmed ʿArif ’s use of this pseudo-form was in part 
informed by the existence of the viable participle maqṣūr, 
whose sense of “restricted, limited” is not unrelated to what 
our author is trying to say. 

298. Modern-day Firouzabad.
299. Literally “his soul jumped into his head.”
300. As well as meaning palace or harem more generally, 

Mushku is specifically the name of the palace built by 
Khusraw Parviz for Shirin.

301. Mehmed ʿ Arif’s version of these events is somewhat altered 
from Firdawsi’s. In the original narrative, Khusraw Parviz is 
unaware of his imminent deposition until woken by Shirin, 
and so there is no mention of his fearfully retreating to 
the Mushku Palace. Furthermore, the only name cried by 
the watchmen in Firdawsi’s version is Qubad, a name that 
Khusraw reveals was secretly given to his son upon the 
latter’s birth. Rather than include Khusraw’s explanation 
of the sentries’ call, Mehmed ʿ Arif has simply put the name 
Shiruya itself into the mouths of the watchmen.

302. Again, Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s retelling is at variance with Firdaw-
si’s version. In the original narrative, those who storm the 
palace search only the interior of the building for Khusraw 
Parviz, and it is Zad-Farrukh and Shiruya who learn that 
he is hidden in the garden when a gardener sent out by the 
shah to buy some food unwittingly reveals his whereabouts. 
After his capture, moreover, Khusraw Parviz is not taken 
before Shiruya in Firdawsi’s version.

271. The word has been superscribed.
272. The name, which Mehmed ʿArif vocalizes, is in Persian 

more usually spelled Shīr-Kappī.
273. The internal fetḥa and kesre of iżāfet are both written, a 

curious precaution given that the only possible misreading, 
dü (two), would soon be dismissed as untenable, but one 
perhaps taken because the word—being a Turkish corrup-
tion of the more literary Persian dīv—would not have been 
fully expected by the educated reader.

274. Literally “by the collar of life.”
275. See n. 161 above.
276. Now Tashkent.
277. It is significant that Mehmed ʿArif should mention only 

these two examples out of all the regions that the shah is 
described by Firdawsi as having conferred on his nobles. 
This editorial choice suggests that of the listed regions, 
Tashkent and Khurasan resonated the most with an elite 
Ottoman reader.

278. See n. 272 above.
279. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.75. See Welch, A King’s 

Book of Kings, 184–87; Dickson and Welch, Houghton 
Shahnameh, 2: no. 260; Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 
8:415–22, 9:8–42; and Davis, Shahnameh, 820–31.

280. The word is vocalized.
281. The ġayn has been left undotted.
282. Common misspellings are used for both words in this pair-

ing, which should be written müvekkel and pāsbān.
283. The dative suffix has been accidentally omitted, no doubt 

because it is identical to the end of the word to which it 
should be attached.

284. Though written in Persian, this curse is in fact a calque 
of the peculiarly Turkish imprecation Köküne kibrīt ṣuyu!, 
“Vitriol be [poured] on its root!” Mehmed ʿArif ’s attempt 
at translating the idiom into something seemingly more 
refined is rather amusing.

285. Mehmed ʿArif has added the ye as if he meant to connect 
the word to what follows by means of an iżāfet, though 
he has failed to realize the construction as apparently 
intended.

286. In Persian, properly written zāʾīda.
287. The -ler has been subsequently superscribed.
288. One of the necessary consonantal dots has accidentally 

been omitted.
289. Poḫ is a variant—labeled “provincial” even in Redhouse’s 

Lexicon—of the more usual boḳ, which in modern Turkish 
is the exact equivalent of the English “shit.” Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s 
preference here for the variant is probably the result of 
his wanting to use a less recognizable (and thus perhaps 
mitigated) form of the word that would sit better in the Per-
sianate construction for which he employs it. And indeed, 
Dehkhoda’s dictionary records غ

ی but not ,�چو�
 as a word ,�غو�

of Turkish origin meaning “human excrement.” 
290. The usual Ottoman form is baʿse̱ rather than baʿse̱t.
291. See n. 254 above.
292. The second word of the compound contains an erroneous 

extra tooth.
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313. The name is vocalized.
314. From the Arabic aphorism al-ḥukm li-man ghalaba.
315. The grammar here is noteworthy. In keeping with Ottoman 

usage, the Arabic phrase mā ṣadaqa (that which is true) is 
treated in the form mā-ṣadaḳ as a noun meaning “proof, 
confirmation,” with the Turkish possessive suffix added in 
order to link it to the preceding aphorism. This compound 
is in turn used to modify the following noun, zemīn (land), 
in a somewhat unusual construction that is more clearly 
parsed by recognizing the implicit olan bir after mā-ṣadaḳı.

316. This appears to be a simple misspelling later repeated by 
Mehmed ʿArif in the insert: the name should be written 
Şehrān-Gürāz (from the Persian Shahrān-Gurāz). It is prob-
able that Mehmed ʿArif misread and mistranscribed the 
medial he of the first name as a ye.

317. See n. 334 below.
318. The usual form of the name in Persian, and indeed the 

one used only a sentence later by Mehmed ʿArif himself, 
is Pūrān(dukht), though the Tūrān(dukht) variant is else-
where attested.

319. See n. 337 below.
320. The exact function of the word nice—whose meanings 

range from “many a …” to “howsoever”—is difficult to 
account for here. It appears in any case to be serving as 
some kind of intensifier.

321. The Turkish accusative ending has been added directly to 
the Arabic formula (هی� �����غ  …), another example of Mehmed 
ʿArif ’s sometimes idiosyncratic approach to grammar.

322. Mehmed ʿArif has here confused his geography. The con-
frontation to which he is referring is in fact the Battle of 
al-Qadisiyya, fought in 636 near the town of al-Hira in 
Southern Mesopotamia, though in his version, the loca-
tions are misidentified as Herat (here written with the his-
torical Arabic spelling ی�  .and the nearby town of Qadis (�ه�ا
It is an interesting coincidence—and perhaps partly the 
source of Mehmed ʿ Arif ’s confusion—that legend held that 
Qadisiyya was named after a dihqān of Herat called Qadis: 
see Michael G. Morony, Iraq After the Muslim Conquest 
(Princeton, N.J., 1984), 271n28.

323. Māhūy is the usual form of the name.
324. This is a Persian calque of the Ottoman Turkish phrase ters 

naʿl, literally “upside-down horseshoe,” which is used to 
describe an inauspicious, underhand business.

325. The word is spelled without a medial elif and therefore 
resembles ḳılup, but ḳalup seems the more logical reading, 
especially since Mehmed ʿ Arif elsewhere consistently spells 
ḳıl- with a medial ye.

326. The word is very difficult to make out from the reproduc-
tion.

327. The more correct spelling, used earlier in the very same 
insert, is ġanāʾim.

328. Mehmed ʿArif has misrelated the information: Ardashir 
ruled for only six months.

329. He was one of the chief generals serving Khusraw Parviz in 
the latter’s war against the Byzantine Empire: see Warner 
and Warner, Sháhnáma, 9:50.

303. Though extremely lengthy in the original narrative, the 
exchanges between Khusraw Parviz and Shiruya involve 
much less in the way of back-and-forth communication 
than Mehmed ʿ Arif’s hasty and minimal summary suggests. 
As well as skimming over these messages, Mehmed ʿArif 
entirely skips the lament of the musician Barbad for the 
imprisoned Khusraw Parviz.

304. The usual form in Persian is Hurmuzd, though the variant 
dād-less spelling is elsewhere attested.

305. Literally “vitriol be [poured] on their root!” See also n. 284 
above.

306. Literally “the target of the arrow of the curse and maledic-
tion of …”

307. See n. 296 above.
308. The translation is taken from Marmaduke Pickthall, The 

Meaning of the Glorious Koran: An Explanatory Translation 
(New York, 1930), 340.

309. Mānend-i heyūlā. Despite his use of a Persian construction, 
Mehmed ʿArif is relying on a peculiarly Turkish sense of 
the Arabic word hayūlā, a technical term for (primordial) 
matter that, as Redhouse’s Lexicon attests, came to denote 
in Ottoman “an apathetic, listless person.” Şemseddin 
Sami gives the related sense “an unimportant person or 
thing” (ehemiyyetsiz şaḫṣ veyā şeyʾ). The modern Redhouse 
dictionary records the further Turkish meaning “bogey, 
apparition, spook,” as well as the Turkish idiom heyulâ gibi 
(literally equivalent to Mehmed ʿArif ’s mānend-i heyūlā), 
meaning “huge and nightmarish.” It is clear that the word 
underwent significant semantic extensions and changes in 
late Ottoman usage, and that the sense in which it is being 
used by Mehmed ʿArif—conveying as it does Shiruya’s 
miserable impotence as shah—falls somewhere between 
the Turkish definitions provided by the nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century dictionaries. Cf. the English “ghost/
shadow/shell of a man.”

310. Mehmed ʿArif does not mention the episode following 
Khusraw Parviz’s death during which Shiruya attempts to 
make Shirin his wife and thus prompts her suicide.

311. Zehrābe-fām, literally “the color of liquid poison,” but 
 Steingass defines the analogous zahrāb-gūn as meaning 
“of the finest steel.” I have tried in my translation to capture 
something of both the literal and figurative senses.

312. Accompanying miniature: 1970.301.76. See Welch, A King’s 
Book of Kings, 184–87; Dickson and Welch, Houghton Shah-
nameh, 2: no. 261; Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 9:44–63, 
70–112; and Davis, Shahnameh, 832–50. This insert was 
not with the others when I went to view the sheets at the 
Metropolitan Museum in 2008, and it remains missing as 
of June 2012. The museum does, however, possess a low-
resolution photographic reproduction of it, and it is on 
this reproduction that my reading is based. Unsurprisingly 
given the extent of Firdawsi’s narrative that it has to cover, 
the summary is highly abbreviated and leaves out many 
details, particularly as regards the traitor Mahu(y), whose 
short-lived and ultimately fatal attempt to make himself 
shah is entirely omitted by Mehmed ʿArif.
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340. See n. 322 above.
341. See n. 323 above.
342. Mehmed ʿArif has reversed the two locations: Mahu(y)’s 

seat is at Marv, and he goes to greet Yazdigird at Tus.
343. Literally “on this side.”
344. See n. 326 above.
345. Mehmed ʿArif ’s version of events reflects somewhat 

more positively on the Arabs than Firdawsi’s, where Far-
rukhzad—the vengeful brother of the slain Rustam—at 
first utterly defeats the enemy at Karkh before more troops 
arrive from Baghdad and turn the tide in the Arabs’ favor. 
Mehmed ʿArif has also moved this episode from its proper 
place in the narrative, interposing it between the divided 
account of Yazdigird’s flight and murder. The result of—
and perhaps the reason for—this shift is greater dramatic 
contrast and suspense, even if the effect is at the expense 
of chronological coherence.

330. This individual is called “Pírúz, son of Khusrau” by Warner 
and Warner, and it is possible to read Mehmed Arif’s identi-
fication as Pīrūz-ı Ḫusrev, “Piruz [son] of Khusraw,” though 
it seems likelier that he is simply treating Ḫusrev as part of 
Piruz’s own name.

331. Literally “[was] without head or tail.”
332. Literally “[Power] to him who victors.” See also n. 314 above.
333. See n. 316 above.
334. Firdawsi says nothing of the troops’ being plundered or left 

to wander the desert.
335. See n. 318 above.
336. It is interesting to note that Mehmed ʿArif has used the 

male royal title unchanged.
337. She is, in fact, the sister.
338. See n. 218 above.
339. “Shah” here is part of a proper name, and not a title: see 

Warner and Warner, Sháhnáma, 9:69, 78n1. See also n. 304 
above.


